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Carolina Hurricanes have ‘unacceptable’ effort in 4-2 road loss to the Buffalo Sabres 

By Chip Alexander 

To which Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said, “It’s a little late 
now.” 

Niederreiter and Fast each scored for the Canes. But with a 
chance to secure a playoff berth with a victory, the Canes let 
an early lead slip away, were outplayed much of the night by 
the Sabres at KeyBank Center and had veteran goalie Craig 
Anderson make 32 saves in being named the game’s first 
star. 

“That game was unacceptable, the way we played,” said 
Niederreiter, who assisted on Fast’s goal in the first period 
for a 1-0 lead. “We just never really found our game until the 
last period. 

“There’s no easy wins, no easy teams to play against. They 
played hard. We just took that game for granted and thought 
it was going to be an easy game, and that sure wasn’t the 
case. We came out flat and thought it would be a fairly easy 
game because they’re a team that has nothing to lose, I 
guess, and those are tough games to play.” 

Had the Canes (45-17-8) won, and with the New York 
Islanders losing in regulation at Dallas, the Canes would 
have qualified for the Stanley Cup playoffs for a fourth 
straight year under Brind’Amour. They also would have 
maintained their four-point lead over the New York Rangers 
in the Metropolitan Division. 

Instead, the Canes will have to wait on the playoffs and had 
their divisional lead cut in half as the Rangers beat the New 
Jersey Devils. They weren’t sharp in any area Tuesday, 
often allowing goalie Frederik Andersen to fend for himself 
against unchecked shooters, although defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin did dive into the crease to prevent a goal in the 
second. 

Jeff Skinner, who likes to try and torment his former team, 
scored his 29th of the season for the Sabres (26-34-11) and 
Victor Olofsson had a goal and assist. Casey Middelstadt 
scored in the second period and Dylan Cozens had a power-

play goal -- the sixth power-play score allowed by Carolina’s 
penalty killers in the last six games. 

“If we have some bad habits creeping in toward the playoffs 
it’s tough to regroup afterwards once you’re in,” Niederreiter 
said. “That’s exactly what the problem is right now. We’re 
playing teams that aren’t in the hunt anymore and they play a 
different kind of hockey. For us, we have to find a way to 
stick with it and make sure bad habits aren’t getting in.” 

“We played just a terrible second period and then you leave 
it up to chance,” Brind’Amour said. “We played a good third 
and came out hard but it was too late. We got what we 
deserved.” 

The Canes, who had a new road look with black pants and 
gloves, continued to push in the third until a sequence when 
they failed a few times to clear their zone. Sabres 
defenseman Rasmus Dahlin made a nice play to keep the 
puck in at the blue line and found Olofsson unchecked 
against Andersen for the go-ahead goal with 7:52 left in 
regulation. 

The Canes’ momentum evaporated and Cozens scored on 
the power play three minutes later. 

“There’s no excuse,” Fast said. “We talked about playing the 
right way before the game and we didn’t do that at all. They 
were all over us the first two periods and we didn’t play good 
at all. 

“We have 12 more games to go and we have to make sure 
we have good habits going into every game and play the 
right way. It’s like not you can just push a button and you’re 
ready to go. Every game you’ve got to be ready.” 

The Canes will get their next chance to play the “right way” 
Thursday. Their opponent: the Sabres again, at PNC Arena. 

“It’s nice to get another crack at it,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s 
less about the opponent and more about us trying to regain 
that game we want to play, that 60-minute game.”
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Hurricanes line combinations: Five lineups Rod Brind’Amour can consider as the Canes 
switch into playoff mode 

By Sara Civian  

Folks, we’re almost there. We’ve arrived at the playoff-
clinching Jenga portion of the season, where the Hurricanes 
could have punched their ticket on Tuesday. It didn’t happen 
thanks to a 4-2 loss to the Sabres, but the magic number will 
hit soon. 

It’s time to start thinking about one of our favorite things: 
potential line combinations, playoff edition. The Canes 
bolstered their forward group with Max Domi at the deadline, 
and Jesperi Kotkaniemi is expected back before the playoffs. 
An already crowded top nine has even more options headed 
into the postseason. 

Then you’ve gotta consider how stacked the Eastern 
Conference is this season. It’s very likely the first iteration of 
the Canes playoff lineup won’t be the last. 

There are quite a few potential combinations head coach 
Rod Brind’Amour could turn to for a potential run. Let’s look 
at a few of them, with the pros and cons. 

The safe lineup 

Andrei Svechnikov-Sebastian Aho-Teuvo Teravainen 
Nino Niederreiter-Vincent Trocheck-Martin Necas 
Max Domi-Jordan Staal-Jesper Fast 
Jordan Martinook-Jesperi Kotkaniemi-Seth Jarvis 

Healthy scratches: Derek Stepan, Steven Lorentz 

Pros: Put Svechnikov, Aho and Teravainen together, sit back 
and watch the magic happen. The Canes know what they 
have in this top six, and they’re able to comfortably dish out a 
huge share of the minutes to it. There isn’t much risk here. 

Cons: Putting this first combination together made me realize 
how many tough decisions loom with this forward group 
come playoffs. Is this even the “safest” route possible, or 
should Stepan go in for Martinook? I really hesitate to leave 
Stepan out when he’s built for being that low-key game-
breaking fourth liner, but historically Martinook is included in 
Brind’Amour’s comfort lineups. Brind’Amour also said Stepan 
handles coming in and out of the lineup better than anyone 
he’s ever met, so I feel like Brind’Amour might start with him 
out and cycle him in, knowing he can take it. Is that fair or the 
option with the most potential? Maybe not. Does it let the 
team try out options without too much drama? Yes, hence 
our definition of “safe” lineup. 

Also, you’re not getting the most out of all of your players if 
you aren’t taking risks. The Canes have struggled with 
secondary scoring in the postseason, and I don’t see those 
struggles drastically changing when you’re front-loading the 
lineup. I see this kind of lineup as something you either start 

out with and tweak accordingly or use as a last-ditch effort. 
Don’t play it safe for the bulk of your playoff run. 

The “trickle-down Svechonomics” lineup 

Teravainen-Aho-Jarvis 
Svechnikov-Trocheck-Necas 
Niederreiter-Staal-Fast 
Domi-Kotkaniemi-Stepan 

Healthy scratches: Lorentz, Martinook 

Pros: The Canes have been rolling with a lineup similar to 
this since Kotkaniemi’s injury, and they’ve been getting some 
results from the guys bumped up. As it currently stands, 
Domi is where Necas is and Necas is on the fourth line, but I 
switched that around here. Necas had been finding his way 
when paired with Svechnikov and Trocheck, and I’ve loved 
the combination of Domi, Kotkaniemi and Stepan. 
Niederreiter has proved that when he’s hot he can score on a 
line with anyone, so why not let younger Jarvis and Necas 
get a confidence boost? 

We’re looking for secondary scoring, here. Objectively, 
Martinook’s the team’s lowest-scoring forward with three 
goals and 10 assists in 46 games. If we’re looking at points 
per 60, Lorentz slightly edges him for lowest-scoring forward, 
but he’s not in this lineup, either. Of course, building a playoff 
roster based solely on points would be ridiculous, and both 
Martinook and Lorentz bring a certain heart to this team that 
can be crucial on a playoff run. But this would be a good 
lineup to go to if the pesky depth-scoring issues rear their 
heads once again. 

Cons: Jarvis has never played an NHL playoff game, and 
Necas has been unexpectedly inconsistent this season. It’s a 
risk to give them prime playoff minutes. Scratching Martinook 
is also difficult as he’s a great spark plug for the team and 
you don’t want to send the wrong message to the locker 
room. 

The “heavy hockey” lineup 

Svechnikov-Aho-Teravainen 
Niederreiter-Trocheck-Kotkaniemi 
Domi-Staal-Fast 
Martinook-Stepan-Lorentz 

Healthy scratches: Jarvis, Necas 

Pros: This one’s a little weird, but let’s say the Canes have 
been getting pushed around all series, it’s Game 4 or 5 (non-
elimination) and they want to “send a message.” Let’s also 
say we’re feeling guilty because we keep scratching Lorentz. 
(Yeah, I could never be an NHL coach.) 
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In all seriousness, sometimes you need that boom Lorentz is 
willing and able to provide, and you need more overall out of 
your secondary skill guys. It’s not uncommon to see a Necas 
or especially a rookie like Jarvis scratched for one playoff 
game as a motivator. I’d expect the Staal line to get a lot of 
usage in this scenario. 

Cons: Just like we don’t want to get too caught up with point 
totals when constructing a playoff lineup, we don’t want to 
get too caught up with toughness either. I’ll agree the Canes 
have needed more of it looking back on their past few playoff 
runs, but that’s why I like the Domi acquisition. It’s functional 
toughness. We’ve seen it one hundred times before: Teams 
get so wrapped up in the side quest of winning all the fights, 
and they lose the plot of, uhh, actually winning the game. 
This is the purpose of instigators, and when they get in your 
head they’ve won. But it doesn’t hurt to show your team 
won’t be messed with, so a lineup like this could work if 
something seriously embarrassing happens the previous 
game. 

The “kids are alright” lineup 

Teravainen-Aho-Jarvis 
Svechnikov-Trocheck-Domi 
Niederreiter-Staal-Fast 
Jack Drury-Kotkaniemi-Necas 

Healthy scratches: Stepan, Lorentz, Martinook 

Pros: There’s nothing like a Cinderella story/black-ace 
situation, and we’ll remember Drury has scored a goal in 
both NHL games he’s played in. The slipper fits, and he’s 
having a great season (18 goals and 45 points in 56 games) 
in the AHL with the Wolves. I can’t say I see this happening 
when it means there would be three viable NHL players out 
of the lineup, but maybe a few guys are banged up and 
Drury gets a chance. I could see him running with it as black 
aces sometimes do on the way to the Cup. 

Cons: Let’s be real: I can’t see Brind’Amour going wild and 
tossing Drury in there if the whole roster is healthy. But if he 
did, and if it backfired, it might leave a stain on his coaching 

career. Unnecessarily plugging someone into the lineup and 
the mission failing is a rare coaching mistake you can 
actually pinpoint as a reason a team lost a series or 
whatever the stakes may be. Experience is a huge plus in 
the playoffs, and you want to make sure you aren’t shaking 
things up at its expense. 

The “If I were Brind’Amour” lineup 

Teravainen-Aho-Jarvis 
Svechnikov-Trocheck-Necas 
Niederreiter-Kotkaniemi-Domi 
Stepan-Staal-Fast 

Healthy scratches: Martinook, Lorentz 

Pros: Of course, I came up with this specific iteration of the 
lineup hours before Staal had a strong game Tuesday while 
a team full of other forwards didn’t. But even if seeing him on 
the fourth line here is striking, let’s be clear: I’m not saying 
take him out of the lineup, and I’m not even saying you would 
give the third line way more minutes than the fourth. 
Sometimes I just feel like we don’t even question third-line 
Staal, and while in the grand scheme swapping Staal and 
Kotkaniemi isn’t going to change the world, I think we should 
at least consider it in certain scenarios. Staal has been 
struggling to produce this season, and I tend to lay off him for 
that because I don’t consider it his main priority. But why not 
play the matchup game here, and make the Staal line a true 
checking line? Staal can still take the brunt of the tough 
matchups, but Kotkaniemi is sixth on the Canes in goals per 
60 (behind Svechnikov, Aho, Niederreiter, Jarvis and 
Teravainen). He’s high above Staal on the list in points per 
60, too, and I’d like to see what he could do with a few more 
minutes. It’s no shade to Staal, but it should at least be up for 
discussion. 

Cons: It pains me to keep Martinook and Lorentz out of the 
lineup, but the Canes purposely constructed their roster with 
this kind of depth in mind. Hard decisions are inevitable. I will 
say if it came down to an elimination game, I’d want 
Martinook in, and come the first loss with the above lineup, 
I’d toss him in. 
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Hurricanes drop 2nd straight, lost 4-2 in Buffalo 

By Cory Lavalette  

The Hurricanes knew they had a schedule full of trap games 
remaining before the postseason. That didn’t stop them from 
falling into the pit that is the red-hot Buffalo Sabres. 

Victor Olofsson had a goal and an assist in the third period to 
lift the Sabres over the Hurricanes 4-2 Tuesday in Buffalo. 

“There’s no easy win, no easy team to play against, and they 
play hard,” Hurricanes forward Nino Niederreiter said. “We 
just took the game for granted and thought it was going to be 
an easy game, and that sure wasn’t the case.” 

Defenseman Rasmus Dahlin set up Olofsson’s go-ahead 
goal with 7:42 remaining in the third period. Dahlin sent a 
stretch pass from the blue line to the left circle, where a 
wide-open Olofsson sniped a wrist shot to the far corner for 
his 16th goal. 

Olofsson assisted on the insurance goal by Dylan Cozens, 
his 13th, on a power play with 4:49 left. 

Niederreiter had tied it for the Hurricanes 4:10 into the third 
period. Jordan Staal threaded a pass from behind the net 
between two Sabres defenders to set up Niederreiter in the 
slot for his 22nd goal. 

Buffalo went ahead 2-1 on goals from Jeff Skinner and 
Casey Mittelstadt early in the second period. Skinner, a 
former Hurricane, finished a 2-on-1 with Tage Thompson to 
score his 29th at 1:21, and Mittelstadt got his fourth goal 4:38 
later on a wrist shot from the right circle that beat Frederick 
Andersen (18 saves). 

Staal recorded his 600th NHL point on Fast’s goal that gave 
the Hurricanes the lead at 14:58 of the first. Carolina’s 

captain poked the puck away from Buffalo’s Cody Eakin in 
the offensive zone, and Niederreiter’s backhand pass found 
Jesper Fast alone in front of the net for his 12th goal. 

Carolina came into the game sitting atop the Metropolitan 
Division and on the cusp of clinching an inevitable playoff 
berth, while Buffalo has been all but mathematically 
eliminated from the postseason. 

“We’re facing teams that aren’t really in the hunt anymore, 
and they play a different type of hockey, Niederreiter said. 
“For us, we’ve just got to find a way to stick with it.” 

The Sabres have now earned points in nine of their last 10, 
while the Hurricanes lost for their second straight game and 
are 4-5-3 in their last 12. 

The result left the Hurricanes frustrated. 

“We talked about playing the right way before the game, and 
as you see didn’t do that at all,” Fast said. 

Carolina will get a chance at redemption: The Sabres visit 
PNC Arena on Thursday to complete a home-and-home 
against the Hurricanes and complete their season series. 

“That’s nice to get another crack at it,” Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said of a rematch with the Sabres. “It’s probably 
less about the opponent and more about us trying to regain 
that game that we want to play, that 60-minute game.” 

Notes: Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen saw their 
seven-game point streaks snapped. … Sabres forward Kyle 
Okposo played his 900th career game. … Carolina changed 
up their look for the road game, wearing their white road 
sweaters with black plants instead of the usual red pants. 
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Recap: Canes Fall 4-2 In Buffalo 

By Walt Ruff  

BUFFALO, NY. - The Carolina Hurricanes opened a two-
game series against the Buffalo Sabres on the wrong side of 
a 4-2 result Tuesday. 

Three Things: 

1) Chance For Chance 

Following Monday's practice Canes captain Jordan Staal 
talked about not allowing tonight's contest to become a 
freewheeling, chance for chance type game - the style that 
the Sabres have been playing as of late. With Buffalo being 
essentially out of the playoff picture, they've played a much 
more open type of game, unafraid to play loosely and it's 
worked for them, taking points in eight out of their last nine 
contests. 

It turned out that portions of this evening's contest did 
become just that, and they were costly. 

Despite Carolina looking like their normal self during the 
opening frame and taking a one-goal lead, the Sabres made 
it a much more run-and-gun type of second period, striking 
for two goals in the opening six minutes to flip the script. The 
Canes were able to tie the contest early in the third as they 
got back to their game, but Buffalo had a pair of responses to 
guide them to the victory. 

2) Strength In The Staal Line 

Both Carolina goals in the contest came courtesy of Staal's 
line, with the team's Captain providing assists on both. 

The first was a hard-working effort by #11, stripping a Sabre 
during an attempted breakout, spinning play and allowing 
Nino Niederreiter to set up Jesper Fast. 

Then, in the third, Staal's work behind the net allowed him to 
hit Niederreiter in front for his 22nd of the season. 

Over the course of the defeat all other three forward lines 
were mixed up, but not the Staal unit. 

3) Trying Something Different 

For the first time in team history the club wore their black 
pants and black gloves with their white sweaters for the 

contest. A change in pace from the red pants and red gloves 
that have become standard for the team over the last several 
seasons, there was no rhyme or reason behind why the team 
elected to change things up, other than to see how the 
combination looked. 

They Said It: 

Nino Niederreiter expressing his frustration post-game: 

"That game was unacceptable. The way we came out, 
especially. There's no easy team to play against and they 
played hard. We took it for granted. We thought that would 
be an easy game and that wasn't the case." 

Jesper Fast continuing on what didn't go right: 

"There's no excuse. We talked about playing the right way 
before the game and as you saw, we didn't do that at all. As 
a team we didn't play good enough. 

Rod Brind'Amour offering his thoughts on his team's game: 

"It's pretty obvious and pretty self-evident. We had just a 
terrible second period and we left it up to chance. We played 
a good third, we came out hard, but it was too late. We got 
what we deserved there." 

What's Next?: 

The Canes fly back to Raleigh post-game and are scheduled 
to practice Wednesday. Thursday they open a series of three 
home games in four days against the same Sabres. 

Bonus Notes: 

 Frederik Andersen suffered the loss in net, allowing 
four goals on 22 shots. 

 Steven Lorentz drew back into the lineup, leaving 
Derek Stepan as the healthy scratch. 

 With no points for either, the seven-game point 
streaks that Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen 
entered the night with were officially snapped. 

 The Canes now move to 45-17-8 on the season. 
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Hurricanes lose to Sabres, give up ground in Metropolitan 

By Heather Engel  

BUFFALO -- The Carolina Hurricanes gave up ground in the 
Metropolitan Division with a 4-2 loss to the Buffalo Sabres at 
KeyBank Center on Tuesday. 

Nino Niederreiter had a goal and an assist, and Jordan Staal 
had two assists for the Hurricanes (45-17-8), who have lost 
two in a row and lead the New York Rangers by two points 
for first place in the division. Frederik Andersen made 18 
saves. 

"At the end of the day, that game was unacceptable the way 
we played," Niederreiter said. "We just never really found our 
game until the last period. And I mean, at the end of day, 
there's no easy win, no easy team to play against, and they 
play hard. We just took the game for granted and thought 
was it going to be an easy game, and that sure wasn't the 
case." 

Victor Olofsson had a goal and an assist, and Craig 
Anderson made 32 saves for the Sabres (26-34-11), who are 
6-1-3 in their past 10 games. 

"I feel we're super confident as a group right now," Olofsson 
said. "Even when they scored at 2-2, we just kind of settled 
down a little bit and just kept it a little bit more simple. I think 
we turned a lot of pucks over there in the beginning of the 
third, and then just kept it more simple. Got pucks behind 
them again, like we did in the second." 

Olofsson put Buffalo in front 3-2 at 12:08 of the third period. 
Rasmus Dahlin knocked down a clearing attempt near the 
blue line and passed to Olofsson, who scored from all alone 
in the right circle. 

"I was fake pressuring the forward, he got kind of stressed, 
and I know he kind of wanted to get the puck out," Dahlin 
said. "That's a play I used to do. Sometimes it works, 
sometimes it doesn't, and today it worked. It was good that I 
batted it down and gave him the puck." 

Dylan Cozens scored a power-play goal on a rebound near 
the left post at 15:11 for the 4-2 final. 

Jesper Fast gave Carolina a 1-0 lead at 14:58 of the first 
period, taking a backhand pass from Niederreiter in the slot, 
deking Anderson and lifting a backhand top shelf. 

Jeff Skinner tied it 1-1 at 1:21 of the second period. Tage 
Thompson intercepted Brady Skjei's pass attempt in the 
Sabres' zone to create a 2-on-1. He then faked a shot and 
slid a pass through Brett Pesce's legs to Skinner, who shot 
into an open net. 

"That's the vision and talent of Tage," Buffalo coach Don 
Granato said. "He's a 30-goal scorer, he's staring right at the 
net, and he still has the presence to manipulate and make 
that play." 

Casey Mittelstadt put Buffalo ahead 2-1 at 5:59 from the right 
circle. 

"It's pretty obvious, pretty self-evident, we played just a 
terrible second period," Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour 
said. "Then you leave it up to chance. We played a good 
third. We came out hard and did everything. Had a great 
third, but it's too late. Leave it up to chance. We got what we 
deserved there." 

Niederreiter tied it 2-2 at 4:10 of the third period off a pass 
from Staal from behind the net. 

"It's disappointing just in general," Brind'Amour said. "I don't 
think it has anything to do with anything else. You don't like 
to see your team play that way any time. Even though, like I 
said, there was really good stretches in there, did some 
really good things, but too much not good enough. And it 
cost us." 

NOTES: Staal earned his 600th NHL point with his assist on 
Fast's goal. … The Sabres defeated the Hurricanes for the 
first time since March 22, 2016 (0-7-4 in previous 11). … 
Skinner has scored six goals in six games against his former 
team. … Buffalo forward Kyle Okposo played in his 900th 
NHL game. 
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Olofsson rallies Sabres in 4-2 win over Hurricanes 

By Jonah Bronstein 

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — Victor Olofsson had a goal and an 
assist in the third period to lead the Buffalo Sabres past the 
Carolina Hurricanes 4-2 on Tuesday night. 

Jeff Skinner, Casey Mittelstadt and Dylan Cozens also 
scored for the Sabres, and Craig Anderson made 32 saves 
in the opening game of a home-and-home set with the 
Hurricanes. 

Earning a point for the ninth time in 10 games (6-1-3), 
Buffalo held off being eliminated from the playoffs for an 
NHL-record 11th consecutive season. 

“We’re super confident as a group right now,” Olofsson said. 

Nino Niederreiter had a goal and an assist for Carolina. 
Jesper Fast also scored, Jordan Staal had two assists, and 
Frederik Andersen stopped 18 shots. 

The Metropolitan Division-leading Hurricanes have lost 
consecutive games in regulation while on the cusp of 
reaching 100 points for the second time in franchise history 
and clinching a fourth straight playoff berth. They lead the 
New York Rangers by two points in the division standings, 
with one fewer game played. 

Niederreiter called the Hurricanes’ performance 
“unacceptable.” 

“We just took the game for granted,” he said. “Thought it was 
going to be an easy game. And that wasn’t the case.” 

Rasmus Dahlin set up Olofsson’s go-ahead goal with 7:42 
remaining in the third period. Dahlin sent a stretch pass from 
the blue line to the left circle, where a wide-open Olofsson 
sniped a wrist shot to the far corner for his 16th goal. 

“He’s an elite shooter,” Dahlin said. “When he’s in his office, 
you have to give him the puck. He knows what to do down 
there.” 

Cozens added an insurance goal, his 13th, off the rebound 
from Olofsson’s shot on a power play with 4:49 left. 

Overcoming a wrist injury that caused him to miss 10 games 
and contributed to a 30-game scoreless stretch, Olofsson 
has tallied four goals and three assists over his past five 
games. 

“I feel way more confident right now,” Olofsson said. “The 
puck seems to keep finding the net, which is a little bit of a 
relief, and makes things a lot easier.” 

Niederreiter tied it for the Hurricanes 4:10 into the third 
period. Staal threaded a pass from behind the net between 
two Sabres defenders to set up Niederreiter in the slot for his 
22nd goal. 

That came after the Hurricanes played “just a terrible second 
period,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Had a 
great third. But it’s too late. Leave it up to chance. We got 
what we deserved there.” 

Buffalo went ahead 2-1 on goals from Skinner and Mittelstadt 
early in the second period. Skinner, a former Hurricane, 
finished a 2-on-1 with Tage Thompson to score his 29th at 
1:21, and Mittelstadt got his fourth goal 4:38 later on a wrist 
shot from the right circle. 

Staal recorded his 600th NHL point on Fast’s goal that gave 
the Hurricanes the lead at 14:58 of the first. Carolina’s 
captain poked the puck away from Buffalo’s Cody Eakin in 
the offensive zone, and Niederreiter’s backhand pass found 
Fast alone in front of the net for his 12th goal. 

PLAYOFF IMPLICATIONS 

Carolina can secure a playoff spot with one more victory 
following the New York Islanders’ loss to the Dallas Stars on 
Tuesday night. The Hurricanes host the Islanders on Friday. 

“We’ve got to play our game and make sure we have good 
habits going into every game,” Fast said. “It’s not like you 
can just push a button and then you’re ready to go. Every 
game, you’ve got to be ready and play the right way.” 

The Sabres will be eliminated from the postseason if the 
Washington Capitals earn a standings point against the 
Tampa Bay Lightning on Wednesday night, or with another 
loss. 

“It’s a daunting task ahead each and every night,” Sabres 
coach Don Granato said. “But our guys are showing 
progress. And that’s what we wanted from day one.” 

NOTABLE 

Carolina had won 11 in a row against Buffalo, its longest 
streak against a single opponent in franchise history. … 
Hurricanes forwards Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen 
each snapped seven-game point streaks. … Sabres forward 
Kyle Okposo played in his 900th NHL game. ... Skinner has 
a point in all six games he’s played against his former team. 
… Hurricanes center Steven Lorentz, the grandson of former 
Sabres player and longtime broadcaster Jim Lorentz, 
replaced Derek Stepan on the fourth line after being 
scratched in consecutive games. It was the first time in 105 
NHL games that the 25-year-old Lorentz played in Buffalo. 

UP NEXT 

Carolina hosts Thursday night’s series finale. A win would 
give the Hurricanes 100 points in 71 games, matching the 
pace set by the 2005-06 team that finished with 112 points 
(52-22-8) and won the Stanley Cup. 
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Metropolitan leader Carolina and Buffalo meet 

Buffalo Sabres (26-34-11, sixth in the Atlantic) vs. Carolina 
Hurricanes (45-17-8, first in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Thursday, 7:30 p.m. EDT 

BOTTOM LINE: The Buffalo Sabres face the top-ranked 
team in the Metropolitan, the Carolina Hurricanes. 

The Hurricanes are 24-12-6 in conference games. Carolina 
ranks third in the Eastern Conference averaging 5.8 assists 
per game, led by Tony DeAngelo with 0.7. 

The Sabres are 12-19-10 in conference games. Buffalo has 
surrendered 44 power-play goals, stopping 75.4% of 
opponent opportunities. 

The teams meet for the second straight game. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Sebastian Aho leads the Hurricanes 
with 31 goals and has 69 points. Seth Jarvis has five goals 
and three assists over the last 10 games for Carolina. 

Tage Thompson leads the Sabres with 31 goals and has 55 
points. Jeff Skinner has six goals and four assists over the 
last 10 games for Buffalo. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 4-3-3, averaging 3.2 goals, 
5.8 assists, 4.4 penalties and 11.3 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.3 goals per game with a .913 save percentage. 

Sabres: 6-1-3, averaging 3.3 goals, 5.6 assists, 2.1 penalties 
and 4.2 penalty minutes while allowing three goals per game 
with a .900 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Jesperi Kotkaniemi: out (lower-body), 
Ethan Bear: day to day (lower-body). 

Sabres: None listed. 
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NHL Power Rankings: 1-32 poll, plus the players under the most pressure for every team 

By Kristen Shilton  

There are all kinds of pressures in hockey. Sometimes it's 
there to encourage more out of a player. Other times, 
pressure is a positive reflection of what promise lies in 
potential. 

The NHL has turned the page to this final month of the 
regular season. As it goes, we'll be watching how one player 
from each club handles the weight of a little added 
expectation -- good, bad or (maybe) ugly. 

How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, 
analysts, reporters and editors rates teams against one 
another -- taking into account game results, injuries and 
upcoming schedule -- and those results are tabulated to 
produce the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the last 
edition, published March 30. Points paces are through 
Tuesday's games. 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 1 
Points percentage: 0.757 
Next seven days: @ WPG (Apr. 8), @ EDM (Apr. 9) 

Player under pressure: Josh Manson. Manson arrived in 
Colorado only a few weeks ago, but the pending UFA 
already said he hopes to stick around long term. In that case, 
Manson must keep upping the ante. The 31-year-old 
blueliner is a depth piece for the Avs, and every shift must be 
meaningful. Colorado is primed for a Stanley Cup run, and 
how Manson contributes will begin determining his future. 

2. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 4 
Points percentage: 0.743 
Next seven days: vs. BUF (Apr. 8), @ NSH (Apr. 9), vs. ANA 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Ben Chiarot. It's not all picking on the 
new guys, I swear. Like it or not, Florida swung hard on the 
Chiarot trade -- and both sides need a strong return. Chiarot, 
another pending UFA, is playing for his next contract, and 
with Aaron Ekblad unavailable, Florida is counting on the 
new arrival to fill in the gaps now and into playoffs. Great 
expectations and opportunity. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 2 
Points percentage: 0.700 
Next seven days: vs. BUF (Apr. 7), vs. NYI (Apr. 8), vs. ANA 
(Apr. 10), @ NYR (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Max Domi. The loss of Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi impacts Carolina's forward depth, especially 
because Kotkaniemi was used both at center and on the 

wing. Enter Domi, who came over in a trade from Columbus 
and has been working his way into a nice role. Can Domi 
expand that now, and prove -- with free agency looming -- he 
can be an upper-echelon, top-nine skater every night? 

4. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 3 
Points percentage: 0.659 
Next seven days: @ ANA (Apr. 6), @ SJ (Apr. 7), @ SEA 
(Apr. 9), vs. SEA (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Ryan Carpenter. Sean Monahan had 
season-ending hip surgery. Calgary should give Carpenter 
the first crack at replacing him as fourth-line center. After 
rolling in and out of the Flames' lineup, Carpenter has a 
golden opportunity to be a consistent contributor and with 
free agency looming, that's a desirable (albeit more 
pressure-packed) place to be. 

5. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 9 
Points percentage: 0.686 
Next seven days: @ DAL (Apr. 7), vs. MTL (Apr. 9), vs. BUF 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Jack Campbell. Campbell's rib injury 
was woefully timed, in the middle of both a contract year and 
a rough stretch of individual performances. Well, the Maple 
Leafs' All-Star netminder is back in the crease, just as Petr 
Mrazek went down long term because of a groin ailment. 
Campbell was fantastic in his first two games back this week; 
can he keep that up in a crowded April schedule? The 
pressure is on. 

6. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 7 
Points percentage: 0.674 
Next seven days: @ WSH (Apr. 6), vs. BOS (Apr. 8), vs. 
BUF (Apr. 10), @ DAL (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Ondrej Palat. March wasn't exactly 
kind to the Lightning or Palat. The pending UFA managed 
just four assists in 18 games, while Tampa suffered a stretch 
of winning just four of 11 games. The team game has 
rebounded, but surely the Lightning need more from Palat. 
Tampa knows better than most that it's all hands on deck 
when the playoffs are approaching. 

7. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 8 
Points percentage: 0.659 
Next seven days: @ STL (Apr. 8), vs. LA (Apr. 10), vs. EDM 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Cam Talbot. Everyone loves the 
pressure of competition. Especially when you're a team on 
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fire (like the Wild are). Marc-Andre Fleury has landed in 
Minnesota. For Talbot, it can (and should) add a little juice. 
He has been the Wild's incumbent most of the season, and 
Fleury's presence is added motivation to stay on top of his 
game. It definitely seems to be working so far. 

8. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 10 
Points percentage: 0.664 
Next seven days: @ TB (Apr. 8), @ WSH (Apr. 10), vs. STL 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Jeremy Swayman. It has been a 
stellar season for Swayman, but he has hit a bit of a rough 
patch. The rookie goalie recorded a dissatisfying .893 save 
percentage and 3.10 goals-against average in March. April is 
jam-packed for everyone, and the Atlantic Division playoff-
seeding battle is real. Swayman will be a major factor in 
determining where Boston ends up. 

9. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 5 
Points percentage: 0.676 
Next seven days: vs. PIT (Apr. 7), vs. OTT (Apr. 9), vs. CAR 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Andrew Copp. Copp is facing all 
manner of pressure in New York. The Rangers acquired him 
to be that missing piece, a puts-them-over-the-top difference-
maker. There's just precious little time for Copp to build 
chemistry with the likes of Artemi Panarin and other potential 
linemates before the playoffs. Every game from now until 
then will require Copp's best efforts. 

10. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 15 
Points percentage: 0.613 
Next seven days: @ LA (Apr. 7), vs. COL (Apr. 9), @ MIN 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Mikko Koskinen. Unlike his goalie 
partner Mike Smith, Koskinen isn't signed past this season. 
How he performs down the stretch, individually and in 
helping Edmonton glide into playoffs, will help determine 
where his future lies. Koskinen's past four stats, however, 
haven't been great: 2-1-0, .884 SV%, 3.74 GAA. That won't 
do.11. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 11 
Points percentage: 0.638 
Next seven days: vs. SEA (Apr. 6), vs. MIN (Apr. 8), vs. NYI 
(Apr. 9), @ BOS (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Jordan Binnington. What has gone 
wrong for Binnington? Ville Husso took over as the Blues' 
starter in net, understandable given Binnington's last 
appearance resulted in four goals allowed on 13 shots. This 
is just the first season of Binnington's six-year, $36 million 
extension. The pressure is high to offer some return on 
investment here. 

12. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 6 
Points percentage: 0.648 

Next seven days: @ NYR (Apr. 7), vs. WSH (Apr. 9), vs. 
NSH (Apr. 10), @ NYI (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Kasperi Kapanen. Since Jan. 25, 
Kapanen has scored two goals and collected six points. 
That's poor even without the added weight of a contract year. 
Kapanen had so much potential and promise when the 
season started. This next month (and beyond) must be 
where he shows it again. 

13. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 13 
Points percentage: 0.597 
Next seven days: vs. EDM (Apr. 7), @ MIN (Apr. 10), @ CHI 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Adrian Kempe. The Kings are 
(surprisingly?) well positioned in the Pacific Division race. It's 
time Kempe joined the rush. Prior to Saturday's game in 
Winnipeg, Kempe had scored only one non-empty-net goal 
in 17 tilts. That hit-and-miss production isn't the desired vibe 
for one of L.A.'s offensive stars, not with another maybe-
magical postseason run upcoming. 

14. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 17 
Points percentage: 0.578 
Next seven days: vs. VAN (Apr. 6), vs. ARI (Apr. 9), @ VAN 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Jack Eichel. Times are tense in 
Vegas, which is facing an uphill battle to make the playoffs. 
Mark Stone and Max Pacioretty (among others) are still out. 
The Golden Knights acquired Jack Eichel for a reason -- to 
make them elite. And Eichel is the league's most prominent 
current player to have never seen the postseason. Both 
sides benefit from Eichel finding another gear. 

15. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 12 
Points percentage: 0.609 
Next seven days: vs. TB (Apr. 6), @ PIT (Apr. 9), vs. BOS 
(Apr. 10), vs. PHI (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Vitek Vanecek. We know Washington 
will make playoffs, but Vanecek has a key role in determining 
how confidently the Capitals arrive there. He just gave up 
four goals on 13 shots to Minnesota and has been rather 
unspectacular overall lately. Backup Ilya Samsonov isn't 
breaking down the door to take over. This next month is 
crucial for Vanecek to showcase how consistent he can be 
and pick the Capitals back up. 

16. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 16 
Points percentage: 0.601 
Next seven days: vs. TOR (Apr. 7), vs. NJ (Apr. 9), @ CHI 
(Apr. 10), vs. TB (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Denis Gurianov. Dallas needs 
Gurianov. No team in the playoff hunt has fewer 5-on-5 goals 
this season than the Stars. Gurianov has had success there, 
sitting tied for sixth on the team in 5-on-5 points (23). Plus, 
Gurianov's seven points in his past 15 games were all at 
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even strength. The issue is Gurianov's recent 
underwhelming play (and healthy scratch). Will that light a 
fire under him? 

17. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 14 
Points percentage: 0.609 
Next seven days: @ OTT (Apr. 7), vs. FLA (Apr. 9), @ PIT 
(Apr. 10), vs. SJ (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Mattias Ekholm. Roman Josi needs 
help propping up Nashville's defense. The Preds' playoff 
hopes depend on it. Since mid-March, Nashville is top 10 in 
goals against and top five in shots against. Their blue line 
has been hit by waves of injury, and those still standing -- 
like the veteran Ekholm -- are under pressure to weather this 
storm before Nashville capsizes. 

18. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 18 
Points percentage: 0.529 
Next seven days: @ VGK (Apr. 6), @ ARI (Apr. 7), vs. SJ 
(Apr. 9), vs. VGK (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Brock Boeser. Boeser is finally off the 
will-he-or-won't-he-be-traded roller coaster. Now it's all 
aboard the what-will-Boeser's-next contract-be train. How 
much faith can the pending RFA offer to Vancouver's 
management through April that will set both sides up for a 
mutually beneficial negotiation? Boeser has to be feeling 
some weight about what's to come. 

19. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 22 
Points percentage: 0.529 
Next seven days: @ CAR (Apr. 8), @ STL (Apr. 9), vs. PIT 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Mathew Barzal. There's pressure on 
the Islanders to finish this season with pride, as stated last 
week by Barzal himself. New York has had a disappointing 
season, and Barzal asserted that playoff-caliber hockey 
down the stretch will illustrate that his club is building toward 
chasing a Stanley Cup. Now, Barzal can follow that up by 
showcasing his own offensive talents in April. 

20. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 19 
Points percentage: 0.543 
Next seven days: vs. DET (Apr. 6), vs. COL (Apr. 8), @ OTT 
(Apr. 10), @ MTL (Apr. 11) 

Player under pressure: Pierre-Luc Dubois. Dubois' 
production has slowed lately (he has one goal and four 
points since mid-March), which isn't the high note on which 
he wants to end this regular season. There's another 
contract negotiation on the horizon for Dubois when he 
becomes a RFA this summer. The direction Winnipeg is 
heading in organizationally seems murky. It would be best if 
Dubois uses the next month to showcase his offensive side 
again. But no pressure, right? 

21. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 23 
Points percentage: 0.507 
Next seven days: vs. PHI (Apr. 7), @ DET (Apr. 9) 

Player under pressure: Jack Roslovic. It's not just that 
Roslovic is a pending RFA. It's that the Blue Jackets aren't 
going to make playoffs (again) and some overhauls feel 
inevitable. What will that mean for the local product? 
Roslovic has tallied only two goals since March 10 and is 
prone to defensive mistakes. Being a consistent, positive 
contributor in what's left of Columbus' season can help set 
up Roslovic for his next chapter. Time to take advantage. 

22. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 20 
Points percentage: 0.479 
Next seven days: vs. CGY (Apr. 6), @ PHI (Apr. 9), @ CAR 
(Apr. 10), @ FLA (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Trevor Zegras. Anaheim's no longer 
on the playoff track. So, the pressure is on for Zegras to 
keep having fun and executing those highlight-reel moves as 
only he can. Regardless of the Ducks' station, Zegras is very 
much in the Calder Trophy race, too. Keeping his spirits high 
the rest of the way will be huge. 

23. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 21 
Points percentage: 0.486 
Next seven days: vs. CGY (Apr. 7), @ VAN (Apr. 9), @ NSH 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Tomas Hertl. You're right; Hertl 
already signed his massive eight-year extension. No more 
pressure there, right? Here's the thing: Hertl is now a face of 
the franchise, and once again, San Jose is going to miss 
playoffs. Hertl has to lead the charge in showing Sharks fans 
there's light at the end of this tunnel, that good players are 
ready to carry San Jose back to prominence in the Western 
Conference. The process starts now. 

24. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 29 
Points percentage: 0.421 
Next seven days: vs. SEA (Apr. 7), vs. DAL (Apr. 10), vs. LA 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Dylan Strome. Strome has worked 
hard to turn his season around. Achieving top-line status will 
benefit the pending RFA come summer (especially with 
arbitration rights). Strome's focus now is leveraging an 
opportunity with Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat as best he 
can over the next dozen games, to plant himself in the best 
negotiating plot. 

25. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 30 
Points percentage: 0.350 
Next seven days: @ NJ (Apr. 7), @ TOR (Apr. 9), vs. WPG 
(Apr. 11) 

Player under pressure: Jeff Petry. Canadiens GM Kent 
Hughes didn't trade Petry in March -- but he hasn't ruled out 
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doing so come summer. So every game from now until the 
end of April is like an open audition for teams that might 
covet his services. Time to put that best foot forward. 

26. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 25 
Points percentage: 0.450 
Next seven days: @ WPG (Apr. 6), vs. CBJ (Apr. 9), vs. OTT 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Moritz Seider. The Calder Trophy has 
been Seider's to lose this season. Now, it's crunch time. The 
Red Wings' top-flight defenseman has been sensational, but 
Zegras and Toronto's Michael Bunting have forced their way 
into the running. Detroit won't make the playoffs, but Seider 
can use his final games to cement that Rookie of the Year 
status. 

27. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 26 
Points percentage: 0.393 
Next seven days: @ CBJ (Apr. 7), vs. ANA (Apr. 9), @ WSH 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Ivan Provorov. Provorov did it to 
himself. The Flyers' defenseman has garnered increasingly 
positive attention, leading to a "more, please" situation. 
Consistency is the key for Provorov, and while Philadelphia's 
season has gone down the tubes, there's time for Provorov 
to shine in April. It would be the perfect segue into whatever 
Flyers management has planned for the team's bounce-back 
attempt next season. 

28. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 27 
Points percentage: 0.386 
Next seven days: vs. MTL (Apr. 7), @ DAL (Apr. 9), @ ARI 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Damon Severson. Severson should 
be entering the prime of his career. He's 27 and playing a 
prominent role on the Devils' blue line. But as his minus-four 
outing in New Jersey's blown four-goal lead (and eventual 
loss) against Florida last week showed, Severson has some 
work to do. The defender is signed for another year but can 
prove his continued value through (much) better showings to 
the end of the Devils' run. 

29. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 24 
Points percentage: 0.444 

Next seven days: @ CAR (Apr. 7), @ FLA (Apr. 8), @ TB 
(Apr. 10), @ TOR (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Colin Miller. There were no takers for 
Miller at the trade deadline. The 29-year-old is still a pending 
UFA, staring down an uncertain future. Will the Sabres have 
a place for him amid their crew of up-and-comers? Can he 
still carve out a role in the league reflective of his current 
salary ($3.875 million per year)? If Miller believes he can, the 
best place to prove it is on the ice this next month. 

30. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 28 
Points percentage: 0.350 
Next seven days: vs. VAN (Apr. 7), @ VGK (Apr. 9), vs. NJ 
(Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Jakob Chychrun. Chychrun is 
technically not a free agent, but it sure seems like he'll be 
relocated this summer. It has been a down season for 
Chychrun on the ice, and he has run into health issues. How 
much of an effect will that have on potential trade partners? 
His best course of action: Be excellent in April. But, no 
pressure. 

31. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 31 
Points percentage: 0.420 
Next seven days: vs. NSH (Apr. 7), @ NYR (Apr. 9), vs. 
WPG (Apr. 10), @ DET (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Chris Tierney. Tierney has lately 
been a healthy scratch for one of the league's worst teams. 
He's also a 27-year-old pending UFA. That's a suboptimal 
combination. How will Tierney navigate the pressure of 
working his way back into a regular spot with the Senators 
and showing off however he can for that next contract? 

32. Seattle Kraken 

Previous ranking: 32 
Points percentage: 0.362 
Next seven days: @ STL (Apr. 6), @ CHI (Apr. 7), vs. CGY 
(Apr. 9), @ CGY (Apr. 12) 

Player under pressure: Philipp Grubauer. Grubauer must end 
this season at a better place than it started. The ups and 
downs he has gone thorough are well documented. He's 
signed long term with the Kraken and finishing this season 
strong would be a boost individually and for the team. That 
would leave everyone feeling good about the team's 
netminding for next season and beyond. 
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Canes cut down by Sabres in Buffalo 

By Alec Sawyer  

For the first time since March of 2016, the Carolina 
Hurricanes have lost a game to the Buffalo Sabres.  

The Canes put together an entirely lackluster performance 
Tuesday night in Buffalo, falling 4-2 to a Sabres team that 
has been playing good hockey as of late but still shouldn’t be 
taking it to the Hurricanes.  

Carolina came out of the gate strong and played a good first 
period, taking a 1-0 lead to the first intermission thanks to a 
drought-busting tally from Jesper Fast. But the second was 
bad, as Jeff Skinner and Casey Mittelstadt gave Buffalo the 
lead.  

Nino Niederreiter tied it up early in the third for the 
Hurricanes, but a defensive lapse for the Canes led to a 
Victor Olofsson game-winning goal which was followed by a 
power-play tally from Dylan Cozens.  

The Canes’ game was pretty rough overall, and apart from 
the Niederreiter-Jordan Staal-Fast line nothing was really 
good. That line was great, scoring both goals as Staal picked 
up NHL points 600 and 601 with assists on both.  

Frederik Andersen, while not awful, certainly wasn’t great, 
stopping 18 of 22 shots faced for the Canes. Craig Anderson 
was the winning netminder with a 32-save effort.  

Carolina got the game’s first 10 shots on goal, controlling the 
play while killing off one penalty and getting a few good looks 
on one power play.  

The Canes opened up the scoring with about five minutes 
left in the first frame, as the Niederreiter-Staal-Fast line did 
what it does so well and fought for a hard-earned goal.  

Staal went to battle on the boards to keep the puck in the 
offensive zone for the Canes, as Niederreiter picked it up 
and threaded a great backhanded centering pass to Fast. 
The finish was really good for Fast, who picked up his first 
goal since March 1 to end a 16-game scoreless streak.  

And while the first period was pretty good for the Canes, the 
second period was the complete opposite.  

The Sabres kind of dominated the middle 20 minutes as the 
Hurricanes couldn’t get anything going while Buffalo scored 
twice to grab a hold of the lead.  

The first Buffalo goal came just 1:21 into the second period, 
as a Carolina turnover led to a 2-on-1 break for the Sabres. 
Tage Thompson made a fantastic pass across to Skinner, 
who had an open net to tally on against his former team.  

The Sabres made it 2-1 a couple minutes later, as Mittelstadt 
skated into the circle and laced a beautiful cross-goal wrister 
to beat Andersen clean on the far side.  

The Canes had an empty power play late in the second 
period, much worse than the scoreless first-period man 
advantage, and they couldn’t quite find their game as the 
second intermission came.  

Rod Brind’Amour completely shuffled three of the Canes’ 
lines to start the third period, but he kept together the game’s 
best unit in Niederreiter-Staal-Fast.  

And that line struck again early in the third to tie the game 
up, as Staal made another great play to find Niederreiter 
right out front for the game-tying tally.  

The goal gave the Hurricanes some life as the third period 
went along, but a brutal mistake by Carolina let the Sabres 
regain the lead slightly against the run of play.  

Shortly after Brendan Smith had a great chance turned away 
by Anderson, Seth Jarvis pretty awfully misplayed a 
clearance attempt on the other end of the ice. The Canes 
were caught out of position with Olofsson completely alone in 
the circle, and Olofsson converted to make it 3-2 after 
Rasmus Dahlin did a good job to get the puck to him.  

Shortly after the go-ahead goal Buffalo went to the power 
play, and this time the Sabres converted. Late in the man 
advantage a puck got through a block attempt from Brendan 
Smith, and Cozens won a battle against Jaccob Slavin near 
the crease to double the Sabres’ lead to 4-2.  

The Canes pulled Andersen early and had a ton of 
possession with the extra skater, but they couldn’t do 
anything with it as they failed to score during the nearly four 
minutes with Andersen on the bench.  

The Hurricanes will get a chance at some redemption 
Thursday night at home, as it will be the Sabres coming to 
PNC Arena for a quick rematch. 

 

 

 

 

They Said It: Brind’Amour, Niederreiter, Fast on loss in Buffalo 
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By Alec Sawyer   

The Carolina Hurricanes suffered a tough loss in Buffalo 
Tuesday night, falling to the Sabres 4-2 in a lackluster affair.  

It was the Canes’ first loss to the Sabres in over six years, as 
an early lead and some great play from the Nino 
Niederreiter-Jordan Staal-Jesper Fast line weren’t enough to 
get the Hurricanes two points in upstate New York.  

Following the loss, head coach Rod Brind’Amour, 
Niederreiter and Fast spoke with members of the media via 
Zoom.  

Here is what they had to say: 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On Niederreiter and Fast being visibly upset about the 
performance during their Zoom: Well, it’s a little late now. It’s 
pretty obvious, pretty self evident. We played just a terrible 
second period, and then you leave it up to chance. We 
played a good third, came out hard and had a great third. But 
it’s too late when you leave it up to chance. We got what we 
deserved there.  

On the disappointment of this effort: It’s disappointing just in 
general. I don’t think it has anything to do with anything else. 
You don’t like to see your team play that way at any time. 
There was really good stretches in there and did some good 
things, but there was too much that was not good enough 
and it cost us.  

On getting to play Buffalo again right away: Yeah, that’s nice 
to get another crack at it. It’s probably less about the 
opponent and more about us trying to regain that game that 
we want to play, that 60-minute game. Maybe a little bit, to 
answer your question. 

Nino Niederreiter 

On what changed midway through the third that changed 
things back to Buffalo’s direction: At the end of the day, that 
game was unacceptable the way we played. The way we 
came out, especially. We just never really found our game 
until the last period. At the end of the day, there’s no easy 
win and no easy team to play against. They play hard. We 

just took that game for granted and thought it would be an 
easy game, and that sure wasn’t the case.  

On if there was any particular reason they came out slow: 
No. Obviously we’ve played a lot of games lately, but every 
team is doing the same thing. We came out flat. We thought 
it was going to be a fairly easy game because it’s a team 
which has nothing to lose anymore I guess, and those are 
the tough games to play. That’s something we’ve got to learn 
from for this stretch coming up here.  

On that kind of being human nature a bit: Yeah, absolutely. 
But if there’s bad habits creeping in towards the playoffs, 
that’s tough to regroup afterwards once you’re in. That’s 
exactly what the problem is right now. We’re facing teams 
that aren’t really in the hunt anymore, and they play a 
different type of hockey. For us, we’ve just got to find a way 
to stick with it.  

On getting to face Buffalo again right away: Yeah, absolutely. 
That was a big learning lesson tonight on the way we should 
not be playing. I think we have to make it up in the game 
coming up here.  

Jesper Fast 

On why things started slow and on what turned back 
Buffalo’s way later in the third: There’s no excuse. We talked 
about playing the right way before the game. Like you saw, 
we didn’t do that at all. As a team, we didn’t play good 
enough.  

On if that’s kind of human nature: Yeah, it is. But as a team I 
thought we should be better. We know what makes us 
successful. As you saw today, they were all over us in the 
first two periods. We didn’t play good at all. The good thing is 
we play them again on Thursday. A guess we can make it 
right.  

On it being a bad time of year to have bad habits creeping in: 
Absolutely. We have 12 or 13 more games to go. We’ve got 
to play our game and make sure we have good habits going 
into every game and play the right way. It’s not like we can 
just push a button and be ready to go. Every game you’ve 
got to be ready and play the right way. 
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Canes can’t stay ahead, fall to Sabres 4-2 in Buffalo  

By Bryan Pyrtle  

The Carolina Hurricanes dropped a rough game in Buffalo on 
Tuesday, April 5, losing to the Sabres 4-2. 

The Canes (45-17-8) got off to a promising start, even if it 
was a little slow. The Hurricanes carried a 1-0 lead into the 
first intermission, but Buffalo (26-34-11) retaliated to the tune 
of two second period goals and Carolina never managed to 
recover. 

“At the end of the day, there’s no easy win and no easy team 
to play against,” said right wing Nino Niederreiter. “They play 
hard. We just took that game for granted and thought it 
would be an easy game, and that sure wasn’t the case. 

With many fans’ eyes drawn to the Hurricanes’ unique white 
sweater and black pants combo, the hockey being played 
almost became secondary until right wing Jesper Fast 
reminded the crowd of the talent on the ice. Fast executed a 
sweet series of moves to shimmy past Buffalo goalie Craig 
Anderson for the game opener. 

For their part, the Sabres refused to get embarrassed on 
home ice by the statistically superior Canes. Buffalo made a 
late offensive push late in the first period to keep the 
Hurricanes from running away with the contest before pulling 

ahead with a pair of goals by former Hurricane Jeff Skinner 
and Casey Mittlestadt in the second. 

Goaltender Frederik Andersen had a night to forget in the 
crease for Carolina. Save for a fluke chance in the third 
period that saw an undefended Victor Olofsson get the puck 
in front of the Canes net, Andersen did not perform up to his 
usual standard in this game, saving just 18 of 22 shots. 

Niederreiter kept Carolina a chance to retake the lead with a 
game-tying goal early in the third period, but the Sabres had 
other plans. A little over a minute after Olofsson’s goal made 
it 3-2, defenseman Ian Cole got whistled for hooking to set 
up a crucial penalty kill for Carolina. The NHL’s best PK unit 
didn’t get the job done, as Dylan Cozens flicked in a power 
play goal to seal the deal. 

The Hurricanes won’t have to wait long to avenge this result, 
as they host the Sabres in their very next game on Thursday, 
April 7. Puck drops in PNC Arena at 7:30 p.m. 

“Yeah, that’s nice to get another crack at it,” said head coach 
Rod Brind’Amour. “It’s probably less about the opponent and 
more about us trying to regain that game that we want to 
play, that 60-minute game.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article260146990.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/article260093445.html 
https://theathletic.com/3231627/2022/04/06/carolina-hurricanes-line-combinations-rod-brindamour-playoffs/ 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/04/hurricanes-drop-2nd-straight-lost-4-2-in-buffalo/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-fall-four-to-two-in-buffalo/c-332672586 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-buffalo-sabres-game-recap/c-332646194 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-seth-jarvis-jeff-skinner-sebastian-aho-a33197a2c45c49beaed5af7a7732486e 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-rasmus-dahlin-frederik-andersen-jesper-fast-a01a66eb8a55407c0476a7f0395ab926 

https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/33678146/nhl-power-rankings-1-32-poll-plus-players-most-pressure-every-team 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/5/23012382/canes-cut-down-by-sabres-in-buffalo 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/5/23012536/they-said-it-brindamour-niederreiter-fast-on-loss-in-buffalo 
https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/canes-can-t-stay-ahead-fall-to-sabres-4-2-in-buffalo/article_f851c6de-b54e-11ec-b6f1-1f91004dcf47.html 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/news/releases/ 
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Carolina Hurricanes have ‘unacceptable’ effort in 4-2 road loss to the 
Buffalo Sabres 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER UPDATED APRIL 05, 2022 11:07 PM 

 

To which Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said, “It’s a little late now.” 

Niederreiter and Fast each scored for the Canes. But with a chance to 
secure a playoff berth with a victory, the Canes let an early lead slip 
away, were outplayed much of the night by the Sabres at KeyBank 
Center and had veteran goalie Craig Anderson make 32 saves in being 
named the game’s first star. 

“That game was unacceptable, the way we played,” said Niederreiter, 
who assisted on Fast’s goal in the first period for a 1-0 lead. “We just 
never really found our game until the last period. 

“There’s no easy wins, no easy teams to play against. They played hard. 
We just took that game for granted and thought it was going to be an 
easy game, and that sure wasn’t the case. We came out flat and thought 
it would be a fairly easy game because they’re a team that has nothing to 
lose, I guess, and those are tough games to play.” 

Had the Canes (45-17-8) won, and with the New York Islanders losing in 
regulation at Dallas, the Canes would have qualified for the Stanley Cup 
playoffs for a fourth straight year under Brind’Amour. They also would 
have maintained their four-point lead over the New York Rangers in the 
Metropolitan Division. 

Instead, the Canes will have to wait on the playoffs and had their 
divisional lead cut in half as the Rangers beat the New Jersey Devils. 
They weren’t sharp in any area Tuesday, often allowing goalie Frederik 
Andersen to fend for himself against unchecked shooters, although 
defenseman Jaccob Slavin did dive into the crease to prevent a goal in 
the second. 

Jeff Skinner, who likes to try and torment his former team, scored his 
29th of the season for the Sabres (26-34-11) and Victor Olofsson had a 
goal and assist. Casey Middelstadt scored in the second period and 
Dylan Cozens had a power-play goal -- the sixth power-play score 
allowed by Carolina’s penalty killers in the last six games. 

“If we have some bad habits creeping in toward the playoffs it’s tough to 
regroup afterwards once you’re in,” Niederreiter said. “That’s exactly 
what the problem is right now. We’re playing teams that aren’t in the hunt 
anymore and they play a different kind of hockey. For us, we have to find 
a way to stick with it and make sure bad habits aren’t getting in.” 

“We played just a terrible second period and then you leave it up to 
chance,” Brind’Amour said. “We played a good third and came out hard 
but it was too late. We got what we deserved.” 

The Canes, who had a new road look with black pants and gloves, 
continued to push in the third until a sequence when they failed a few 

times to clear their zone. Sabres defenseman Rasmus Dahlin made a 
nice play to keep the puck in at the blue line and found Olofsson 
unchecked against Andersen for the go-ahead goal with 7:52 left in 
regulation. 

The Canes’ momentum evaporated and Cozens scored on the power 
play three minutes later. 

“There’s no excuse,” Fast said. “We talked about playing the right way 
before the game and we didn’t do that at all. They were all over us the 
first two periods and we didn’t play good at all. 

“We have 12 more games to go and we have to make sure we have 
good habits going into every game and play the right way. It’s like not you 
can just push a button and you’re ready to go. Every game you’ve got to 
be ready.” 

The Canes will get their next chance to play the “right way” Thursday. 
Their opponent: the Sabres again, at PNC Arena. 

“It’s nice to get another crack at it,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s less about the 
opponent and more about us trying to regain that game we want to play, 
that 60-minute game.” 
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Observations: Sabres avoid extending playoff drought with come-from-
behind win 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 

 

In jeopardy of clinching a dubious distinction, the Buffalo Sabres didn’t 
fall apart when Jesper Fast scored the opening goal Tuesday on a 
smooth backhanded shot in the first period. 

Even some difficult moments in the third period didn’t lead to an 
unraveling. 

The Sabres conjured the same effort that propelled the club during an 
impressive March, as they rallied from an early deficit and Victor 
Olofsson delivered the winning goal with 7:52 remaining in regulation to 
secure a 4-2 victory in KeyBank Center over the Carolina Hurricanes, a 
Stanley Cup contender with 98 points in the standings. 

"We had to adjust a little bit," said Sabres defenseman Rasmus Dahlin. 
"We’re a good team, so we know how to do it. It wasn’t pretty tonight, but 
we found a way. That's what good teams are doing." 

The win delayed the Sabres clinching an NHL-record 11th season 
outside the Stanley Cup Playoffs. It’s inevitable that hockey fans in 
Buffalo will wait at least one more year to experience postseason games. 
And though the comeback against Carolina showed the Sabres’ mettle, it 
wasn’t done with the drought in mind. 

People are also reading… 
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Among the current Sabres, only Kyle Okposo and Zemgus Girgensons 
have been in Buffalo for more than four seasons. Neither Don Granato 
nor his players are responsible for the various organizational mistakes 
that have Buffalo on the verge of tying the New York Jets for the second 
longest active playoff drought in North American professional sports. 

Kevyn Adams, the Sabres’ general manager, has acknowledged the 11-
year wait and strives to learn from miscues of the past. But neither he nor 
Granato want anyone in the dressing room to dwell on what’s gotten the 
franchise to the cusp of an unfortunate record. For these Sabres, it’s all 
about the future, and the outlook has continued to brighten this season. 

The Sabres (26-34-11) trailed by only one goal at the first intermission – 
Fast scored at 14:58 into the game when Carolina’s pressure led to a 
defensive zone turnover for Buffalo – but the Hurricanes have become an 
elite team under Rod Brind’Amour. Entering the game, Carolina was 34-
3-6 when scoring the first goal and 30-1-3 when leading after the second 
period. 

A sluggish first period wasn’t a forecast of what was in store for the 
Sabres over the final 40 minutes, even though it did not bode well that 
they didn’t record a shot on goal for the first 10:50 of the game. Buffalo 
was the far better team in the second period and received help from 
Craig Anderson, who made 32 saves. 

"I feel we're super confident as a group right now," said Olofsson. "Even 
when they scored at 2-2, we just kind of settled down a little bit and kept 
it more simple." 

Jeff Skinner’s goal, his 29th of the season, tied the score only 1:21 into 
the middle frame when he finished a 2-on-1 by one-timing a perfect 
cross-slot pass by Tage Thompson. And the Sabres took their first lead 
of the game less than five minutes later when Casey Mittelstadt corralled 
a pass on the right wing, skated through the circle and scored on a shot 
from below the faceoff dot to make it 2-1. 

Playing well against the Hurricanes (45-16-8) isn’t a small feat for the 
Sabres. They went 0-7-4 in their previous 11 meetings against Carolina. 
But a difficult third period cost Buffalo, as a turnover by Thompson led to 
Nino Niederreiter’s tying goal with 15:50 remaining in regulation. 

"Our confidence didn't break," Granato said. 

The Sabres were plagued by turnovers until Dahlin made the play that 
led to the game-winning goal. Dahlin batted the puck out of midair to 
keep possession in the offensive zone and found a wide-open Olofsson 
in the right circle with a perfect cross-ice pass. Olofsson’s shot beat 
goalie Frederik Andersen for his 16th goal of the season. 

"When he's in his office, you have to give him the puck," Dahlin said with 
a smark. "Great shot by him. Huge goal." 

Dylan Cozens delivered the insurance goal on the power play with 4:49 
remaining in regulation to cap a late-season performance that was unlike 
most seen in KeyBank Center during the first 10 years of the drought. 
Following this latest comeback, the Sabres are 10-4-3 in their last 17 
games since March 1. 

"It was a great win today," said Dahlin. 

Here are other observations from the game: 

1. Trending up 

Mittelstadt has nine points in his last nine games after scoring his fourth 
goal of the season Tuesday night. He continues to improve coming off 
the injury that kept him out of the lineup for all but four of the Sabres’ first 
41 games this season. Olofsson has made similar improvement recently, 
showcasing his remarkable shot release and a much better all-around 
game. He has four goals over his last five games. 

Olofsson has five game-winning goals since March 2. 

"When you don't score for 30 games, it obviously goes to your head and 
you think too much whenever you get a good chance," Olofsson 

admitted. "I feel way more confident right now. The puck seems to keep 
finding the net, which is a little bit of a relief." 

2. Revenge game 

Skinner continued to inflict revenge on his former team. The 29-year-old 
winger has six goals and eight points in six games against the 
Hurricanes, recording a point in each of those contests. Drafted seventh 
overall by Carolina in 2010, Skinner was traded to Buffalo in August 
2018. His 29 goals in 2021-22 are more than all but three of his totals 
from his eight seasons with the Hurricanes. 

Thompson deserves the credit for manipulating the defenseman and the 
goalie into thinking he was taking the shot before the goal.  

3. Highlight-reel  

Before making the pass to Olofsson, Dahlin faked pressure on 
Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob Slavin, who quickly tried to clear the 
puck up the boards. 

Dahlin batted the puck down near the blue line before finding Olofsson 
across the ice to set up the winning goal. It's a play that showed Dahlin is 
playing without fear of making a mistake. 

"We've talked about no hesitation, being fearless," said Granato. "When 
you're that, it unleashes the ability, it unleashes the skill. ... An amazing 
play." 

4. Around the boards 

Defenseman Colin Miller skated with the Sabres on Tuesday morning for 
the first time since he went into Covid-19 protocol, but Miller will need 
more practice time to get back into game shape. He was symptomatic 
while in protocol. … Winger Kyle Okposo and defenseman Jacob Bryson 
appeared in their 900th and 100th NHL games, respectively. … This was 
the Hurricanes’ first game in Buffalo since Nov. 14, 2019. ... Anderson 
earned his 305th career win, moving into a tie with Billy Smith for 34th all-
time.  

5. Next 

The Sabres begin a four-game road trip Thursday night in Carolina 
against the Hurricanes at 7:30 p.m. Buffalo then has road games against 
Florida (Friday), Tampa Bay (Sunday) and Toronto (Tuesday). 
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Alan Pergament: RJ Night led to MSG's season-high rating, but Sabres 
hot streak isn't driving viewership 

 

Alan Pergament News TV Critic 

 

The Rick Jeanneret celebration was a banner night for the Buffalo 
Sabres’ television ratings as well. 

The 20-minute portion of the pregame show honoring Jeanneret and 
raising his banner to the rafters of KeyBank Center Friday night had a 
rating of 5.9. 

That is much higher than the 3.8 rating Sabres games have averaged so 
far this season. And Sabres pregame shows generally receive ratings of 
between less than 1 and high 1s. 

A rating point in Buffalo represents 5,285 households. 

The high pregame rating Friday clearly shows that armchair fans got the 
message that those in KeyBank Center received to be in their seats by 
6:40 p.m. 
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The Sabres’ exciting 4-3 victory over Nashville following the ceremony 
averaged a 6.5 rating, which made it the highest-rated game of the 
season carried on MSG. 

However, it was the season’s second highest-rated Sabres game. The 
Sabres’ 5-2 win over Toronto in the outdoor Heritage Classic averaged 
an 8.1 rating locally on TNT. 

People are also reading… 

(Note: The ratings are unofficial and may change to a very minor degree 
depending on the end times.) 

The Sabres’ recent hot streak hasn’t translated into a huge viewing surge 
for the young and promising team featuring Tage Thompson, Rasmus 
Dahlin, Jeff Skinner and Alex Tuch that has made fans finally have hope 
for the future. 

The Sabres’ 4-3 shootout win over Pittsburgh on March 23 averaged a 
4.5 rating. The Sabres’ 4-3 shootout loss to Washington on March 25 had 
a 4.4 rating. The 6-5 comeback victory over the Chicago Blackhawks on 
March 28 only received a 2.9 rating. 

There is no rating for the March 13 game that featured Jack Eichel’s 
return to Buffalo in the Sabres’ 3-1 win over the Vegas Golden Knights 
because that game was streamed on ESPN+ and Hulu. Ratings for the 
streaming services aren’t available locally. 

Hulu’s coverage of NHL games can be aggravating for out-of-town 
Sabres fans. 

While I was out of town on vacation, I was watching the Sabres 3-2 loss 
to the Winnipeg Jets on Hulu that went into overtime and then to a 
shootout. After the overtime and before the shootout, Hulu put up a 
message advising me that my event had ended. I immediately went to 
my iPhone to watch the shootout on ESPN+, which was carrying it. 

I didn’t expect Hulu or ESPN+ to carry the Jeanneret pregame ceremony 
since it doesn’t carry pregame shows. But it was still disappointing that 
an exception wasn’t made for this event. 

Fortunately, the entire moving pregame ceremony was posted on 
YouTube. 

It is time to throw a little credit around for those involved in a top shelf 
production put together by people who work for the Sabres and Pegula 
Sports and Entertainment and deserve an Emmy Award. 

The video piece about what Jeanneret has meant to the Sabres and their 
fans narrated by Danny Gare, the former Sabres star and broadcaster, 
was written by Michelle Girardi-Zumwalt. 

It featured former Sabres, broadcasters and fans talking about 
Jeanneret’s appeal and concluded with Gare saying this memorable line 
about RJ. “Your name will hang on the rafters, but your voice will echo 
forever.” 

Drew Boeing and Kelsey Barrick wrote the flow of the overall ceremony. 
Chrisanne Bellas worked closely on the ceremony and the timing. 

Scott Balzer shot most of the video footage that was edited by Andy 
Quinn. Rich Jureller coordinated with most of the alumni. 

Jourdon LaBarber wrote several parts of the ceremony script. The 
cinematographers were Nina Lindberg and Marc Davies. 

Bravo to all. 
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Friendship has helped Victor Olofsson, Rasmus Asplund carve out roles 
with Sabres 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 

 

Rasmus Dahlin was walking to the Buffalo Sabres’ dressing room in 
Detroit’s Little Caesars Arena following a January practice when the 
ambush occurred. 

Rasmus Asplund and Victor Olofsson, fellow Swedes wanting to 
congratulate Dahlin on his selection to the NHL All-Star Game, were 
hiding on each side of the doorway before playfully tackling the Sabres’ 
top defenseman. 

As Dahlin got back to his feet, Asplund and Olofsson hurried to the 
dressing room to celebrate the successful prank. The duo, like the rest of 
the young Sabres, occasionally bring levity to the grind of the 82-game 
season, but their shared determination to make an impact on the ice has 
made them an important part of the plan to build a winner in Buffalo. 

“They kind of exemplify our group and our team,” said coach Don 
Granato. “You see the care. They care for each other. They look out for 
each other; they pick each other up when things might not go right. It’s 
almost symbolic of our whole group now.” 

People are also reading… 

Asplund, 24, rates as one of the top defensive forwards in the NHL this 
season, while Olofsson, 26, recently has provided consistent offense at 
right wing after a lingering wrist injury impacted his prolific left-handed 
shot for months. 

They’ve become a development success story for the Sabres. Drafted 
out of Sweden in the second and seventh rounds, respectively, Asplund 
and Olofsson gradually improved their games to earn full-time roster 
spots in Buffalo. 

When Asplund and Olofsson were linemates and roommates in 
Rochester, they routinely had to be summoned off the ice in Blue Cross 
Arena because they insisted on honing their skills long after practice 
ended. Every step along the way, through the culture shock of relocating 
to a new continent to the inevitable impatience during their road to the 
NHL, they had one another for support. 

“It’s huge to have each other,” said Asplund, a left wing for Buffalo. 
“We’ve always pushed each other. Both of us wanted to be better and we 
had the same goal to be here on a daily basis. And now we’re here. Both 
of us. We had that same goal in mind, and we pushed each other to 
make it happen.” 

Olofsson was drafted in the seventh round in 2014 and Asplund didn’t 
join the organization until two years later when he was chosen by the 
Sabres in the second round. They crossed paths when competing in the 
Swedish Hockey League, but they didn’t meet until they became 
teammates in international competition. 

When the call to North America came in 2018, Asplund and Olofsson 
arrived in Buffalo at the same time to prepare for their first season of pro 
hockey in the United States. They joined forces with Danny O’Regan in 
Rochester to form one of the top lines in the American Hockey League 
that season. 

The transition wasn’t always easy, though. Both needed to learn the 
nuances of playing defense on the smaller ice surface in North America. 
There also was the adjustment off the ice, as they had to learn life in the 
United States. As roommates in Rochester, Asplund and Olofsson 
shopped for groceries together and supported each other through any 
inconvenience that occurred away from the rink. 

“The NHL was our only goal,” said Olofsson. “We liked our time in 
Rochester. It was fun and we had a great team. We played some very 
good hockey, but none of us obviously wanted to stay there. Nobody 
wants to be in the American League. It’s the NHL you want to get to. 
From day one, we helped each other work really hard in the American 
League and eventually we got here.” 
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Olofsson’s call-up to Buffalo came sooner than Asplund’s. The Sabres 
recalled Olofsson from Rochester in March 2019 and he quickly proved 
that he was ready for the best league in the world. He finished the 2018-
19 season with 30 goals for the Amerks. Asplund didn’t make his NHL 
debut until the following season, but he showed that his skating and skill 
were up to the challenge. 

Asplund made his NHL debut on Nov. 16, 2019 and appeared in 29 
games during a 2019-20 season in which Olofsson had a breakout 20-
goal performance for the Sabres. Yet, when the club gathered for training 
camp ahead of the abbreviated 2020-21 campaign, former coach Ralph 
Krueger didn’t even have Asplund with the NHL group at the start of 
training camp. 

Despite Asplund’s continued development, he began the season on the 
taxi squad and sat for 24 of the Sabres’ first 31 games. When frustration 
mounted, Olofsson was there to help his friend through the ordeal. And 
when Granato took over as coach last March and Asplund recovered 
from an injury, he appeared in the club’s final 20 games of the season. 
His performance in the final weeks earned him a two-year contract with 
Buffalo. 

“I think I realized pretty quickly in Rochester that it's gonna take time,” 
Asplund recalled. “I need to progress; I need to get better. And now when 
I look back at it, my first year I wasn't ready to play in the NHL. Chris 
Taylor helped me a lot. I can't thank him enough for what he did for me in 
Rochester. And I think he really got me to understand that this is gonna 
take time. It's a process, but when you're ready, you're gonna get your 
chance.” 

There have been more difficult moments this season, their first together 
as full-time NHLers. Olofsson went 30 games without a goal after 
suffering a wrist injury in November. Asplund had a 46-game goal 
drought end in Madison Square Garden on March 27. 

Olofsson was a key player for the Sabres when they went 8-3-3 in March. 
He has eight goals and 11 points in his last 16 games. His one-timer 
power-play goal Friday against Nashville stood as the game-winner and 
showed why his shot release has been considered one of the best in the 
NHL. 

Asplund wants to produce more offensively – he has six goals and 23 
points in 68 games – but he has consistently generated chances for the 
Sabres. He also has become a shutdown defensive forward, as Evolving-
Hockey has his defensive impact ranked as fourth best among all NHL 
forwards. Asplund trails only Patrice Bergeron, Brad Marchand and 
Auston Matthews. 

The undeniable on-ice chemistry between Asplund and Olofsson has 
them on a line again in the NHL, providing the Sabres with a reliable 
tandem to skate alongside one of the club’s young centers. 

“You can see when you put those two together, there’s a surge right 
away,” said Granato. “And even when they’re separate, they’re fine, but 
when you put them together you see the surge and you see they’ve had 
a lot of time and meaningful games together and been through ups and 
downs together.” 
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'He plays to win': Sabres celebrate Kyle Okposo's 900th game, role in 
return to respectability 

 

John Vogl 

 

BUFFALO, N.Y. — Kyle Okposo simply didn’t know the magnitude or 
multitude of problems in Buffalo. After he signed his seven-year deal in 

2016, he quickly discovered them. The winger attempted to tackle them 
all. 

It didn’t work out for him or the team. They both struggled. Around the 
midpoint of last season, Okposo took a different approach. He’s carried it 
into this season. 

“I’m just trying to take care of what I can control,” he said. 

This time, it’s working. 

Okposo, who celebrated his 900th game Tuesday with a 4-2 win over 
Carolina, is having one of his better seasons at age 33. The Sabres are 
also taking steps back to respectability. 

“Over the past number of years, there’s been just a lot of things going on 
that I’d like to try and help fix and make better around here,” Okposo 
said. “I’m just trying to make sure that I’m taking care of myself, and 
everything else has kind of fallen into place.” 

Okposo has 18 goals, the most since he scored 19 during his debut with 
the Sabres in 2016-17. He’s at 41 points after totaling 32 in the previous 
two years. 

“Definitely playing a lot more relaxed than I have in a few seasons,” 
Okposo said. “The end of last year was a good segue to this season for 
me, where I just said, ‘I’m just going to go play hockey.’ 

“It’s been nice to get some consistency back and produce at a level that I 
feel like I’m capable of.” 

Drafted with the No. 7 pick by the Islanders in 2006, Okposo is among 
the most productive members of his class. He became the 10th player 
from that draft class to reach 900 games, sits ninth with 216 goals, 
seventh with 344 assists and eighth with 560 points. 

His presence in Buffalo is about way more than numbers. The alternate 
captain is the team’s competitive conscience. 

“You could bring your neighbor who doesn’t know anything about hockey, 
and he’s going to see that compete and that work ethic out of Kyle,” 
coach Don Granato said. “Kyle is a leader. He plays to win. 

“When he laces up his skates, he loves to score goals, he loves to make 
plays, but it’s about winning. That’s a message that is something we 
never want to lose sight of.” 

The winning, of course, didn’t come during Okposo’s opening five 
seasons (or the five before he arrived). He took it hard. His $42 million 
deal made him an easy target and might have contributed to his desire to 
put the dead-weight franchise on his shoulders. 

Things began changing in March 2021 when Granato took over. The 
coach’s team-building philosophies and Okposo’s decision to avoid 
issues he couldn’t control meshed perfectly. The turnaround was 
impressive. The winger had no goals and four assists in 23 games under 
Ralph Krueger last season. Okposo had nine points in 12 games with 
Granato. 

He also got an inkling that things were changing for the team. After the 
Sabres’ winless skid hit 18 games on March 29, 2021, Okposo reached 
out to Granato, who’d been the interim coach for a half-dozen outings. 

“He sent me a message I’ll paraphrase: ‘We will win,’” Granato said. “He 
said a few other nice things. For me, as a coach, you love to hear that 
the room felt it. The belief system had changed. The confidence was 
there.” 

The Sabres did indeed win the next game. After starting last season 6-
23-5, they finished 9-11-2. After starting this season 16-30-8, Tuesday’s 
win moved them to 10-4-3 in the past 17 games. 

Okposo certainly deserves a bit of the credit. 

“He comes in the rink like the same time every day, does the same things 
like a robot,” forward Rasmus Asplund said. “You need to be almost like 
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a robot, and that’s a thing I’ve been learning and really learned from a 
guy like Okposo.” 

Fans of rebuilding teams look at any positive as a sign that a bright future 
is inevitable. In reality, it’s hard to carry momentum from one season to 
the next. 

“I’ve been on record saying that I don’t think there’s a big carryover 
effect,” Okposo said, “but this feels a little bit different.” 

The Sabres could return 15 of the 20 players who dressed against the 
Hurricanes. Aside from Okposo and 29-year-old Jeff Skinner, they’re all 
in the beginning stages of their careers. What they build this spring might 
carry to next season. 

Following Okposo’s lead will help the transition. 

“As a young group, you want to keep pushing,” Okposo said. “You want 
to keep trying to win.” 
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Faksa’s shorthanded goal pushes Stars past Islanders 3-2 

 

Staff Report 

New York Daily News 

3-3 minutes 06/04/2022 

 

DALLAS — Radek Faksa’s shorthanded goal midway through the 
second period gave the Dallas Stars a 3-2 win over the New York 
Islanders on Tuesday night. 

Marian Studenic and Tyler Seguin also scored for the Stars, who moved 
into the Western Conference’s second wild-card spot. They’re a point 
ahead of Vegas and one point behind Nashville. Jake Oettinger made 19 
saves. 

Jean-Gabriel Pageau and Brock Nelson scored for the Islanders, who 
trail Washington by 11 points for the East’s final wild-card spot with 13 
games to play. Semyon Varlamov stopped 37 shots on goal. 

The tip in the crease by Faksa, the Stars’ checking line center, was 
saved but caromed off Pageau’s right blade behind Varlamov into the net 
at 10:29. It was an unlikely goal from Dallas’ special teams, which have 
gone 1 for 18 on power plays in the last seven games and 0 for 8 in the 
last three games. 

Luke Glendening (11) and the Stars put a dent in the Islanders playoff 
hopes with a 3-2 win on Tuesday night. 

Studenic scored the first goal 7:29 into the game and his first in seven 
games since being acquired off waivers from New Jersey on Feb. 24. He 
converted a rebound from the left circle for his second goal of the season 
and fourth in three NHL seasons. New York unsuccessfully challenged 
for goalie interference against Jamie Benn. 

Pageau tied the score at 1 at 11:47 of the first period with a quick encore 
to his Sunday hat trick at New Jersey. He raced from the Isles’ blue line 
up right wing and ripped a wrister over Oettinger’s right shoulder. 

Seguin put Dallas back ahead 46.6 seconds before the first period 
ended, redirecting Joel Hanley’s shot from the left point for his 20th of the 
season. 

Nelson’s career-best 33rd goal 31 seconds into the second period tied 
the score 2-2. He slid a wrist shot between Oettinger’s pads from the slot 
on the rush. Nelson had a hat trick in the Islanders’ 4-2 home win over 
the Stars on March 19. 

Noah Dobson had two assists for the Islanders for a career-high 40 
points. 
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Islanders vs. Stars odds, prediction: New York a live dog in NHL 
showdown 

 

Staff Report 

Action Network 

5-6 minutes 05/04/2022 

 

Despite a hot stretch of hockey over the last month, the New York 
Islanders find themselves as slight road underdogs against the up-and-
down Dallas Stars on Tuesday night. Oddsmakers have Islanders vs. 
Stars odds +115/-135 for Tuesday’s game, which takes place Tuesday, 
April 5 at 8:30 p.m. ET. 

A lot of credit should be given to the Isles, who have continued to play 
hard all season despite being well outside the playoff picture for almost 
the entire season. The Isles will still need a miracle to get into the spring 
fling, but they should be motivated on Tuesday night as they can cut the 
deficit between them and Washington nine points, with two games 
against the Caps still to come.  
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at the Masters 
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Islanders vs. Stars prediction and analysis 

While the stakes are pretty high for the Isles, nobody needs to remind 
Dallas how important every point is for them from here on out. The Stars 
currently sit one point behind both Nashville and Vegas, though the 
Preds and Stars both have three games in hand on the Golden Knights.  

In terms of recent form, both the Isles and Stars are on strong runs. The 
Islanders are 12-4-1 in their last 17 games with a +19 goal differential 
and are allowing just 2.4 goals per game in that span. It’s no coincidence 
that the Isles’ best stretch of the season has coincided with Ilya Sorokin 
and Semyon Varlamov playing their best hockey of the campaign. The 
two Russian netminders rank inside the top-5 in Goals Saved Above 
Expected (GSAx) since March 1.  

Under the surface, the Islanders are having some issues driving play. 
The team ranks in the bottom-10 over the last month in expected goals 
rate, but when they’re at their best, the Isles counter-punch better than 
almost any team in the NHL.  

Barry Trotz’s team is always more than happy to cede possession of the 
puck so long as they keep teams to the outside, and that’s what has 
been working for the Isles over this stretch. 

Islanders vs. stars odds and prediction 

Mathew Barzal of the New York Islanders stops against the New Jersey 
Devils’ Andreas Johnsson. 

The Stars have the edge in terms of expected goals rate and high-danger 
chance rate over the last 25 games, but the Islanders have the stronger 
goal differential at 5-on-5 thanks to some terrific goaltending and an 
opportunistic offense. 

No matter who Trotz decides to start on Tuesday night, the Islanders 
should have a decided edge in goal. Jake Oettinger has shown flashes 
for the Stars, but he’s struggled to a .902 save percentage and a -0.55 
GSAx over his past 13 games. Scott Wedgewood has been an admirable 
back-up this season, but he’s nowhere near the level of Sorokin or 
Varlamov. 

There really isn’t much separating these two teams, even with the Stars 
playing at home, so bettors should take the plus-money on the Isles and 
hope the goaltending edge proves to be the difference on Tuesday night. 
Additionally, it wouldn’t be surprising to see the price on the Islanders 
drift further than +115, so punters can afford to be patient and wait out 
the market for a bigger number. 
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Islanders vs. Stars total, prediction: Roll with the Under 

 

Staff Report 

Action Network 

2-3 minutes 05/04/2022 

 

The last time the New York Islanders faced the Dallas Stars, the 
Islanders won, 4-2. Will we see another high-scoring affair? Or can the 
goaltending step up this time around?  

Regardless of who starts in net for the Islanders, I’m betting on the latter.  

All three of their goaltenders have been in good form. The Islanders and 
All-Star defenseman Adam Pelech also have played excellent defense 
recently, giving up an average of 2.4 goals per contest over their last five. 
We could see regression from their offense, though, which has scored an 
average of 3.4 goals over the last five. This season, the Islanders rank 
just 16th in five-on-five expected goals (xGF) for per 60 minutes.  

Meanwhile, the Stars have seen their totals go Under 5.5 in five of the 
last eight games. The primary reason for these low-scoring games has 
been the excellent goaltending of Jake Oettinger, who is projected to 
start Tuesday. Oettinger has been a safe bet recently as he has allowed 
three or fewer goals in 20 of his last 21 starts.  

This season, Oettinger ranks 11th in five-on-five goals saved above 
expected per 60 minutes (GSAx) and boasts a solid 0.916 save 
percentage. The defense in front of Oettinger has been equally as 
impressive, ranking 10th in five-on-five expected goals against per 60 
minutes (xGA).  

Over the last eight games, Dallas has given up an average of just three 
goals per game. On the other hand, the Stars are averaging just 2.82 
goals scored over their last 11.  

The total reached six in their earlier matchup due to an empty-net goal 
with under 20 seconds left. Barring another beat like that, I expect 
another physical low-event matchup.  

The play: Islanders-Stars Under 5.5 (-115) 
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Maple Leafs vs. Panthers predictions, odds: Pros say Toronto a sneaky 
dog 

 

Action Network 

4-5 minutes 05/04/2022 

 

Ten games fill out the Tuesday NHL slate after Monday’s blank slate, but 
two underdogs are catching meaningful betting attention. 

The Action Network PRO Report designates five factors — sharp money, 
big money, PRO systems, model edge, and expert picks — to help 
distinguish certain plays from others available. 

While the report is signaling one or two factors across most tilts, two 
underdogs are hitting a majority of the above factors. 

So before placing your bets, consider these two NHL sides as potential 
options. 
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Best Bet #1 – Toronto Maple Leafs (+145) vs. Florida Panthers 

The Maple Leafs have won five in a row and six of its last seven games 
to reach second place in the Atlantic Division. Now, it gets a crack at the 
Panthers, which currently occupies the top spot in the division. 

Big money has shown for the Leafs, though. As of this writing, the visitors 
have received only 40 percent of all moneyline bets, but 71 percent of the 
overall handle. 

Check out the best sports betting sites and apps 

Check out the best sports betting sites 

Download the best sports betting apps 

Further, Action Network model projections suggest these sides are closer 
than the current odds indicate. According to our power ratings, the Maple 
Leafs should be a +111 underdog to the Panthers, almost 35 points 
lower than its opening number of +147. 

Finally, one top Action Network NHL expert is backing the Leafs tonight, 
rounding out the three signals on the road underdogs tonight. 

Best Bet #2 – New York Islanders (+117) vs. Dallas Stars 

The Islanders are desperate for points as it attempts to make up an 11-
point difference on the Washington Capitals and sneak into the playoffs. 

Bettors like the visitors tonight as both sharp action and big money are 
showing in favor of the Islanders. As of this writing, the Isles have 
received 37 percent of all moneyline bets against 82 percent of the 
overall handle. That represents the largest percentage delta of all 10 
games on the board tonight. 

Cizikas (l) and Adam Pelech 

Casey Cizikas (l) and Adam Pelech 

Lastly, just like the Maple Leafs, one top NHL betting expert from The 
Action Network is choosing to back the Islanders tonight, satisfying a 
third criteria for the PRO report. 
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Trotz says goal should have been waived off on interference 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 

Updated April 6, 2022 12:40 am 

 

DALLAS — Barry Trotz heard the explanation of why Marian Studenic’s 
first-period goal would stand despite his coach’s challenge of goalie 
interference and was still surprised he didn’t get the call after the 
Islanders lost to the Stars, 3-2, on Tuesday night at American Airlines 
Center. 

Jamie Benn made what was ruled incidental contact with Semyon 
Varlamov, who then struggled to move to his right to stop Studenic’s shot 
on the rebound. 

“I was really surprised at that,” Trotz said. “It was explained that Benn 
wasn’t in the blue, wasn’t trying to lean in and interfere and Varly was a 
little bit outside the blue. It doesn’t matter to me if he’s in the blue or a 
little bit above the blue, if there’s contact and he can’t make the next 
save, then it shouldn’t be a penalty, it should be just coincidental contact, 
no goal. 

“I’d make that call 100 times out of 100 times. I thought we were going to 
win it. I disagree with that.” 

Sorokin available 

Goalie Ilya Sorokin backed up Semyon Varlamov after missing four 
games with a head injury. He’ll likely get one start before the Islanders 
conclude this five-game road trip. 

Cory Schneider, who made 27 saves in Sunday’s 4-3 win over the Devils 
in his first NHL appearance since March 6, 2020, was returned to the 
Islanders’ AHL affiliate in Bridgeport from emergency recall. 

“[Sorokin] has missed a little bit of time, so we’re getting him up to 
speed,” Trotz said. “If he’s not 100%, we won’t put him in. But he’s been 
cleared.” 

Isles files 

Josh Bailey’s secondary assist on Jean-Gabriel Pageau’s first-period 
goal gave him 545 career points, moving him past John Tonelli into 
eighth place on the Islanders’ all-time list …Defenseman Noah Dobson 
had two assists to reach 40 points for the first time in his career. 
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Islanders' four-game winning streak snapped by Stars 

 

By Andrew Gross 
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andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 

Updated April 6, 2022 12:18 am 

 

DALLAS — It’s on to the next must-win game for the Islanders. 

All of the final 13 games are for the Islanders’ faint playoff chances and 
Tuesday night’s 3-2 loss to the Stars at American Airlines Center likely 
put a huge dent in whatever was left of them. 

“It’s disappointing we didn’t get off to a better start,” coach Barry Trotz 
said, talking about Tuesday’s loss though he may as well have been 
speaking about the entire season. “If we had played with the desperation 
we did in the second half of the game, I think we’d be sitting here with at 
least a point.” 

The Islanders (32-28-9) had a season-high four-game winning streak 
snapped, though they are still 11-4-1 since March 10. 

Semyon Varlamov made 37 saves and Jake Oettinger only had to make 
19 for the Stars (40-26-3), who moved into a wild-card spot in the 
Western Conference with the victory. Oettinger used his arm to rob 
Mathew Barzal of a potential equalizer from low in the right circle at 17:03 
of the third period. 

“They play a defensive style and they get numbers back and they box 
out,” Josh Bailey said. “You’ve got to earn it against them. We were not 
at our best tonight.” 

The Islanders conclude this five-game road trip with back-to-back games 
against the Metropolitan Division-leading Hurricanes on Friday night and 
the Blues, who also hold a playoff position, on Saturday night. 

“I think it’s fun to play those games,” said Jean-Gabriel Pageau, who kept 
the puck on a two-on-one rush to tie the score at 1 at 11:47 of the first 
period after notching his first hat trick as an Islander in Sunday’s 4-3 win 
over the Devils. “Everyone’s motivation before the game was really good. 
Even going into the third, you’re on the road, you’re down by one goal, 
you’re still in a good spot to come back and grab some points. We were 
not able to do it. It’s unfortunate.” 

The Islanders remained 11 points behind the Capitals for the Eastern 
Conference’s final wild-card spot and any combination of 15 points lost 
by them or gained by the Capitals will eliminate the Islanders from playoff 
contention. The Capitals have lost four of six and the Islanders have a 
home-and-home series against them in the season’s final week. 

“You go in with the mindset of wanting to win every game and knowing 
the road ahead that we have,” said Brock Nelson, who tied the score at 2 
off a three-on-one rush just 31 seconds into the second period. “We’ve 
played well for quite a stretch now. Tonight, maybe not so. They did a 
good job of getting in our face right from the defensive zone so we didn’t 
have much possession entries.” 

The Stars outshot the Islanders 18-7 in the first period and 11-3 in the 
second period as they were faster to pucks in the offensive zone and 
kept the Islanders from sustaining pressure up ice. 

The Islanders didn’t get a shot in the second after Nelson’s goal until 
Bailey’s weak dump-in at 18:30. 

Marian Studenic gave the Stars a 1-0 lead at 7:29 of the first period, 
putting back a long rebound of defenseman Miro Heiskanen’s shot as 
Trotz unsuccessfully challenged that Jamie Benn interfered with 
Varlamov. Tyler Seguin’s deflection of defenseman Joel Hanley’s shot 
gave the Stars a 2-1 lead with 46.3 seconds left in the first. 

Radek Faksa’s shorthanded goal — the seventh the Islanders have 
allowed — at 10:29 of the second period wound up to be the winner. 

“That’s a kick in the butt,” Trotz said. “We don’t need that.” 
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Every game is a must-win in Islanders' playoff hunt 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 

Updated April 5, 2022 5:47 PM 

 

DALLAS — The Islanders face essentially a must-win situation in each of 
their final 14 games, starting Tuesday night against the Stars at 
American Airlines Center. 

But it’s been like that for a while now as the team battles long odds to re-
insert itself into playoff contention. If nothing else, the Islanders have at 
least changed the narrative from projecting what changes need to be 
made for next season to where a fourth straight postseason berth 
remains a faint possibility. 

“A few weeks back, a month back, whatever you want to go back on and 
start to look at how we started to play better in the last little bit, it was just 
our commitment to each other to finish this thing out the right way,” 
captain Anders Lee said. “You’ve heard that narrative a little bit from us. 
We’ve built off of that. We’re making games important down the stretch. 

“Regardless of where we’re at, we want to continue to get to where we 
want to go. That includes the rest of this season.” 

The Islanders entered Tuesday’s match having won the first two games 
of this five-game road trip, a season-high four straight and are on an 11-
3-1 run since March 10. 

That placed them 11 points behind the Capitals for the Eastern 
Conference’s final wild-card spot. Any combination of 17 points lost by 
them or gained by the Capitals will eliminate the Islanders from playoff 
contention. 

But the Islanders have had success over the past month focusing on 
small-picture details and not worrying about things out of their control. 

Now, the Capitals have lost four of six and the Islanders have a home-
and-home series against them in the season’s final week. 

The Islanders know where they are in the NHL standings. But they’re not 
obsessing over that right now. 

“I don’t think anything changes in that regard,” Lee said. “We’ve got to 
take it game by game, the way we have been the last month or so. Just 
take advantage of the opportunity that we have.” 

Of course, the Islanders’ recent play was what was expected from them 
at the start of the season coming off back-to-back berths in the NHL 
semifinals. 

Plenty of inconsistent play fueled their surprisingly disappointing first four 
months of the season. But plenty of outside factors contributed as well, 
namely COVID-19 outbreaks that both left them playing games with a 
depleted roster and forced numerous games to be rescheduled, leading 
to a heavily-condensed schedule since mid-February. 

If nothing else, coach Barry Trotz has appreciated his club didn’t quit on 
the season. 

“I think what you look for is the professionalism,” Trotz said. “You hear 
this around the league, ‘He’s a good teammate, but are they good pros?’ 
That’s, to me, the key. Are they good pros? The difference between 
being a good teammate and a good pro is you’re consistently just 
worrying about what you need to do so the team can have success. 
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“Since the point where we were five games under .500 — and we know 
all the reasons and there’s no excuses, it just happened — we’re actually 
10 games over.” 

An 0-8-3 skid left the Islanders at 5-10-5 on Dec. 5. They entered 
Tuesday 27-17-4 since. 

“There’s not really any satisfaction, it’s just we know where we should be 
and it just validates that we can play that way,” Trotz said. “Now, I don’t 
know how the next [14] games are going to go. They’re against very 
good opponents that are right there. We’ve got lots of really good 
opponents. We haven’t gotten enough wins against those teams that are 
ahead of us.” 
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Islanders Eclipsed by Stars, Win Streak Falls 

 

Published 6 hours ago on April 5, 2022  

By Colby Guy 

4-5 minutes 06/04/2022 

 

The New York Islanders and Dallas Stars both came into Tuesday’s 
matchup desperate for a win in the thick of a playoff race. 

The Stars came into this game one point out of the Western 
Conference’s final playoff spot with three games in hand on the Vegas 
Golden Knights. 

The Islanders are slowly, but surely, closing the gap between the 
Washington Capitals and themselves for the last wildcard spot in the 
East, coming into the game on a four-game winning streak. 

Before the streak started, they were 19 points behind the Capitals for the 
last wild card spot. 

The streak put them just 11 points back with a game in hand on 
Washington going into the night. 

In the end, it was the Stars that prevailed with a 3-2 win. 

Dallas struck first early on when Marian Studenic picked up a Heiskanen 
rebound and fired it past Semyon Varlamov 7:29 into the game. 

Barry Trotz challenged the goal for goaltender interference, as it 
appeared Jamie Benn ran into Varlamov, but the goal stood. 

The NHL ruled that the collision happened in the white ice outside of the 
crease, therefore not constituting goaltender interference. 

The Islanders went right to the penalty kill afterward for the unsuccessful 
challenge. 

They successfully killed it off, allowing just one shot. 

Jean-Gabriel Pageau tied the game up just over four minutes later with a 
wrist shot after being sent off the rush by Noah Dobson. 

Josh Bailey notched his 545th career point on the goal, passing John 
Tonelli for eighth in franchise history. 

Tyler Seguin deflected a Joel Hanley shot past Varlamov with 46.6 
seconds to go to give Dallas their lead back. 

Dallas controlled play for the majority of the first period, leading 18-7 in 
shots and 11-2 in high danger chances after the buzzer sounded. 

The Islanders tied the game up 31 seconds into the second period after 
Dobson set up Brock Nelson on a 2-on-1, who cashed in for his 33rd goal 
of the year. 

Meanwhile, New York would not get another shot on goal until the 18:29 
mark of the second period. 

They got an opportunity on the power play 9:58 into the second, but it 
was Dallas that cashed in shorthanded. 

Radek Faksa tipped in a Luke Glendenning shot to give Dallas a 3-2 
lead. 

The Stars dominated play during the second period, outshooting the 
Islanders 11-3 and leading 6-3 in scoring chances. 

New York found themselves shorthanded 6:35 into the third when Grant 
Hutton got caught holding Glendenning’s stick. 

They killed off the penalty, not allowing a single shot. 

The Islanders had a much better offensive output in the third period and it 
culminated in a crucial scoring chance for Mathew Barzal with 2:57 to go. 

Jake Oettinger came up with a sprawling save on a wide-open Barzal to 
keep the Stars ahead, sending the puck out of play with his blocker. 

Varlamov went to the bench for the extra attacker with 2:09 to go after 
Dallas iced the puck. 

Dobson made a diving play to prevent an empty-net goal, but the 
Islanders could not get anything going 6-on-5 and fell in regulation. 

With the loss, the Islanders are now 11 points behind Washington with 
each having 13 games remaining. 

The Capitals have lost their last two games by a combined score of 11-2 
and are set to face off with the Tampa Bay Lighning in a primetime TNT 
matchup on Wednesday. 

A Washington loss would give the Islanders an extra game-in-hand. 

The Islanders will continue their uphill battle for a playoff spot against the 
Metropolitan Division-leading Carolina Hurricanes on Friday at 7 p.m. 
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Sorokin Back, Gm 69: Lines, Preview & How to Watch vs. Stars - New 
York Islanders Hockey Now 
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The New York Islanders (32-27-9) have won four straight contests and 
are back in action Tuesday night as they take on the Dallas Stars (39-26-
3). Puck drop is slated for 8:30 PM ET at American Airlines Center. 

With 14 games to play, the New York Islanders find themselves 11 points 
back of the Washington Capitals for the second wild-card spot in the 
Eastern Conference. The Dallas Stars are just a point back of the Vegas 
Golden Knights for the final wild-card spot in the West, with three games 
in hand. 

Although one is closer to the playoff picture than the other, this should be 
a competitive matchup in Dallas. 
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Before Tuesday’s morning skate, the New York Islanders returned Cory 
Schneider to Bridgeport (AHL), signifying that Ilya Sorokin (upper-body) 
is available. Schneider started an NHL game for the first time in two 
years on Sunday in the 4-3 victory over the New Jersey Devils. 

Sorokin had been unavailable for the last four games after sustaining his 
injury on Mar. 27 against the Tampa Bay Lightning. 

Semyon Varlamov was in the starter’s crease Tuesday morning and 
head coach Barry Trotz confirmed that he will start. 

On Monday, Varlamov was awarded the NHL’s ‘Third Star of the Week’ 
after going 3-0-0 with a 1.67 GAA, a .952 SV%, and a shutout, which 
came against the New York Rangers. 

Varlamov has faced the Stars 27 times (26 decisions) in his career with a 
17-7-2 record, a .912 SV%, a 2.91 GAA, and has taken a penalty.  

The Dallas Stars did not hold a morning skate on Tuesday. They last 
played on Sunday, losing 4-1 to the Seattle Kraken. 

ISLANDERS GAME NOTES 

Tonight, the New York Islanders visit the Dallas Stars in the second and 
final matchup between the two clubs this season. 

The last time these teams met was March 19, when Brock Nelson 
recorded his second hat 

trick of the season in a 4-1 win at UBS Arena. 

The Islanders have won their last three straight road games for the first 
time this season, and improved to 7-3-0 in their last ten games on 
Sunday afternoon, as they defeated New Jersey. Including tonight, the 
Islanders have just two Western Conference matchups remaining in their 
regular season schedule. 

The last time the Islanders visited American Airlines Center was 
December 7, 2019. 

BETTING CORNER 

The New York Islanders are the road underdogs against the Dallas Stars, 
coming in at +115. They are -230 on the reverse puck line. The Stars are 
-135 and are +190 on the puck line. 

The over for the contest is set at 5.5, with the over at +100 and the under 
at -120. 
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After missing four games and a period, netminder Ilya Sorokin seems 
ready to go as the New York Islanders announced Tuesday morning that 
goaltender Cory Schneider was sent back to Bridgeport (AHL). 

Islanders Fans and Twitter Rally for Mike Bossy 

Ilya Sorokin suffered an upper-body injury on Mar. 27 against the Tampa 
Bay Lightning, ending his evening after two periods. 

Assumed to be a head injury (yes I know what happens when you 
assume), the timetable varies. That is why head coach Barry Trotz told 
us that it would be up to Sorokin to tell him when he felt he was ready to 
return. 

Sorokin had been making strides all week, and after the New York 
Islanders 4-3 win over the New Jersey Devils on Sunday, Trotz said that 
Sorokin would be traveling on the road trip. 

The New York Islanders face the Dallas Stars Tuesday night, followed by 
a back-to-back situation on Friday and Saturday against the Carolina 
Hurricanes and St. Louis Blues. 

After Tuesday’s morning skate, head coach Barry Trotz stated that 
Varlamov will play Tuesday. It’s likely that Sorokin gets back between the 
pipes for Friday night’s contest against the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Over Ilya Sorokin’s last five appearances, he owns a .938 SV% with a 
1.73 GAA. On the season, Sorokin’s 2.30 GAA ranks fifth in the NHL, his 
.927 SV% ranks third, and he ranks second in shutouts with six. 

In Ilya Sorokin’s absence, the New York Islanders did their job. 

Backed by three straight wins from Semyon Varlamov and a spot-start 
win by Cory Schneider, his first start in over two years, the New York 
Islanders have won four straight and sit 11 points back of the Washington 
Capitals with 14 games left to play. 

So you’re saying there’s a chance? 

As one would think, every game remaining on the calendar is a must-win 
games if the New York Islanders want to find a way into the postseason. 
And although Semyon Varlamov is red-hot right now, Trotz will need both 
his goaltenders, given the schedule. 

“We’ve got two really good goaltenders who give us a chance to win 
every night,” Trotz said Tuesday. 

Trotz also alluded to the upcoming schedule as nine of the Islanders next 
13 opponents are in a playoff spot (Pittsburgh, Capitals twice), with the 
Dallas Stars currently just a point back of the second wild-card spot in the 
West. 

According to NHL Network, the New York Islanders have the most 
difficult schedule to end their season, with their opponents’ average point 
percentage at .627. 

If the Islanders want to do the unthinkable and find a way into the 2022 
dance, they will need to find themselves four points back by their 80th 
game of the season. Then they will need to beat the Washington 
Capitals, who they are chasing, in regulation in consecutive games. 

And in the last game of the season, against the team that has sent the 
New York Islanders home in back-to-back conference finals, the 
Islanders will need to pull out a victory against the Tampa Bay Lightning. 

Probable…no. Possible? Yes. 

Regardless of how the season shapes up, the New York Islanders are 
playing meaningful hockey late in a season that showed signs of being 
“over” much earlier. The Islanders are 11-3-1 in their last 15 games, and 
at this point, the New York Islanders can only control what they do. 

The New York Islanders continue their chase of Washington Tuesday at 
8:30 PM when they face the Dallas Stars. 
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Ryan Getzlaf retiring as one of the mightiest Ducks of all - Los Angeles 
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From the time Ryan Getzlaf was 12 years old, through his standout junior 
hockey career and deep into his evolution into a first-line NHL center and 
Stanley Cup champion with the Ducks, he heard the same advice from 
nearly every coach: Shoot the puck more often. You’ve got a great wrist 
shot. Don’t always go with your instinct to pass. 

Bruce Boudreau was among those who tried to change Getzlaf’s 
thinking. “Believe me, as coaches, there’s times during the course of the 
year we could wring his neck because he doesn’t shoot it,” Boudreau 
said during the Ducks’ Western Conference final playoff series against 
Chicago in 2015. 

Getzlaf would listen, maybe take a few more shots than usual, and revert 
to his playmaking mentality. “The only people that don’t tell me are my 
linemates,” he joked a few years ago. 

His pass-first philosophy served him well during a Hall of Fame-worthy 
career that began in 2005 with the then-Mighty Ducks and will soon end 
with him owning the franchise records for games played, points and — of 
course — assists. 

Surrounded by family, friends, and teammates past and present, the 36-
year-old native of Regina, Canada, became emotional Tuesday while 
announcing he will retire after the Ducks’ home finale on April 24. Beset 
by injuries the last few seasons and fighting against the tide in a league 
ruled by young, speedy legs, he has produced three goals and 31 points 
in 49 games this season. 

“I’ve always said I was going to let my body and mind dictate when I was 
going to retire,” he said during a news conference at Honda Center. “I 
remember talking to my buddies when I first came into the league. I 
thought that was going to be at about 26, so I’ve definitely overlasted 
what I thought I would. 

“But that was kind of always the mind-set. The grind of everyday 
preparation gets harder and harder as you get older. I’ve created an 
atmosphere around me of support, a loving family that I like to go home 
to, kids I’d like to grow up playing with, not watch them play. It was a 
thing for me to step away from the game before those kinds of things 
happen where I’m unable to do some of that stuff.” 

Through 1,150 NHL games — all with the Ducks — Getzlaf has scored 
282 goals and 731 assists for 1,013 points. His assist total ranks 51st all 
time among NHL players and fifth among active players. His point total 
ranks ninth among active players and 88th all time. He won Olympic gold 
medals for Canada in 2010 and 2014, the world junior title in 2005, and 
the World Cup of Hockey title in 2016. 

He appeared in three NHL All-Star games and ranked in the top 10 in the 
league in assists seven times. He holds Ducks records for most assists in 
a season (66, in 2008-09) and most points by a center in a season (91, 
also 2008-09). 

He’s the last player with the Ducks from their 2007 Cup team. “He’s had 
an exceptional career. Look at his history, longevity, ability to hang 
tough,” said Randy Carlyle, who coached that team. “He somewhat 
changed his career in a lot of ways. He had to develop the defensive side 
of it to be as effective as he has been over the years. If you look at it the 
strength of his game, it was just his hockey sense and his ability.” 

But Carlyle couldn’t resist mentioning one flaw. “He should have shot the 
puck more,” Carlyle said, laughing. 

“That’s always been something I’d take a lot more pride in than any 
numbers, I think, is being here, being part of this organization forever.” 

— Ryan Getzlaf 

The Ducks, who have been struggling through a tedious rebuilding 
process, are about to miss the playoffs for the fourth straight season. 

Getzlaf holds the franchise records for playoff games played (125), goals 
(37), assists (83) and points (120). 

“I’m so happy for him,” said retired winger Teemu Selanne, who lost his 
franchise scoring record to Getzlaf last Oct. 31 when Getzlaf recorded his 
989th point. 

“First of all, I’m very proud of him for his great career with the same 
franchise. That doesn’t happen a lot these days. And obviously he has 
won everything in hockey and he’s a real champ. I know his passions for 
other stuff so I’m excited about his journey. I have known his plans a little 
bit and he’s going to be a very happy camper.” 

Getzlaf was drafted by the Ducks in the first round and 19th overall in 
2003, nine spots ahead of Corey Perry, who became a longtime linemate 
and lifelong friend. They were called “the twins” because of their 
connection on the ice and friendship away from the rink. Their 
collaboration ended in 2019, when the Ducks bought out Perry’s contract 
and he became a free agent, but the friendship survived Perry’s 
departure. He’s now with Tampa Bay. 

“We started together on this journey and it would have been great to 
finish this way, but our business is what it is,” Getzlaf said. 

Cheering fans are seen behind an exultant Ryan Getzlaf after a goal. 

Ducks’ Ryan Getzlaf celebrates with fans after scoring a goal against the 
Ottawa Senators during Game 1 of the 2007 Stanley Cup finals. 

Getzlaf plans to stay in Southern California. His wife, Paige, is from Coto 
de Caza and they’ve raised four children here. As his proud mom Susan 
noted, he has enriched his adopted home by participating in programs 
that helped kids learn to skate and by raising millions of dollars toward 
finding a cure for Duchenne muscular dystrophy. “We loved being there 
for your journey. Now it’s time to shoot for the new goals and dreams as 
you enter the next chapter of your life,” she said. 

This is one occasion he’s ready to shoot, not pass. He hopes to stay with 
the Ducks, though he’s not sure in what capacity. “I feel like I’ve been 
trying to get back to the Stanley Cup ever since I was there last,” he said, 
“and I don’t really feel like that journey is over yet as far as what I hope to 
do within the organization.” 

It’s rare in the NHL’s salary-cap era for a player to spend 17 seasons 
with one team. But Getzlaf knew he belonged here, just as he knew he 
was a pass-first center. He did it his way, and he did it well. 
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Alexander: Ducks’ Ryan Getzlaf finishes where he starts 

 

Jim Alexander 

 

ANAHEIM — There’s one sure thing about playing an entire career with 
one team: It’s easier to compartmentalize the memories because they’re 
all in the same place. 

Ryan Getzlaf reached Anaheim in the autumn of 2005, a big 20-year-old 
center who quickly found a kindred (if sometimes wicked) spirit in 
teammate, linemate, agitator and friend Corey Perry. The two helped the 
Ducks win California’s first Stanley Cup in 2007 as well as two Olympic 
gold medals for Canada in 2010 and ’14. They were known as “the 
Twins” by the Ducks’ fan base and were the heart and soul of the 
franchise through good times and tough times, right up until the Ducks 
bought out Perry’s contract in 2019. 

Getzlaf has stayed until the end, announcing his retirement on Tuesday 
in the only home arena he’s known in the NHL. He has been durable, 
consistent and a leader, and maybe his only true flaw was that he didn’t 
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shoot the puck enough. He goes into the final 11 games of his 17-season 
career, beginning Wednesday night against Calgary, with 282 goals and 
731 assists for 1,013 career points. 

Ducks TV analyst Brian Hayward noted that 11 other players in NHL 
history have captained a team for at least 10 seasons and scored 1,000 
points. Two besides Getzlaf are still active, Sidney Crosby and Alexander 
Ovechkin. Eight are in the Hockey Hall of Fame, and among them are 
Wayne Gretzky, Steve Yzerman, Mario Lemieux, Joe Sakic and Jean 
Béliveau. 

In this sport, the captaincy isn’t merely ceremonial, and the “C” on the 
sweater doesn’t go to just anybody. Getzlaf has worn it with distinction in 
Anaheim for 12 seasons. Did he show glimpses of captaincy material at 
the start? 

“Oh, I don’t know if you could at that point ever expect the captaincy to 
be at the forefront,” said his former coach twice over, Randy Carlyle, after 
Tuesday’s news conference. 

But the signs pointing toward a productive career were there. Carlyle 
recalled seeing Getzlaf on a powerhouse world junior championships 
team in 2005 alongside Sidney Crosby and Jeff Carter, saying: “He stood 
out as a player that could compete with those players, and those were 
elite players.” 

Getzlaf was the 19th overall pick in the 2003 draft and Perry was picked 
28th overall by the Ducks. Both played an extra year of junior hockey 
during the 2004-05 NHL lockout that wiped out the season, and both 
started the 2005-06 season with the Ducks but were sent down to the 
AHL after a month. It wasn’t performance-based or punitive, then-
General Manager Brian Burke said, but it was intended to keep them 
away from Sergei Federov, who was considered something less than a 
good influence. 

Burke recalled in his 2020 autobiography that he told Getzlaf and Perry 
as much, adding, “If you go down and go through the motions you’ll be 
down there all year. If not, I will solve this problem and then I will bring 
you back.” Burke then traded Federov to Columbus for Francois 
Beauchemin, recalled Getzlaf and Perry, and they never went back to the 
minors. 

And the Ducks ultimately brought in players who really were good 
examples. 

“We had a lot of guys who had played a long time in the league,” Teemu 
Selanne said Tuesday. “We had the Niedermayers (Scott and Rob), 
Todd Marchant, Chris Pronger, myself. I really believe that good 
examples lead to good things, and I think that’s what happened with 
Getzy.” 

Getzlaf talked Tuesday of his loyalty to the Ducks organization and the 
loyalty they’ve shown him, and noted that the first time there was 
indecision on either side was at the 2021 trading deadline, which he 
called “the hardest two days of my life. … Ultimately the decision to stay 
here was based on the loyalty that this organization has shown me over 
the years. It just didn’t seem right (to leave).” 

This year at the deadline, when new GM Pat Verbeek traded prospective 
free agents Hampus Lindholm and Rickard Rakell but stated that Getzlaf 
would remain a Duck as long as he wanted, that should have been a 
tipoff. Getzlaf said Tuesday that he “kind of went into this year knowing it 
was going to be my last year. Everything pointed in that direction.” 

That set up the chance to finish where he started, a benefit both in terms 
of identification with his team and the opportunities to do good work 
within the community. That includes the “Cure Duchenne” charity 
organization to fight that form of muscular dystrophy in children, and the 
Ducks’ own “Learn To Play” initiative, which Getzlaf and Perry 
championed and which Hayward said has introduced more than 18,000 
youngsters to ice or roller hockey in Orange County and the Inland 
Empire. 

Staying in one place for a decade or more is a rarity in a sports era of 
free agency and enhanced player movement. No Duck has done so 
before now, and across the 57 Freeway, only Tim Salmon played his 
entire career with the Angels (14 seasons). 

There are beneficiaries to that longevity most of us will never know 
about. 

“Being one place in your whole career gives you the ability to create 
friendships, really walk around the rink,” Getzlaf said. “I know a lot of 
people’s names (on staff), not as many as I probably should because of 
my memory, but I do know everybody’s face around this arena. 

“I’ve tried to make a point of thanking them every chance I get. They do a 
lot of things for us that we don’t see and don’t go into what we do. But it 
means a lot for the entire organization and players to have them there 
every day, working and doing their job so that we can do ours.” 

The memories and relationships and gratitude might be 
compartmentalized in one place, but through the years that compartment 
gets bigger. 

But you can symbolize it all with a banner. That will happen the day 
Getzlaf’s jersey number is raised to the rafters of Honda Center. 
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Ducks’ Ryan Getzlaf announces retirement 

 

Elliott Teaford 

 

ANAHEIM — Ryan Getzlaf walked into Honda Center on Tuesday, as he 
had so many times before, but this time it was different. He had 
something important to say, some important people in his life to thank, 
and he rode the elevator to the arena’s club level to begin the first day of 
the rest of his life. 

Getzlaf, the Ducks’ all-time leader in games played, assists and points 
and their longest-serving captain, announced his retirement after 17 Hall 
of Fame-caliber seasons with the team that drafted him in the first round 
in 2003. If all goes as planned, his farewell game will be April 24 at 
Honda Center. 

His wife, Paige, and their four children awaited his arrival, as did his 
parents, Steve and Susan, plus his current Ducks teammates and a few 
of his past ones, too. They all cheered him as he entered the club level 
restaurant that hosted what turned out to be a festive retirement party. 

“I really thought this was going to be easier,” Getzlaf said at one point, 
growing emotional as he gave thanks to his family, his friends, his 
teammates and so many others who helped him along the way. “Being in 
one place your whole career gives you the ability to create friendships. 
Walking around the rink, I know a lot of people’s names, but probably not 
as many as I should because of my memory.” 

Getzlaf, who turns 37 on May 10, has battled a nagging foot injury that 
has sidelined him for all but two of the past 14 games. He isn’t expected 
to play Wednesday against the Calgary Flames, but will accompany the 
team on a four-game trip that begins Saturday in Philadelphia. 

Standing 6-foot-4 and weighing 220 pounds, Getzlaf could have been a 
forceful player near the opposing goal, and he was very much so at times 
early in his career. But also he was a deft passer, one of the best of his 
era, setting up teammates for goals rather than scoring them himself. 

His pass-first mentality often confounded and frustrated Ducks fans, who 
bellowed for him to shoot the puck and groaned when he passed up 
quality scoring chances. He vowed to shoot more this season, but he 
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scored only three goals, his most recent on Jan. 24 against the Boston 
Bruins. 

Overall, he has three goals and 28 assists while playing only 49 of 71 
games this season. 

“I’ve always said I was going to let my body and mind dictate when I was 
going to retire,” he said. “I remember talking to my buddies when I first 
came in the league and I thought that was going to be when I was about 
26, so I definitely over-lasted what I thought I would. But that was the 
mindset. 

“The grind of the every day, getting up for and the preparation for each 
season gets harder and harder as you get older. I’ve created an 
atmosphere around me of support, a loving family that I’d like to go home 
to, kids I’d like to play with while they’re growing up and not watching 
them play.” 

Last season’s pandemic-shortened season and the Ducks’ second-to-last 
finish in the NHL’s overall standings left a sour taste in Getzlaf’s mouth, 
so he signed a one-season, $3-million contract to play again this season, 
wishing to be a part of the team’s anticipated turnaround. 

The Ducks were playoff contenders this season until a lack of depth in 
their roster was exposed when a rash of positive COVID-19 cases at 
midseason sidelined almost everyone in the lineup at various points for 
as many as four games each. Injuries wreaked havoc with the roster 
more recently. 

Getzlaf joined an emerging NHL powerhouse in 2005-06, teaming with 
fellow rookie Corey Perry to provide a one-two offensive punch that 
bolstered a lineup that already included future Hall of Famers Teemu 
Selanne, Scott Niedermayer and, one season later, Chris Pronger. 

“The way he saw the game, it was very unique,” Selanne said of Getzlaf. 
“You knew right away he and Perry were going to be special franchise 
players for this organization. They had all the tools right away. If I had to 
name one special thing, it was the way he could see the game.” 

The Ducks won the 2006-07 Stanley Cup championship, charging 
through the regular season and then the playoffs nearly unchallenged. 
Only the Detroit Red Wings, in the Western Conference final, put the 
Ducks in serious jeopardy during a nerve-jangling series that was 
decided in six games. 

“It’s been fun to be a part of his journey and to realize how successful he 
has been,” Selanne said. “He has won pretty much everything except the 
Finnish national title, but I don’t think he wants that.” 

Selanne, known as the “Finnish Flash” in his playing days, was joking 
about that last part. 

In addition to his Stanley Cup championship, Getzlaf also won Olympic 
gold medals with his native Canada in Vancouver in 2010 and Sochi in 
‘14. Canada’s overtime victory over the United States in Vancouver is 
considered by many to be the greatest men’s game ever played. 

Getzlaf also helped to guide the Ducks to Western Conference finals 
appearances in 2015 and ‘17. They won five consecutive Pacific Division 
championships and advanced to the playoffs six seasons in a row during 
one stretch. But the good times came to an abrupt end in 2017-18. 

The Ducks, while still mathematically alive, will likely miss the playoffs 
this season for the fourth consecutive time, the longest postseason 
drought in their history. 

Getzlaf has played 1,150 games with the Ducks, the most in team 
history. He also ranks first in assists with 731, points with 1,013 and is 
fourth with 282 goals. He has captained the team since 2010-11. Only 11 
other players in NHL history have captained a team for 10 years or more 
and recorded 1,000 points. 

He will almost certainly be enshrined in the Hockey Hall of Fame in the 
years to come and will have his No. 15 jersey retired by the Ducks, 
joining Selanne’s No. 8, Paul Kariya’s No. 9 and Niedermayer’s No. 27 in 

the Honda Center rafters. But there’s been more to his career than mere 
statistics. 

“The biggest thing for me is the impact he’s had on me as a man,” Ducks 
defenseman Cam Fowler said. “Taking hockey out of the equation, it’s 
how to treat people properly, how to handle yourself with class and be 
the face of an organization, what it means to be a good father and a good 
husband, someone who can be relied upon as a friend, as a teammate.” 

Getzlaf declined to say in a recent interview what the future might hold 
for him, but he hinted earlier this season that he would like to stay 
involved with the only NHL team he has known in some form, perhaps as 
an advisor to owners Henry and Susan Samueli and/or general manager 
Pat Verbeek. 

“We are so proud of everything Ryan has accomplished in an amazing 
17 years playing for the Ducks,” the Samuelis said in a statement. “While 
we will all remember his leadership qualities on the ice, it is his 
community-first approach that has cemented his legacy in Orange 
County. 

“Congratulations, Ryan. You’ve been our leader, our soul, our captain, 
leaving an indelible mark on our franchise that Ducks fans around the 
world will never forget.” 
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Ducks' Ryan Getzlaf, always in control on the ice, faced 'much more than 
I expected' as he announced retirement 

 

Eric Stephens 

 

ANAHEIM, Calif. – It has been Ryan Getzlaf’s job on the ice to see a play 
develop one or two steps ahead of real time, to find a possibility to take 
complete advantage of, a potential moment for which he has long 
prepared. 

Maybe he did sniff out that there was something bigger in the works on a 
balmy Tuesday afternoon as he strode into the Brewery X Biergarten on 
the 300 level of Honda Center. The announcement of his retirement, the 
news that his celebrated career as a lifelong Anaheim Duck would come 
to a close at the end of the season, had been made in the morning, and 
he figured there would be a handful of people on hand to discuss the 
past 17 years and his possible next chapter. 

But as he stepped out from behind a personalized backdrop, Getzlaf 
couldn’t fully contain his look of wonderment. His wife, Paige, was there 
with the couple’s four children — Ryder, Gavin, Willa and Mac — and 
their parents, all wearing either black or white No. 15 jerseys with the 
familiar “C” stitched on the front. 

Behind them were teammates he battled alongside and won with. Teemu 
Selanne, of course, was on hand. Had to be. But so were Sean 
O’Donnell, Kent Huskins, Luca Sbisa, Shane O’Brien, Emerson Etem, 
Bryan Allen and Vitaly Vishnevski. So were onetime heated foes Kevin 
Bieksa and David Backes, who ultimately became fast friends. And there 
was Randy Carlyle, his former head coach in two notable runs. 

Surrounding the seated guests in the large terrace room were the current 
Ducks. All of them. The coaching staff. The training staff. Club 
executives, including still-new general manager Pat Verbeek. For all that 
Getzlaf gave the franchise, this was a large throng that wanted to give a 
little of themselves back. 

“This was much more than I expected today,” said Getzlaf, who started 
his way into a press conference that was more emotional than he 
bargained for. “I thought I was talking to the media and not everyone 
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that’s helped me along my career and been there for me all along the 
way.” 

It can’t be easy to end something you’ve essentially given your life to, 
especially when it has been done at the highest competitive level for 
nearly half of that life. But it might have been easier for him to prepare for 
one of the 125 playoff games he suited up for than to wrestle with the 
feelings that welled up inside. 

Ryan Getzlaf isn’t stoic. Not by any means. But the emotions that you 
often saw were him bursting in a big smile or pumping both his arms into 
the air after he finished a world-class play or scored a game-changing 
goal. Or when he ran so hot that a gasket was blown, though he 
managed to tone that part down over the years. Kind of. (A sneering grin 
often took the place of a full-force tirade.) 

This was different. The audience on Tuesday was full of people he cares 
deeply about. This was Getzlaf fighting hard to keep some tears from 
flowing and taking deep breaths when the words became harder to get 
out. 

Like when he looked at Paige and his dressed-up happy brood. 

“We’ve went through all kinds of ups and downs of stuff,” he said. 
“You’ve been our rock at home the whole time. Makes a big difference for 
a player. To be able to share that with you, create things with you. 
Obviously, our kids. … I’m not around as much as I’d like to be and this is 
kind of a step in that direction, to be there for you more. You guys have 
always found a way to make me feel great when I came home, whether 
it’d be good days or bad.” 

Like when he saw all those former teammates. 

“It means the world to me to know that I’ve had an impact in your life 
somehow,” Getzlaf said. “Team is everything for me. It’s what I’m going 
to miss the most. Showing up at the rink. Going to battle with guys that 
are from everywhere. None of us grew up in the same place but we all 
came together for a game that we love. I can’t tell you how much it’s 
meant to me over the years to have the friendships and the teammates 
that I have. I love all you guys.” 

Like when he addressed the trainers who have kept him together through 
all the aches, pains and injuries, some of them serious enough to keep a 
fiercely competitive man out when he didn’t want to be. 

“Those of us who’ve played the game know how much those guys mean 
to us,” he said. “Some of them are here that are still here with us. Some 
have gone on to do other things. I really want to thank you guys for all the 
hours you put in. All the times where we get in late and you guys show 
up to the rink before us, after us. All that kind of stuff.” 

An emotional Getzlaf thanking friends, family, teammates, coaches, 
trainers and staff, past and present. pic.twitter.com/uQuujqcV3D 

— Anaheim Ducks (@AnaheimDucks) April 5, 2022 

Like when he brought up his older brother, Chris, also a great athlete and 
a former slotback for the CFL’s Saskatchewan Roughriders and 
Edmonton Eskimos. He “probably has no idea how much effect he’s had 
on me in my life,” Getzlaf said. 

“He’s a quieter guy,” the center continued. “Not quite as outspoken as 
me. But he quietly went about his business and to create his own career 
without any resentment, any love lost for my success. He played in the 
CFL for 13 years and had a great career. And he did that all on the heels 
of me going through the NHL Draft. Going through making the NHL. 
Winning a Stanley Cup. And did that with great support from him without 
resentment. And I love him very much for that.” 

Through all the thank-yous he was compelled to graciously hand out, 
Getzlaf left one for someone he had to single out. It was Corey Perry, his 
running mate for 14 seasons as a spectacular tandem, “who’s been my 
friend through all of this.” 

“We started together on this journey, and it would have been great to 
finish this way but obviously our business is what it is,” Getzlaf said, 
misty-eyed and choking up with each word. “Everything we went through 
together. He’s been an inspiration as far as someone that maybe wasn’t 
gifted with everything that everyone in this room has been but definitely 
learned how to battle and claw for whatever he got. And, really, just was 
my partner through all when we were kids growing in this organization. 
We’ve supported each all along the way.” 

Perry could not be there, having moved on to Tampa Bay in search of a 
second Stanley Cup championship after playing for it the last two 
seasons with Dallas and Montreal following the stunning buyout of his 
contract with the Ducks. But he sent thoughts to his friend from afar, 
telling The Athletic’s Joe Smith, “What he’s done there, the legacy he’s 
going to leave, it’s pretty special. I wish him nothing but the best.” 

The end for Getzlaf has come naturally. He can still play the game – 
maybe no longer at the level of the top-five player he once was – but he 
also noted the grind of each season, the need to prepare mentally and 
physically every year for that grind and the toll of injuries making it 
tougher to get through when the next one occurs. The latest, a foot issue 
that has sharply curtailed his action over this season’s second half, will 
make his availability for the Ducks’ final 11 games a questionable 
endeavor. 

But it is one he plans to take on. The goal is to be on the ice for the April 
24 game against St. Louis. It is Anaheim’s home finale for 2021-22 but 
Getzlaf also hopes it will be his last NHL contest, with the Ducks stating 
that he will not play in the two road games at San Jose and Dallas to end 
the year. Getzlaf wants the end to be in front of his family, friends and 
fans who have supported him through the great moments and the not-so-
great ones. 

There has been more to the Ducks’ captain than just being a player, a 
leader and often the organization’s signature face. While his proud father, 
Steve, went through the long list of career highlights his son has 
achieved, his equally proud mother, Susan, checked off the endeavors 
he’s had personal involvement with away from the ice. The Learn to Play 
program he began with Perry, which provided full sets of hockey 
equipment to thousands of Southern California youth who otherwise 
couldn’t afford to skate. His Getzlaf’s Gamers allowed 20,000 
underprivileged children in Calgary to attend games of the Western 
Hockey League’s Hitmen, the junior team he starred for long ago. And 
there has been his lengthy association with CureDuchenne, the non-
profit Newport Beach-based organization committed to finding a cure for 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. 

The things Getzlaf cares about run deep and meaningful. One of those is 
the Ducks. He apologized for not remembering every name attached to 
the faces he sees around Honda Center. But he knows all their faces. 
“Being in one place your whole career gives you the ability to create 
friendships,” he said. 

There appears to be a future for Getzlaf in the organization, as Verbeek 
and others have hinted at him having a role in his next chapter. That is 
good to see. It’s hard to fathom that the franchise’s all-time leading 
scorer might have spent the end of his playing days in another jersey. 
Last year’s trade deadline had him considering playing for Vegas if a 
trade could be worked out. Last summer had him considering free-agent 
offers from other teams before signing on for one last season. 

Without question, Getzlaf could have gone to a contender that had the 
room to bring him in and had a better chance at playing for the Cup 
again. But this is the way his career had to end. And he’s out to win 
another one for the organization. He wants the Ducks back in the 
playoffs. 

It will just have to be without him on the ice leading the charge. 

“When I was drafted by Anaheim, that was home to me,” Getzlaf said. 
“I’ve always had a sense of loyalty to this organization, as they’ve shown 
to me. That’s always been a big part of my decision-making. Any contract 
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talks, any future talks have always landed here. The last couple years 
were the first years that any of those conversations even came up. 

“And to tell you the honest truth, last year’s trade deadline was one of the 
hardest two days of my life. Me and Paige stayed up long nights talking 
about it and ultimately the decision to stay here was based on the loyalty 
that this organization has shown me over the years, and it just didn’t feel 
right to go anywhere.” 
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Stephens: What I'll remember about the Ducks' Ryan Getzlaf, his big 
moments and how he 'made the game look easy' 

 

Eric Stephens 

 

In the aftermath of the greatest game that he ever played — at least in 
my eyes — Ducks captain Ryan Getzlaf stood in the visitors’ dressing 
room of Rogers Place. It was after Game 4 of the Ducks’ 2017 second-
round playoff series against the Edmonton Oilers, in which he single-
handedly willed them to victory to even the series after the Ducks 
dropped the first two games at home. 

The series would eventually be known for the magical, mystical and even 
controversial “Comeback on Katella” in Game 5, as the Ducks rallied late 
from a 3-0 deficit to win in overtime. The Ducks then put away the upstart 
Oilers in a brilliantly played finale that exorcised many Game 7 demons. 

But that Game 4 sticks out when thinking of Getzlaf, a Ducks franchise 
icon who announced his retirement on Tuesday, effective at the end of 
this season. He was at the peak of his powers and answered any 
criticisms about performing in big games. 

Those were the games Getzlaf really wanted to play. Not the midweek 
December or January contest against Columbus or Florida — no offense 
to those fine franchises. It was the games in May, when Honda Center 
was packed and energetic. Or games against a hated opponent in 
atmospheres like Detroit, Chicago, Nashville, Calgary or Edmonton. 

After that Game 4, in which he factored in every goal of a dramatic 4-3 
overtime win, I recall asking if he would just want to play postseason 
games and not deal with an 82-game regular season. Getzlaf smiled and 
joked that he’d gladly do that if he could still get his salary while escaping 
the six-month grind. 

Some longtime Getzlaf followers might have another game in their 
memory bank, when they thought he was better. He has had quite a few 
dominant ones. Heck, the Flames can personally attest to being tortured 
by the 6-foot-4 playmaker in the springs of 2015 and 2017. His stardom 
and ascendance to franchise centerpiece was cemented in 2007, when 
he led the balanced and powerful Ducks in scoring as a 22-year-old 
during their run to a Stanley Cup championship. 

But as his memorable 17-year NHL career comes to an end after this 
season, it is the Getzlaf from 2017 that I remember being right at home in 
games when so much was on the line. 

No, they didn’t all go his way. There was plenty of playoff heartbreak 
after the Cup triumph. Some blame for the Ducks’ failures to close out 
several series can be laid at his skates. But that 2017 run stands out 
because it was the last time when, at age 32, he was still a truly great 
player. He was having a Conn Smythe Trophy kind of spring until the 
Ducks kept losing bodies and ran out of gas against Nashville just one 
step from the Stanley Cup Final. 

That’s the shame in this. Neither Getzlaf nor the Ducks were ever the 
same after that postseason, which exacted a heavy toll. He would have 
one more playoff series against San Jose in 2018, but that was over in a 

four-game blink of an eye. We would never see him in another high-
stakes game, because in more recent years, the Ducks paid dearly for 
aging stars who got injured and relied on a supportive core that never got 
any better. 

This is the right time for Getzlaf to hang the skates up. Pat Verbeek, 
recently hired as Ducks GM, made it clear that a real rebuild was needed 
in Anaheim. There could be a new coach to replace Dallas Eakins next 
season. The first half of the 2021-22 season featured some notable 
memories, including Getzlaf becoming the franchise’s all-time leading 
scorer and the first to reach 1,000 points as a Duck. But the hope that 
one final playoff run might be the ideal way to go out after three 
depressing seasons obviously proved to be fool’s gold as the Ducks fall 
far off the playoff pace. 

Getzlaf is now 36. There have been some hard miles put on those 17-
year tires. He is old-school, almost defiantly so with the way he’s played 
a tough game and detests an opposing player who embellishes to get 
calls. He’s thrown his weight around and either fended off the NHL’s best 
or chased after them for a long time. The injuries, in particular a foot 
issue that has nagged at him this season and a wonky back he’s often 
dealt with, are getting tougher to ignore. Let’s not forget the weight of 
carrying a franchise. 

It’s time. Sure, he could still be a mentor to next-wave standouts Troy 
Terry and Trevor Zegras or take 2021 first-round pick Mason McTavish 
under his wing, but it just wouldn’t seem right for Getzlaf to grind away 
during a rebuild while his impact on the ice continued to decline and the 
prospect of Ducks playoff games may still be years away. 

That is where Getzlaf, with his club-record 120 points in 125 postseason 
affairs, really wants to play. Where he wishes every game could be 
played. All that can be hoped for now is that Getzlaf, who has missed the 
Ducks’ last three games, can get back into action over the Ducks’ final 11 
contests and deliver the kind of on-the-tape passes that a teammate can 
put in the back of the net. The kind of feed that has made him one of the 
league’s greatest distributors of the puck in his era. 

There will be debate about Getzlaf’s Hockey Hall of Fame credentials. He 
is tied for 88th in NHL history with 1,013 points, he was a Hart Trophy 
finalist in 2014 and also had a stellar international career, including gold 
medals with Canada in the 2010 and 2014 Olympics. 

“During my time in the NHL, he’s got to be right up there,” said Dallas 
captain Jamie Benn, who completed a line with Getzlaf and Corey Perry 
for Canada in 2014. “Probably top three. I think he’s a pass-first guy and 
many years coming into (Anaheim) knowing we were going to go up 
against him, he made the game look easy. Just a special player overall 
and one that doesn’t come around too often.” 

Seventeen years. An entire career spent with one team. The kind of 
career most who suit up in the NHL would dream of having. Being a 
leader and then stepping aside well before turning 40. Getzlaf always say 
he wouldn’t play until then. This is what he wanted. This is what we 
should appreciate. 

Set aside April 24 against St. Louis, the Ducks’ home finale. Hopefully, 
Getzlaf will be on the ice that night. A hulking 6-foot-4 center with hands 
hard enough to scrap when he needed to right a wrong or get his team 
going, but soft enough to deliver the perfect pass to finish one of the 
greatest games in Ducks history. That doesn’t come around every day. 
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Throughout the season I’ll be breaking down the numbers behind the 
race for each major player award: the Hart, the Norris, the Calder, the 
Selke, the Vezina, the Art Ross and the Rocket Richard. Numbers of 
course aren’t everything, but they add much needed context to the 
awards race and can help shine a light on players deserving of more 
recognition while adding caveats to other players that may have some 
warts. This post will present the top 10 for each category based on a set 
criteria of guidelines. There is plenty of room for discussion and debate 
within (and outside) those guidelines. 

So… the last awards watch caused a bit of a stir, huh? 

The intention here is not to create controversy, nor is it to be the sole 
arbiter of truth with each award — that one singular person or model 
should be the lone basis for assessing value. The goal is to foster 
productive debate and broaden our collective horizons on how each 
trophy should be awarded. For a long time, we’ve been stuck with some 
combination of points, plus-minus, ice-time, reputation and ‘whose turn is 
it anyway’ to go with inconsistent and ever-changing criteria.  

My intention with this column has always been to rise above that with a 
consistent framework that can establish a worthy baseline for discussion. 
The order for each award as derived by GSVA is not gospel. But from it, 
we can create a strong short-list of candidates worthy of deeper 
exploration.  

That’s what this column has always been about and it’s why reading past 
the graphic is important. It’s also why I expanded the graphic for this 
edition in order to showcase the key factors worthy of consideration for 
each award, most of which the model considers. The end result may not 
make total sense to some, but at the very least there should be a better 
understanding of how the model reaches its conclusion. 

And a place to start the conversation. 

There’s just one month left in the season, meaning this is the penultimate 
awards watch of the season. There will be one more just before the 
season finishes. For now, here’s how the awards race stacks up based 
on my interpretation of the numbers. 

Data as of April 4 

Hart Trophy 

Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his team.  

Criteria: Skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added, adjusted by 
position 

One key change you’ll notice with the graphic above: goalies, finally, and 
lots of defenders. For this edition, I made a change to the criteria — a 
positional adjustment, one that applies to the Calder Trophy as well 
featuring a rather simple idea via Twitter. Instead of sorting based on 
GSVA, the players are sorted by their percentile rank at their position. 
The best forward, Auston Matthews, is 4.2 standard deviations above the 
mean forward. The best defender, Cale Makar is 3.8 standard deviations 
above the mean defender. The best goaltender, Frederik Andersen (we’ll 
get to that), is three standard deviations above the mean goalie.  

That way, every player is in the same normalized context so as to not 
overrate a goalie’s relative contribution or underrate a defender’s. It helps 
solve two problems: “why aren’t defencemen ever considered for the Hart 
Trophy” and “how good does a goalie have to be to actually win the Hart 
Trophy.” For some, that may not still be enough. It’s easy to look at the 
chart and see that 6.1 wins are in fact more than 5.2 wins. That’s more 
than fair and there’s nothing wrong with going purely by raw value. But 
part of that is the nature of the position which is where the heart of the 
Hart debate lies. That’s something that using standard deviations should 
help with. 

Another previous issue was too many players from the same team, an 
issue that should be fixed with a separate column that notes each 
contender’s next best teammate (again, as judged by standard 
deviations). That should be especially helpful for those who view value in 
relative terms. I personally don’t. 

The last issue was written extensively about here. My opinion on the 
subject has not changed since and the above changes would have 

Aleksander Barkov as the next player on the list — and he’d be right in 
the mix if not for 13 games missed. 

Okay, that’s enough preamble. Now for the actual awards talk. 

There is some very healthy competition at the top, but the Hart Trophy is 
still very much Auston Matthews’ to lose — a statement he put an extra 
stamp on Monday night with his 52nd, 53rd AND 54th goals of the 
season. That, along with an assist and a 67 percent expected goals rate 
against the defending champions was a microcosm of his season so far: 
dominant goal-scoring with an exceptional two-way game. He earned a 
Game Score of 5.7 on the night which was more than enough to push 
him back above Connor McDavid for the GSVA lead… in five fewer 
games. 

For the year, Matthews is playing at a 6.7-win pace, a 69-goal pace and 
a 118-point pace while earning a ridiculous 64 expected goals 
percentage in the process — which ranks fourth in the league. He has 
been the complete package, with his goal-scoring being especially 
prolific. Never in my life did I think I would see a player scorer 50 in 50 in 
the modern era. Matthews has 47 goals in his last 47 games. He’s on 
another planet right now. No, his goals against rate — something he has 
extremely little control of relative to the chances he actually allows — 
isn’t a real deterrent. (Five-on-five goals-against rates are actually 
included in GSVA and Matthews’ defensive rating remains strong despite 
that). 

Only two players have put together a full season worth six wins or more: 
Alex Ovechkin in 2007-08 and 2009-10. Four others have done it in a 
shortened season: Sidney Crosby in 2011-12 and 2012-13, Connor 
McDavid in 2020-21 and Jonathan Toews in 2012-13. This is rarified air 
for the Leafs superstar. 

The thing is; McDavid is in line to do the same thing with his five wins in 
69 games equating to a 5.99-win pace. You just know he’s going to heat 
up over the final month as he always does to make this race interesting. 
The same thing goes for Johnny Gaudreau, who’s playing at a 6.03-win 
pace after a strong night himself Monday. 

Those two are right there behind Matthews and are his biggest 
challengers to the Hart Trophy this season, with McDavid likely being the 
larger threat to the crown. For whatever reason there seems to be some 
voter fatigue with McDavid though. That’s not an energy I personally vibe 
with — if a player is worthy, he’s worthy. McDavid is and he has a decent 
case to be the front-runner himself.  

The main argument in Matthews’ favour right now is that goals are more 
important than assists and that his five-on-five impact is stronger. That 
bridges the 12-point gap between the two (six if they played the same 
amount of games), but much of that is built on the power play where 
McDavid has had the luxury of 72 extra minutes. Matthews has a decided 
edge at five-on-five with 3.38 points-per-60 to McDavid’s 2.45. Part of 
that is plain bad luck though (McDavid’s on-ice shooting percentage is 
just over eight percent, a career low). 

The biggest thing helping McDavid’s case against Matthews is, funny 
enough, linemates. There are some out there who believe the presence 
of Leon Draisaitl lessens the hype around McDavid, but it really 
shouldn’t. It’s notable that by GSVA both Mitch Marner and Matthew 
Tkachuk grade out better than Draisaitl, a player McDavid spends just 25 
percent of his time with at five-on-five. In contrast, Matthews has spent 
60 percent of his five-on-five time with Marner who is having an 
outstanding season of his own, while Gaudreau has spent 88 percent of 
his minutes with Tkachuk. 

If the difference between Matthews and McDavid aside from goal-scoring 
is five-on-five play, the quality of linemates each player plays with at five-
on-five is an important part of the discussion. I don’t know if it’s enough to 
bridge the perceived gap in value totally, but it’s certainly food for 
thought. Perhaps the Hart race should be closer to neck-and-neck as a 
result. If McDavid heats up as expected over the final month, it just might 
be. 

It’s at the very least the primary reason I’d have McDavid ahead of 
Gaudreau at the moment as the entire difference between the two 
according to GSVA is the latter’s five-on-five impact. At five-on-five, the 
Flames have enjoyed 62 percent of the expected goals while outscoring 
opponents 82-32 (!) with Gaudreau on the ice. Gaudreau is definitely the 
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primary driver of that, but he should get docked slightly for linemate 
effects when it comes to ranking the top three. Matthews’ value is 1.1 
wins better than Marner’s while McDavid’s is 1.3 wins better than 
Draisaitl. There being only a 0.2-win difference between Gaudreau and 
Tkachuk is a bit tough for an MVP argument. Gaudreau is the best left 
winger in hockey leading all players in five-on-five points and the best 
choice as the final nominee — but there’s a gap between him and the top 
two. 

After those three, the ballot is still very tantalizing. Cale Makar benefits 
from the positional adjustment and has been the best player on the 
league’s best team — though there’s an entire tier of strong defenders 
who have meant a lot to their teams. Assuming public models are a bit off 
on Frederik Andersen (as discussed later in the Vezina section), the most 
value provided by any player still belongs to Igor Shesterkin and there’s a 
massive gap between him and the next best Ranger. The positional 
adjustment docks all goalies, but the total value is extremely hard to 
ignore. 

Norris Trophy 

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the season the 
greatest all-round ability in the position. 

Criteria: Top defenseman on a team, ranked by Game Score Value 
Added. 

Much has been made about the current Norris Trophy race coming down 
to Cale Makar’s quest for 30 goals and Roman Josi’s quest for 100 
points. As always, offence rules all and that leads to a disappointed 
faction of the hockey world begging for defensive defenders to get their 
due.  

Well, for the “you can’t spell defencemen with defence” crowd, this one is 
for you: according to GSVA, Charlie McAvoy has been more valuable 
than Josi this season. 

That’s right, 32 fewer points (!) and yet McAvoy still ranks second to only 
Makar. The reason: that gaudy defensive rating. Part of that is playing 
with Patrice Bergeron, the defensive god, but McAvoy adds a lot to that 
duo. It’s likely no coincidence that the best defensive season of a multiple 
Selke winner’s career comes now, at age 36, with McAvoy in his prime.  

McAvoy has been no slouch on offence on a 61-point pace himself, but 
it’s the five-on-five numbers, especially defensively that are most eye-
popping. In tough minutes the Bruins earn 62 percent of the expected 
goals this season with McAvoy on the ice, a mark that ranks second in 
the league among defenders to a much more sheltered defender. Since 
2007-08, only two other defenders have posted an expected goals 
percentage higher than McAvoy: Devon Toews in 2020-21 and Marc-
Édouard Vlasic in 2013-14. The only other defencemen above 59 percent 
are a sheltered Timothy Liljegren (62.5 percent), McAvoy’s primary 
partner Matt Grezlcyk (60.5 percent) and the injured Aaron Ekblad (59 
percent). No player allows fewer chances than McAvoy’s 1.76 expected 
goals against per 60. He also just does everything well. 

For those who asked, there is a monstrosity XL player card for 
defencemen as well. 

Charlie McAvoy is very good at a lot of things. #NHLBruins 
pic.twitter.com/ZO11kYErHQ 

— JFresh (@JFreshHockey) March 29, 2022 

It might be a spicy take to have McAvoy over Josi, but as impressive as 
Josi’s production has been, his on-ice numbers are lacking a bit relative 
to the field. Of the top four, Josi has the lowest expected goals rate and 
relative expected goals rate. He makes up for it with his actual goals 
percentage which GSVA considers, but that’s to a lesser degree than the 
expected rate — which is something players have stronger control over. 

That’s not to take away from Josi’s production though — 100 points from 
a defenceman would be a truly special feat. But the Norris Trophy should 
be based on the totality of a defender’s contributions and there are others 
who have brought about a stronger impact at five-on-five. 

Victor Hedman is probably the best of both worlds between McAvoy and 
Josi. He has stronger production than McAvoy, but not Josi; and stronger 
on-ice impacts than Josi, but not McAvoy. A balanced version of the 

three and perhaps the most complete choice. It makes sense that the trio 
are all closely aligned by GSVA with just 0.2 wins separating them. 

Those three will have to fight for runner-up though because this year’s 
Norris Trophy should still go to Makar. As we’ve established, goals are 
more important than assists and that puts Makar’s individual production 
ahead of Josi’s. The kicker though is how phenomenal Makar has been 
at five-on-five… at both ends of the ice. The Avalanche allow just 2.13 
expected goals against with Makar on the ice and even fewer actual 
goals — both positives relative to teammates. Josi, on the other hand, 
has a negative relative impact in terms of expected goals against. Makar 
has been absolutely transcendent on offence this year, but his defensive 
game has taken major strides too. 

The one significant knock on Makar is that his partner, Devon Toews, is 
pretty damn good too. He ranks sixth in GSVA at 2.8 wins which are a 
huge step-up from Matt Grzelcyk, Dante Fabbro and Jan Rutta. It’s part 
of the reason why Makar’s usage is negative and it’s possible that still 
undersells the boost he gets from partnering with a fellow defensive 
superstar. Not to mention a team full of forward superstars. McAvoy, 
Hedman and especially Josi don’t quite have that advantage. Makar has 
a sizeable edge here, but there’s a reasonable case to be made for any 
of the top four. It would’ve been a top five had Aaron Ekblad not been 
unfortunately injured. 

After those guys, there are a few ways to round out the ballot. The 
‘Defence People’ should love Jaccob Slavin and Miro Heiskanen’s 
presence on the list, while the ‘Offence People’ would likely get behind 
one of Adam Fox or Kris Letang. All are very worthy options. 

Selke Trophy 

Given to the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the 
game. 

Criteria: Forwards who play over 16 minutes per game, receive 15 
percent of their team’s shorthanded minutes and faces above average 
forward competition, ranked by their ability to suppress expected and 
actual goals. 

The Selke Trophy has been a write-off for the entire season and that 
hasn’t changed. It’s still Patrice Bergeron’s world, we’re just living in it. 

The “DEF’ is essentially his defensive rating, which is his ability to 
suppress five-on-five expected and actual goals, as well as shorthanded 
expected goals. The way to read it is that Bergeron is essentially plus-26 
from his defensive abilities alone — an absolutely massive number. It’s a 
result of the Bruins allowing just 1.41 expected goals against per 60 with 
Bergeron on the ice (first), 1.65 actual goals against (22nd), 0.44 
expected goals against per 60 fewer relative to teammates (10th) and 
0.61 actual goals against per 60 fewer (25th). That he’s putting up such 
incredible defensive results on an elite defensive team is remarkable, 
creating an enormous impact that isn’t even close to being matched.  

The difference between Bergeron and the next best non-Bruin is 10.5 
goals, which is the same difference between third and 13th among the 71 
players who fit the Selke criteria listed above. Even without the criteria 
though it’s the same top three, and the difference between first and third 
is the same as the difference between third and 97th among all forwards. 

This isn’t just incredible for 2021-22. It’s incredible for every season in 
the analytics era. The previous high for defensive rating for a forward 
was 25.7 by Mikko Koivu in 2017-18. Bergeron has already surpassed 
that in just 60 games, with his 82-game pace being a defensive rating of 
plus-36 — absolutely obliterating the previous high. This Selke should be 
unanimous, which is difficult to fathom given Bergeron is 36-years-old. 
Somehow, he’s putting up his best defensive season yet. 

After Bergeron, things get a bit more intriguing. If you want to stick with 
players earning the absolute toughest minutes it’s Brad Marchand, 
Anthony Cirelli, Ryan O’Reilly and Jordan Staal that lead the way. 
O’Reilly has the best relative impact, but the fact Cirelli is right there 
while putting up stronger raw numbers gives him the edge. Some might 
scoff at putting two players from the same team on the ballot, but 
Marchand is no defensive passenger riding Bergeron’s coattails. We 
know who the driver is defensively, but he’s been strong enough in his 
own right for a nomination. 
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Aside from those four, there are some fascinating candidates whose 
minutes aren’t as tough, but still tough enough to warrant consideration. 
Calgary’s dynamic center duo of Mikael Backlund and Elias Lindholm 
have split the matchups pretty evenly, killed penalties equally, and 
delivered strong defensive results. The GREEF line in Minnesota is well-
represented with the inclusion of both Marcus Foligno and Joel Erikkson 
Ek. Last but not least is Valeri Nichushkin, who is having a strong 
breakout season — showing his strong defensive game can indeed 
translate to tougher minutes. 

Calder Trophy 

Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first year of 
competition in the NHL. 

Criteria: Rookie skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added, adjusted 
by position. 

Me: My model is not biased towards the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

My Model: Check out the latest Calder rankings! 

Me: Sigh. Go home, model. You’re drunk. 

Alright, let’s get this out of the way early: no, I do not think Timothy 
Liljegren is better than Moritz Seider. Full stop.  

So, why is there a 0.8-win difference in favour of the Leaf? It’s not bias, 
but it is a fascinating window into model limitations — and is not limited to 
my model. Every public model currently favours Liljegren or at least has it 
very close. And we’re all probably wrong, with mine likely being the most 
wrong. 

Here’s what the model sees: Seider obviously has more points (52-point 
pace vs. 32-point pace for Liljegren), but the primary difference is their 
respective five-on-five numbers. With Liljegren on the ice, the Leafs earn 
62.5 percent of the expected goals (which leads all defencemen, by the 
way) and 58 percent of the actual goals. Relative to teammates, that’s 
0.7 expected goals per 60 better and 0.8 actual goals better. For Seider, 
the Wings are at 47 percent expected and 51 percent actual, with the 
team being 0.06 better at expected goals and 0.8 better at actual goals. 
That’s a massive chasm in Liljegren’s favour, and the relative to 
teammate impacts being stronger on a better team work substantially in 
his favour according to the model. It’s worth noting too that the defenders 
have the same amount of points at five-on-five: 18. 

That’s all well and good, but it’s probably off. The reason from my end is 
likely two-fold: usage, with a hint of team effects. If we could go back in 
time, swap Seider and Liljegren, and make them play each other’s roles, 
how would their results look? Probably very different with Liljegren likely 
struggling on a thin Red Wings team, and Seider thriving even more so 
on a strong Leafs team. That’s not a certainty, but it seems highly likely 
given the very differing circumstances both defenders face in their roles. 

GSVA makes some effort to account for that with a usage adjustment 
that controls for competition and teammates, but it may not be enough — 
especially at the extremes here. Seider’s usage adjustment is not only 
eye-popping from the context of a rookie, it’s eye-popping league-wide. 
Only 13 other defenders play tougher minutes than Seider thanks to 
tough competition and weak teammates. Liljegren, on the other hand, is 
below average. Not completely sheltered like a third-pair defender, but 
it’s certainly a noticeable difference. (It’s worth noting though that 
Liljegren is starting to be used in a matchup role with the arrival of Mark 
Giordano). 

That probably has an effect on his numbers in ways the hockey analytics 
community hasn’t quite uncovered yet. It’s likely not a coincidence that so 
many third pairing “analytics darlings” exist — and how many flame out 
when thrust into a bigger role. Seider vs. Liljegren is a microcosm of that 
effect. GSVA using a blend of raw and relative metrics likely exacerbates 
that as well. That’s by design as to not give too much credit for a strong 
player on a bad team being compared to minnows, but Liljegren’s 
impacts seem to be an unwarranted side effect of that. He’s been very 
good and every Leaf seems to benefit from his presence, but that’s also 
because of the cushy situations he gets placed into. 

That brings us to Michael Bunting, who continues to lead all rookies in 
value by virtue of being nearly the same age as Nathan MacKinnon while 
playing on a line with two players comparable in value to Nathan 

MacKinnon. No one else on this list has that luxury so while it’s great he 
leads all rookies in points — without much power play time — his 
oversized value is likely a product of his situation. 

Having said that, it cannot be ignored that the Leafs top line is doing 
significantly better with Bunting this year than it did last year with Zach 
Hyman. That might not mean he’s actually worth 3.2 wins, as suggested 
by GSVA, but there’s a sweet spot between that, and “just a guy playing 
next to two superstars.” He’s part of what makes that line work so well 
and there’s a reason Nick Ritchie — who got the first crack on that line —
was put on waivers and Bunting is on pace for 65 points and ranks sixth 
in the league in five-on-five points. 

Bunting is not the clear front-runner to the Calder that this model 
suggests, but the idea that it’s an open-and-shut case with Seider doesn’t 
feel quite right either. There’s a very good reason to like both as this 
year’s top rookie — if you can get over Bunting being older than six of the 
last seven Calder winners. 

The rest of the race after Seider/Bunting is incredibly compelling because 
there are a lot of talented youths taking the league by storm this year. 
Liljegren has a decent case, as does Anton Lundell, Trevor Zegras, 
Lucas Raymond, Seth Jarvis, Matt Boldy, Tanner Jeannot and Jeremy 
Swayman. Popular consensus suggests it’ll be some combination of 
Zegras, Raymond and Lundell and that should illicit zero complaints — 
though everyone on the list above deserves some recognition.  

Vezina Trophy 

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this position. 

Criteria: Goaltenders that have played half of their team’s games or more 
ranked by goals saved above expected courtesy of Evolving Hockey. 

Goalie evaluation continues to be the white whale of hockey analytics 
and that’s readily apparent by the current leaderboard for goals saved 
above expected. If you’re surprised that Igor Shesterkin wasn’t at the top 
of the list anymore, you’re not alone. I was shocked myself to see 
Shesterkin was no longer the leader, narrowly being edged out by 
Frederik Andersen by a grand total of 0.2 goals.  

The cause of that has been a recent swoon where Shesterkin has seen 
his results fall slightly back down to earth. He’s still having an exceptional 
season, but a .940 save percentage where he stopped nearly a goal 
above expected per game was never going to last. That he’s still right at 
the top despite an .886 save percentage where he’s allowed 3.2 goals 
above expected speaks volumes about the season he was having 
beforehand. 

Still, that stretch shouldn’t have been enough to push him to second. The 
issue likely stems from public expected goals models which currently 
grade Andersen’s shot quality environment as more difficult than 
Shesterkin’s. His expected save percentage is .902 compared to 
Shesterkin’s .910. Logically, that just doesn’t add up and private numbers 
seem to back up that assertion. According to SportLogiq, Shesterkin has 
indeed saved over 30 goals above expected, but Andersen is closer to 
20. 

Even after slipping the last few games Igor Shesterkin is still the leader in 
goals saved above expected in all situations at 34.9 via @Sportlogiq. 
Maintains lead when accounting for TOI among starters, too. 

Rounding out the top three: Andersen (21.6) and Jarry (21.0). 

— Shayna (@hayyyshayyy) April 4, 2022 

I’d trust those numbers more knowing they account for pre-shot 
movement — something Carolina is much better at limiting — and that 
points to the Vezina still being Shesterkin’s to lose. 

Interestingly the third-ranked goalie by SportLogiq, Tristan Jarry, comes 
in at 11th according to Evolving Hockey’s expected goals model. He 
should arguably be up for consideration too in what is a stacked crop of 
starting goaltenders. Darcy Kuemper has been brilliant since returning 
from injury, while Jacob Markstrom and Juuse Saros are right there too, 
putting up impressive numbers under a massive workload. Andrei 
Vasilevskiy has kept up his elite play, while Ville Husso and Ilya Sorokin 
have emerged as strong options. 

Art Ross Trophy 
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Given to the player who leads the National Hockey League in scoring 
points at the end of the regular season. 

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end of season point total. 

Throughout the season there have been a number of players who led the 
league in points at one point or another, but the projected race never 
veered away from McDavid. He’s been the leader all season and that’s 
looking increasingly likely as he’s ramped up his production and others 
have tailed off slightly. Since the previous awards watch, McDavid has 28 
points in 16 games, giving him a comfortable four-point cushion over 
teammate Leon Draisaitl and an eight-point cushion over Jonathan 
Huberdeau. Johnny Gaudreau and Auston Matthews round out the top 
five, all of whom are expected to finish the season with over 100 points. 
Mitch Marner and Kirill Kaprizov both have a strong chance of getting 
there as well. 

Rocket Richard Trophy 

Given to the NHL’s top goal scorer. 

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end of season goal total. 

Leon Draisaitl made the Rocket Richard race temporarily spicy, but 
Auston Matthews decided to seriously up the ante on Monday night with 
a hat trick, giving him 54 goals on the season. That’s a four-goal lead in 
six fewer games. This is the third straight year that Matthews has 
outscored Draisaitl and the safe money is on that continuing down the 
stretch, especially with Matthews having one extra game to play. The 
model views Draisaitl as a true-talent 50-goal scorer, but Matthews as a 
true-talent 58-goal scorer. 

The big question before Monday’s onslaught was whether Matthews 
could hit the illustrious 60-goal mark, a feat accomplished just two times 
since 1997: Alex Ovechkin in 2007-08 and Steven Stamkos in 2011-12. 
With 13 games left and only six goals to go, it feels like a matter of when 
not if. His expected total over the final 13 games is 10 goals, which would 
give him 64 on the year. There should be no doubt whatsoever that this 
is a very special season from Matthews, one worthy of a lot of hardware. 

Data via Evolving Hockey 

Dom Luszczyszyn is a national NHL reporter for The Athletic who writes 
primarily about hockey analytics and new ways of looking at the game. 
Previously he’s also worked at The Hockey News, The Nation Network, 
and Hockey Graphs. Follow Dom on Twitter @domluszczyszyn. 
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The Athletic / hes-not-done-healing-surviving-the-devastating-humboldt-
broncos-crash-was-just-the-beginning/ 
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Carley Matechuk pinballed down endless Saskatchewan highways, 
unsure how to reach her little brother on that frantic, weightless night. 

Hours after the crash, there was still little clarity from the site of the 
tragedy or the hospital in Nipawin, where the Humboldt Broncos had 
been heading for a playoff game earlier that Friday evening. 

She received sporadic calls from her parents, piecing together 
information from the families who were already there, slowly learning 
about the living and the dead. 

Carley wasn’t sure where to go to find Layne. Would the survivors remain 
in Nipawin or be flown to trauma centers in Saskatoon or Regina? It 
wasn’t even certain that he was still alive. But she believed he was. He 
had to be. 

Despite the four years between them, Layne was her closest friend. They 
were connected in ways that few people share. If he was gone, she 

would know — she was certain — because part of her would be gone 
too. 

Growing up in Colonsay, a rural speck on the Trans-Canada Highway 
system, less than an hour east of Saskatoon, they spent seasons 
outdoors — winters, sledding and skating, summers camping beneath 
the stars. But a shared love of hockey was their bond. They watched the 
Mighty Ducks together, the originals and all the sequels, over and over. 
And NHL games each weekend. Carley cheered for the Washington 
Capitals and Alex Ovechkin; Layne idolized Sidney Crosby and the 
Penguins. 

She loved watching the game from above, Layne loved it from the ice. 
And from those stands, Carley had always been Layne’s biggest fan — 
from the moment he learned to skate until he left home to pursue his 
hockey dreams as a smooth-skating defensemen with a booming 
slapshot. 

They spent hours at the local rink, as Layne excelled through minor 
hockey, coached by his father. And as he grew in size and talent, and 
advanced to more competitive teams — bantam in Humboldt, midget in 
Prince Albert — Carley did all she could to watch her little brother play. 
She proudly posted Images of the two of them together on Instagram 
each April 10, national sibling day. 

When Layne returned to Humboldt in October 2017 to join the Broncos in 
the Saskatchewan Junior Hockey League, Carley made her university 
roommates in Regina listen to each game on the radio, called by the 
Broncos young broadcaster Tyler Bieber. 

It had been a tough journey to get there. A concussion had sidelined 
Layne a year earlier, jeopardizing his ability to play. 

Bob Wilke, a mentor in the game, had encouraged Layne through his 
frustration. Before playing pro for more than a decade, Wilke had 
survived the Swift Current Broncos bus crash in 1986 — which killed four 
of his teammates. After suffering from substance abuse for years while 
trying to cope with the trauma of that tragedy, Wilke had become a leader 
in mental health advocacy working specifically with young athletes like 
Layne. Wilke told him about a simple saying that had helped keep him 
focused through tough times: “Positive Mental Attitude.” The reminder 
helped keep Layne upbeat and driven. He wrote the acronym PMA on 
the index finger of his hockey glove, so each time he looked down he’d 
see the letters. 

“That should be our tattoo,” Carley told her brother when she saw it, back 
in May 2017. 

The siblings had always planned to get matching ink. The saying was 
perfect for them — a way to remember that no matter what obstacles life 
brought, they’d always be connected. 

They scribbled the letters out for each other. Layne’s handwriting was 
etched onto Carley’s right forearm. He did the same with hers. 

Less than a year later, on April 6, 2018 — a frigid, blue-sky day — a 
transport truck barreled through a stop sign and collided with a bus 
carrying the Humboldt Broncos junior hockey team. 

And Carley raced north from Regina, not sure where the road would lead.  
She just had to be closer to Layne. 

It’d been more than three hours since the crash. The sun set on the 
prairies. Her father called. There was confusion at the hospital in 
identifying the victims, Kevin Matechuk told his daughter — each player 
with bleached hair and in similar pregame attire. But a nurse caring for 
the victims found three letters on the right forearm of one of the 
unnamed. 

(Photo courtesy Carley Matechuk) 

With conflicting reports in the chaos, the first responders at the crash site 
didn’t know how many people were on the bus, so they kept searching 
for bodies in the snow, amongst the twisted metal, scattered clothing, 
hockey gear and peat moss. When it seemed as though each soul had 
been counted, a shoe moved. They found Layne face down, beneath the 
bus roof. 

The Matechuks didn’t see Layne at Royal University Hospital in 
Saskatoon, where he’d been airlifted, until the middle of the night, after 
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waiting for hours at a table with their name written on it in the cafeteria 
next to the ICU, alongside other Broncos families waiting to learn the fate 
of their loved ones. 

He’d suffered serious facial fractures and a broken sternum. Both of his 
lungs collapsed. But a traumatic brain injury was the most concerning. 

As his family gathered around him, they tried to process the reality of 
what occurred. He looked like himself from the neck down, Carley says. 
She and her mother commented on his hockey feet, which looked the 
same. They smiled at his blond hair. The tattoo: “PMA,” always. But they 
took no photos, never wanting Layne to see himself as he was there. 
They wanted no memory of this moment. They stayed together, beside 
him, filled with hope. Layne was alive — and in the wake of April 6, 2018, 
life itself seemed like a miracle. 

Sixteen lives were lost in the tragedy. There were 13 survivors, lives 
forever altered. Support poured in from beyond the hospital walls — from 
across Canada, the United States, and around the globe. But it was 
impossible to process just how deeply the tragedy had affected complete 
strangers, people who knew what it was like to travel with a team, toward 
simple, carefree dreams. 

As the outside world spun forward, Layne remained in a coma for a 
month and a half. The Matechuk family remained in that moment, beside 
Layne, waiting. 

“It was just day to day, basically just keeping him alive,” says Shelley, his 
mom. 

The brain injury was so severe that the experts working with Layne told 
his family that they simply couldn’t know what to expect. 

“It’s not like breaking an arm,” Kevin says. “It’s the most complicated 
thing.” 

As the weeks went on, Carley held his hand and told him she was there.  
And though unconscious, he squeezed back gently. She felt relief — 
confident that her brother would be back. She couldn’t wait to hear his 
voice again. 

When Layne first opened his eyes, there was no recognition behind 
them. He carried a blank stare. But the milestones came quickly. 
Learning how to swallow. Learning to walk. Regaining mobility. Nobody 
at Royal University Hospital in Saskatoon, where he spent those first 
three months, could believe how quickly Layne was back on his feet, 
moving forward. An audience gathered every time he took a step. 

Kevin and Shelley spent more than 15 hours a day at the hospital 
through those early months. They rented a condo in Saskatoon so they 
could be beside him when he went to sleep each night and before he 
woke each morning. 

The muscle memory returned more rapidly than his cognitive function. 
Layne couldn’t use his voice for several months. When it returned, he 
had to relearn how to talk. At first Layne didn’t like to try, except with his 
older sister. He’d always find his voice for Carley. She’d returned to 
Regina then — and so Layne would have his parents call her, constantly, 
just so he could hear her. She’d talk and talk about anything, and he’d 
mumble back, searching for words he couldn’t form. 

Layne went through speech therapy, learning to form sounds again. Half 
a year after the crash, he was using simple phrases. Eventually he was 
able to ask questions. 

At that six-month mark, Layne was well enough to be released from the 
hospital. 

Each milestone brought a clearer reflection of who Layne had been 
before the crash — the gentle, funny young man who did 100 bench 
press reps each night and hoped to become a chiropractor one day. 

Navigating a foreign world, they still had little understanding of the 
uncertain reality they faced together. 

The family, before the accident. (Photo courtesy Kevin and Shelley 
Matechuk) 

Layne stepped onto the ice and took a stride forward. He swayed, finding 
the balance between weak legs and the skates beneath him. He held his 
stick in his left hand, his right raised to the side, as though braced by an 

invisible wall. He took long, deliberate strides toward the blue line as the 
rhythm of the glide returned, that familiar near-flight feeling — picking up 
momentum as he crossed center-ice. 

He smiled wide enough for his father, standing on the sidelines, to see. 

It was a return to one of the rinks Layne had spent so much of his 
childhood playing and dreaming in. A return that seemed impossible just 
nine months earlier, when their world stopped. 

It was another small miracle in Layne’s recovery. Getting back on the ice 
had been one of his biggest goals. Carley watched the footage her father 
sent her with a rush of joy and sadness — an awe for what he’d just 
achieved, grappling with the loss of what he could once do on the ice. 

“It was just all the emotions at once,” she says. 

At the time, Layne was still living in the condo in Saskatoon, under the 
constant care of his parents. His two biggest loves were hockey and 
family, Carley says. He had both. 

That March, the Matechuks flew to Pittsburgh to meet Sidney Crosby, 
who presented Layne with his high school diploma. He’d missed his 
convocation while he was in the hospital. Layne followed Crosby through 
the Penguins locker room, without shoes on — as though he was just 
another one of the guys — and talked about the kind of sticks and skates 
they both like to use. Crosby gave him a jersey and stick. 

“It was so cool,” Layne says. “Me and Crosby talked like best friends.” 

A year after the crash, in April 2019, Layne returned home to Colonsay. 
Shelley had left her job at a local manufacturing shop to take care of him. 
Kevin worked reduced part-time hours managing the agricultural retail 
center he’d been with for more than 30 years. 

Layne’s remarkable achievements brought hope — each milestone 
another step in Layne getting closer to where he’d been. 

As the public followed his story, many people reached out with 
information about therapy and rehabilitation. Kevin spent hours 
researching any promising information and reached out directly to 
experts, seeking their advice. 

“It feels good knowing there is kindness in the world and people 
genuinely want to help,” Kevin says. “A lot of that pushed us to keep 
looking, finding different treatments for him. You know a lot of people say 
Layne is an inspiration — but having this positive feedback inspires us 
too.” 

Away from the hospital, Layne went through rounds of physiotherapy, 
eye therapy and speech therapy. They traveled to Winnipeg where Layne 
saw a specialist, twice spending a week there. They went to Regina to 
another wellness center, where two other survivors of the crash were 
seeking therapy. Layne did strength training. He worked through apps on 
his phone designed to stimulate his cognitive ability. He did exercises to 
address the gait in his walk whenever he was fatigued — to be able to 
better use his right side, his dominant hand, which had been particularly 
affected in the crash. 

“It’s been difficult,” Layne says. 

Another avenue for hope opened when a representative from the Surrey 
Neuroplasticity Clinic, near Vancouver, contacted Kevin to tell him about 
portable neuromodulation stimulator technology, known as the PONS 
device. Worn during exercise, the device lays on the user’s tongue, 
stimulating nerve endings, which is believed to help restore lost function. 

In November 2021, the Matechuks traveled to British Columbia to see if 
therapy with the PONS device would benefit Layne. They were there for 
2 1/2 weeks, as Layne worked with Mathieu Gagnon, a kinesiologist from 
the clinic.  It was an intensive process. It is believed to help with balance 
and gait, specifically. Layne did stability exercises with his eyes closed, 
like standing on a single leg. 

“He’s an absolute workhorse,” says Gagnon. “When it comes down to his 
rehab and his work ethic, you could see that he was still a very high-level 
athlete. He’s got a fighting spirit; he’s not going to give up. I think that 
that’s going to help them get him back to where he wants to be.” 

Layne went to a rink and used the device while skating and taking slap 
shots. He returned to Colonsay with a bunch of “homework” for the next 
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three months — working through therapy sessions and a regime of 
exercises using the PONS device, on and off the ice, with regular Zoom 
calls with Gagnon to track progress. 

“I really do think it has helped me,” Layne says. “I feel so much better.” 

After completing the 14-week program, Kevin clocked Layne skating 
across the ice in Colonsay. His lap was three times faster than it’d been 
the previous year. His gait has improved too, Shelley says. His right side 
appears to be much stronger. 

“From where we started out on April 6, it’s kind of amazing,” Shelley 
says. “Just to see how well he’s come along. We’re still looking for new 
ways and new things to try. He’s not done healing yet.” 

Carley didn’t process the reality of their “new normal” until the second 
Christmas after the crash. 

Layne’s rapid progress through that first year had proven much of the 
doubtful prognosis wrong. Hope grew with each remarkable milestone. 
But as time went on, those milestones started to occur further and further 
apart. Although each accomplishment brought great pride, it also 
underscored the unsettling reality of the endless quest for her brother as 
she’d known him. 

Layne would never be quite the same as she remembered in all those 
happy memories. Looking back to those hopeful months after the crash, 
as Layne started to return — she now saw naivety about what a 
traumatic brain injury really looked like. 

“I was always looking forward to the old Layne, not realizing that was not 
coming back,” she says. 

Carley had longed to hear his voice, to see him walk, to see him skate, to 
see him shoot a puck bar-down — to see him smile, and joke and laugh 
like they used to. She had all of that now and cherished it more than 
anything. But the joy of that sustained connection will always carry 
heartbreak. It’s a realization the entire family still grapples with, four 
years into that endless night. 

“It’s amazing to watch the work that he puts in,” Carley says. “And we do 
see glimpses of his old self, but it’s also just appreciating who he is now. 
… You grieve the life that you thought we’d have together, but also 
understand that we do have a life together. It’s just not exactly what we 
thought it was going to look like.” 

Carley remains her little brother’s biggest fan. 

“She’s my best friend,” Layne says. 

They still speak every day. They still spend summers on the water at the 
family cabin. They still debate over Crosby and Ovechkin. 

The tattoos still match: “PMA.”  Those letters still connect and define 
them. 

And every April 6, they find some way to be together as a family, grateful 
for the chance — and thinking of those who no longer can. 

When they get to the rink, Carley still loves the game from above, while 
Layne chases new dreams below. If you watch enough hockey, she 
says, you can recognize a player just by the way they move on the ice. 
Carley can see traces of the past in the way Layne moves today — 
flickers of that smooth, second-nature rhythm as he stickhandles forward, 
finding the balance in each stride toward the goal. 

Recently, Layne returned to the rink in Colonsay as coach of a local 
men’s beer league team. More than anything, Kevin says, Layne has 
missed the camaraderie of being part of a team. 

The men on the local squad are much older than Layne, who is now 22. 
But they connect with him in a way that seems difficult for people his own 
age, people who knew him before. 

Though none of the players on the team are as good as Layne once was, 
he hopes, one day, to be able to play alongside them. 

Layne laughs. 

“The team’s name is the Colonsay Limp Sticks,” he says. “I coach them 
three times a week. They kind of suck — so I will be good out there.” 

He pauses. 

“It would be kind of nice to be part of a team,” he says. 

“Do you think it’s possible?” his father asks. 

Layne smiles wide. 

“I think it is possible,” he says. 

Carley and Layne Matechuk. (Photo courtesy Carley Matechuk) 

(Top photo: Darryl Dyck / Imago/ZUMA Press) 

Dan Robson is Head of Features and a Senior Writer for The Athletic 
Canada. He is an award-winning journalist and the bestselling author of 
several books. Previously he was a Senior Writer at Sportsnet Magazine 
and Sportsnet.ca. Follow Dan on Twitter @RobsonDan. 
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ESPN / NHL playoff WATCH: State of the Atlantic Division race 

 

Tim Kavanagh 

 

As we hit the first full week of April, and the last weeks of the 2021-22 
NHL season play out, two particular playoff races have been the hottest: 
the near-daily flip-flop of the Vegas Golden Knights and Dallas Stars for 
the second wild card in the Western Conference, and the non-Florida 
Panthers clubs that are playoff-bound from the Atlantic Division. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs, Tampa Bay Lightning and Boston Bruins all 
played Monday -- with the first two squaring off against each other -- and 
heading into tonight, the Maple Leafs are two points ahead of the other 
two teams, with 95 points. In terms of the regulation wins tiebreaker, the 
Maple Leafs have 39, the Bruins 35 and the Lightning 32, so right now, 
the Bruins hold the No. 3 spot in the division, with the Lightning in the first 
wild-card position. 

These three teams will each face off one more time down the stretch: 
Friday is Lightning-Bruins; April 21 is the final Lightning-Maple Leafs 
game; and the Bruins and Leafs will play on the final day of the regular 
season, April 29. Aside from those contests, the Lightning's schedule 
features fewer opponents in the playoff mix than the others; six out of 13 
for Tampa Bay vs. seven out of 13 for Toronto and nine out of 13 for 
Boston. How will it all shake out? We'll be watching closely. 

As we enter the final stretch of the 2021-22 regular season, it's time to 
check in on all the playoff races -- along with the teams jockeying for 
position in the 2022 NHL draft lottery. 

Note: Playoff chances are via FiveThirtyEight. Tragic numbers are 
courtesy of Damian Echevarrieta of the NHL. 

Jump ahead: 

Current playoff matchups 

Today's games 

Last night's scores 

Expanded standings 

Race for No. 1 pick 

Current playoff matchups 

Eastern Conference 

A1 Florida Panthers vs. WC2 Washington Capitals 

A2 Toronto Maple Leafs vs. A3 Boston Bruins 

M1 Carolina Hurricanes vs. WC1 Tampa Bay Lightning 
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M2 New York Rangers vs. M3 Pittsburgh Penguins 

Western Conference 

C1 Colorado Avalanche vs. WC2 Vegas Golden Knights 

C2 Minnesota Wild vs. C3 St. Louis Blues 

P1 Calgary Flames vs. WC1 Nashville Predators 

P2 Los Angeles Kings vs. P3 Edmonton Oilers 

Today's games 

Note: All times Eastern. All out-of-market games available on ESPN+ 

Carolina Hurricanes at Buffalo Sabres, 7 p.m. 

Ottawa Senators at Montreal Canadiens, 7 p.m. 

Toronto Maple Leafs at Florida Panthers, 7 p.m. 

New York Rangers at New Jersey Devils, 7 p.m. 

Columbus Blue Jackets at Philadelphia Flyers, 7 p.m. 

Colorado Avalanche at Pittsburgh Penguins, 7 p.m. 

Boston Bruins at Detroit Red Wings, 7:30 p.m. 

Minnesota Wild at Nashville Predators, 8 p.m. 

New York Islanders at Dallas Stars, 8:30 p.m. 

Edmonton Oilers at San Jose Sharks, 10:30 p.m. 

Last night's scoreboard 

Watch In the Crease on ESPN+ for highlights from every game. 

Boston Bruins 3, Columbus Blue Jackets 2 (OT) 

Toronto Maple Leafs 6, Tampa Bay Lightning 2 

St. Louis Blues 5, Arizona Coyotes 1 

Calgary Flames 3, Los Angeles Kings 2 

Expanded standings 

Atlantic Division 

x - Florida Panthers 

Points: 102 

Regulation wins: 36 

Playoff position: A1 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. TOR (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Points: 95 

Regulation wins: 39 

Playoff position: A2 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ FLA (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Boston Bruins 

Points: 93 

Regulation wins: 35 

Playoff position: A3 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ DET (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Points: 93 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ WSH (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. CAR (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 2 

Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 15 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. BOS (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 3 

Ottawa Senators 

Points: 56 

Regulation wins: 21 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 14 

Next game: @ MTL (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 1 

e - Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 13 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. OTT (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 
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Metropolitan Division 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 39 

Playoff position: M1 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ BUF (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Rangers 

Points: 94 

Regulation wins: 36 

Playoff position: M2 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ NJ (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: M3 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. COL (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Washington Capitals 

Points: 84 

Regulation wins: 28 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. TB (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 96% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Islanders 

Points: 73 

Regulation wins: 30 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 14 

Next game: @ DAL (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 3% 

Tragic number: 17 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 70 

Regulation wins: 22 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ PHI (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 10 

e - Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 55 

Regulation wins: 17 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. CBJ (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - New Jersey Devils 

Points: 54 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. NYR (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Central Division 

Colorado Avalanche 

Points: 104 

Regulation wins: 41 

Playoff position: C1 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ PIT (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Minnesota Wild 

Points: 91 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: C2 

Games left: 14 

Next game: @ NSH (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

St. Louis Blues 

Points: 88 

Regulation wins: 36 

Playoff position: C3 

Games left: 13 

Next game: vs. SEA (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 99% 

Tragic number: N/A 
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Nashville Predators 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 14 

Next game: vs. MIN (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 87% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Dallas Stars 

Points: 81 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 14 

Next game: vs. NYI (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 80% 

Tragic number: 27 

Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 26 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. DET (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 2% 

Tragic number: 18 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 59 

Regulation wins: 15 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. SEA (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 1 

e - Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Next game: 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Pacific Division 

Calgary Flames 

Points: 91 

Regulation wins: 36 

Playoff position: P1 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ ANA (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Los Angeles Kings 

Points: 86 

Regulation wins: 29 

Playoff position: P2 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. EDM (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 79% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Edmonton Oilers 

Points: 85 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: P3 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ SJ (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: 88% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. VAN (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 63% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 74 

Regulation wins: 26 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ VGK (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 2% 

Tragic number: 16 

Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. CGY (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 8 

San Jose Sharks 
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Points: 66 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 14 

Next game: vs. EDM (Tuesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 12 

e - Seattle Kraken 

Points: 50 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Next game: @ STL (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Race for the No. 1 pick 

The NHL uses a draft lottery to determine the order at the top of the first 
round, so the team that finishes in last place is not guaranteed the No. 1 
selection. As of 2021, a team may move up a maximum of 10 spots if it 
wins the lottery, so only 11 teams are eligible for the draw for the No. 1 
pick. Full details on the process can be found here. 

1. Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 13 

2. Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 16 

3. Seattle Kraken 

Points: 50 

Regulation wins: 19 

4. New Jersey Devils 

Points: 54 

Regulation wins: 16 

5. Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 55 

Regulation wins: 17 

6. Ottawa Senators 

Points: 56 

Regulation wins: 21 

7. Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 59 

Regulation wins: 15 

8. Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 15 

9. Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 61 

Regulation wins: 19 

10. San Jose Sharks 

Points: 66 

Regulation wins: 20 

11. Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 19 

12. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 70 

Regulation wins: 22 

13. New York Islanders 

Points: 73 

Regulation wins: 30 

14. Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 74 

Regulation wins: 26 

15. Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 76 

Regulation wins: 26 

16. Dallas Stars 

Points: 81 

Regulation wins: 25 
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Sportsnet.ca / 32 Thoughts: Who will be the last player from the 2003 
NHL Draft? 

 

Elliotte Friedman@FriedgeHNICApril 5, 2022, 11:07 PM 

 

Two months ago, podcast compatriot Jeff Marek asked Ryan Getzlaf if 
he might be the last player from the incredible 2003 NHL Draft to retire.  

“I know it won’t be me,” Getzlaf laughed, barely letting Marek finish the 
question. 

Can’t call him a liar. The leading scorer in Anaheim history announced 
his retirement on Tuesday, during a really well-done media conference 
featuring several surprise appearances. Thanks to wife Paige’s expert 
misdirection, Getzlaf thought his kids were in school and had no idea 
parents Steve and Susan were in town. Ryan delivered emotional 
tributes to current and former Ducks’ staff/teammates, future co-Hall-of-
Famer Corey Perry and brother Chris, who played 11 CFL seasons with 
Hamilton, Saskatchewan and Edmonton.  

“I really thought this would easier,” he said to emcee Brian Hayward. 

Susan proudly discussed her son’s charity initiatives, while Steve told a 
couple of great stories of Ryan’s journey.  

“At the age of four, you were not allowed to play hockey,” Steve Getzlaf 
said, looking at Ryan. “But I took you to the mini-novice tryouts to help 
run the camp. When the camp was over, you were really upset that you 
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couldn’t play because, as you said, you could skate better than a lot of 
the other kids. Which, by the way, was true.” 

“On the morning of the NHL draft in 2003, I asked who you wanted to be 
drafted by. You said you really didn’t know, but maybe Toronto. And I 
said, ‘Well that’s not going to happen, because they don’t have a first-
round pick.’ And then you said, ‘Well, somewhere warm then.’” 

“And look where you are.” 

Everyone was a winner. Getzlaf got his warm weather, a place where he 
became a husband and father. The Ducks — and their fans — got a 
franchise stalwart, leading scorer in their 2007 Stanley Cup playoff run, 
only 1,000-point player in franchise history, someone who, as he 
admitted Tuesday, turned down the possibility of a trade to Vegas at the 
2021 deadline because “it just didn’t feel right to go anywhere.”  

'One of the best captains I ever had' Boudreau wishes Getzlaf well in 
retirement 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 1:01 

And, even though he physically left Canada, he wore the jersey with 
great success. Two Olympic gold medals and a World Cup 
Championship, to go with a World Junior gold. Anaheim’s longtime PR 
maestro, Alex Gilchrist, often said there wasn’t a player who cared less 
about numbers than Getzlaf. “The only statistic that matters to him is 
wins.” 

It’s going to be weird in Anaheim without him. Big guy, big presence, 
booming voice. You always knew he was there. Especially when the 
Ducks lost. He knew, with the letter “C” on his jersey, he needed to 
answer for it. 

“I can probably say for certain that I will not be a coach,” he said in that 
podcast interview. “I think it would be a cool experience to be part of 
building a team.” 

You know the organization will want him around in some capacity. But 
there is already one way his leadership style will continue to the Ducks’ 
next generation. At the end of every period or game, Getzlaf went to 
check on any player who left the bench early due to injury. He wanted to 
know how they were, what was the prognosis. That was the first thing 
he’d do. 

Once last Friday’s game in Arizona was over, Jamie Drysdale and Trevor 
Zegras went right to see Troy Terry. They learned from their captain, 
that’s what leaders do. 

32 THOUGHTS 

1. So, who from that phenomenal 2003 draft class will be the last man 
standing? Brent Burns and Ryan Suter have three years remaining on 
their contracts. Corey Perry has another season. Jeff Carter just 
extended two years, Zach Parise and Joe Pavelski for one. Pavelski has 
indicated he’s a year-by-year guy now, which is probably the same for 
Patrice Bergeron. Dustin Brown is four back of Eric Staal (1293) for most 
games played by this group. Other UFAs this summer? Marc-Andre 
Fleury (who I could see in Pittsburgh, assuming he doesn’t re-sign with 
the Wild), Brian Boyle (who will have to be dragged off the ice), Brian 
Elliott, Loui Eriksson and Jaroslav Halak. Technically, it could be Shea 
Weber — he’s got four years remaining. And don’t forget Matt Moulson, 
still going at AHL Hershey, four years after his last NHL appearance. 
That’s a guy who loves to play. 

2. If you did a 2003 re-draft, who goes first? Not easy, but I’d take 
Bergeron. 

3. Big week for building contractors. Hoping for clarity in both Arizona 
and Ottawa, on Thursday. The Ottawa Citizen reported that the National 
Capital Commission will, as part of a board meeting, update the LeBreton 
Flats project. The Senators are believed to have re-applied for the 
opportunity to build a new rink on the location. The team is not yet 
confirming its interest. Meanwhile, Tempe City Council is to discuss the 
Coyotes’ arena proposal in an executive session, which is not open to 
the public. The timing of an actual vote is not yet clear.  

4. Heading into Tuesday’s games, the NHL’s collective goals against 
average is 2.89, which would be the highest since 2.92 in 2005-06. The 
biggest difference since then is the number of power plays. Sixteen years 
ago, there were six per team per game. Now there are three. 

Auston Matthews needs one goal to become Toronto’s single-season 
leader, and six to become the third player in the salary-cap era with 60 
goals (Alexander Ovechkin, Steven Stamkos). Roman Josi is on-pace for 
98 points, which would tie him with 1975-76 Denis Potvin for 15th most in 
one season by a defenceman — which would also be the highest total in 
30 years. (Cale Makar’s pace is 89.) Jonathan Huberdeau’s already set a 
single-season assists record for a left-winger and, at his current pace for 
87, has a chance to join Joe Thornton as the only player in the past 26 
years with 90. Johnny Gaudreau is on-pace for 88 even-strength points. 
That would be the highest since Jaromir Jagr’s 95 in 1995-96 and tied for 
30th all-time with Bryan Trottier’s 1977-78. It’s good for the sport, and 
hopefully more than a one-year blip. 

5. Martin St. Louis, on when he will make his decision about coaching 
next year: “I think at the end of the season. Right now, it wouldn’t be fair 
for the players, for anyone, for me to focus on that. Things will take care 
of themselves, let’s just stay the course on what we’re trying to do right 
now.” I think we know the Canadiens’ fans vote. 

6. In a crazy year for coaching (and GM) changes, there are five other 
interims in addition to St. Louis: Andrew Brunette (Florida), Derek King 
(Chicago), Dave Lowry (Winnipeg), Jay Woodcroft (Edmonton) and Mike 
Yeo (Philadelphia). Brunette’s status is slightly different: he has another 
year on his contract as an assistant coach, although he was given a 
salary bump upon replacing Joel Quenneville. Apparently, most (but not 
all) of the Panthers’ coaches have no contracts for next year — which is 
surprising considering their success. Oilers GM Ken Holland said last 
week he will talk to Woodcroft after the season; that’s definitely trending 
in a good direction. 

7. There is a team option next year on Rick Bowness (Dallas). The Stars 
considered a coaching change at All-Star, but Bowness’s own thoughts 
may determine where this goes. He wanted one more chance to run a 
bench and got Dallas to within two victories of a Stanley Cup in 2020. 
Jeff Blashill (Detroit) was initially reported as a two-year extension. It 
might be this year and a team option, but Steve Yzerman’s Lamoriello-
esque secrecy makes it a challenge to know for sure. Dallas Eakins 
(Anaheim) and John Hynes (Nashville) are up. Hynes seems a lock to 
return, and Eakins wouldn't surprise me, either. Bruce Boudreau has the 
most unique language of all. If Vancouver chooses to move on, there’s a 
payment to him. But he can also cut the cord and test the market by his 
own choice. 

8. Wonder if Travis Green gets a shot at coaching Team Canada at the 
World Championships. 

9. Canadiens fans are filling my DMs with demands for Jayden Struble 
updates. The 46th overall selection in 2019 is still deciding on whether or 
not to return to NCAA Northeastern for his senior season, although it 
appears he’s leaning that way. Remember: Montreal GM Kent Hughes 
knows him very well, so the organization won’t panic if the defenceman 
chooses that route. Teammate Devon Levi told Buffalo he’s returning to 
Northeastern, and a couple of people who know goalies much better than 
I do think that’s a smart play by Levi — and not a bad thing for the 
Sabres. (His rights stay with the NHL team for two more years.) The late-
ending NHL season has fans in several markets hoping for post-Frozen 
Four debuts. Buffalo at Toronto next Tuesday? Hmmmmmmm. 

Jayden Struble scouting report via Jason Bukala at The Pro Hockey 
Group. 

10. Lots to unpack in the aftermath of Anaheim/Arizona last Friday night. 
First, let’s do what might come out of this. There have been two recent 
suspensions where someone punched an “unwilling opponent.” Max 
Domi was suspended for the rest of the pre-season schedule in 2018 for 
punching Aaron Ekblad. 

Max Domi punches out Aaron Ekblad, gets match penalty 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 1:12 
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Zack Kassian was suspended two games in 2020 for fighting Matt 
Tkachuk, who had delivered a huge hit to the Oiler winger and looked to 
pursue the puck when Kassian sought revenge. In those cases, Ekblad 
and Tkachuk showed no interest in fighting and weren’t the aggressors. 

Zack Kassian ragdolls Matthew Tkachuk after massive hit against boards 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 1:32 

This is different in that Troy Terry did engage Jay Beagle first, but it still 
got way out of hand. Beagle’s had three career fights, he’s got no rep as 
a dangerous or dirty player, but Terry was overmatched. In a television 
interview (more on that in a moment), Beagle said the way Terry entered 
the scrum made him think this was a fight. In the immediate aftermath, 
there was real concern Terry suffered a broken orbital bone — the 
players furious and shaken. 

Most Mondays, I do Andrew Peters’ and Craig Rivet’s podcast, and this 
week Peters talked about how he let up in certain fights because he 
knew it was the right thing to do. I recognize that’s easier said than done 
in the emotion of the moment, but the fact Terry did not play Sunday 
against Edmonton is a bad outcome. Jeff Marek made a good point, that 
if this happened a week earlier, it’s leading the GM meetings. But, it 
should create discussion on “willing combatants,” adjusting the definition 
or enforcement of it. I love a skilled, tough game. If two people are willing 
to fight, that’s one thing. This wasn’t that. 

Breaking down the Ducks’ two main issues with Beagle-Terry incident 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 5:07 

11. Beagle talked to Bally Sports Arizona’s Todd Walsh before Sunday’s 
3-2 win in Chicago. Asked if the way the Ducks celebrated or carried 
themselves had anything to do with what happened, Beagle flat out 
rejected the idea. “For me, it’s pretty black and white,” he answered. “You 
poke the goalie, it’s 5-0…it’s happened to me, it’s happened a million 
times. You’ve got to have that onus, you’ve got to take accountability and 
be accountable for what you do. It’s too bad, you don't want to ever see 
anyone get hurt…but we’re obviously not going to let that happen.” 

12. Weirdest part of entire situation: Phil Kessel, not even on the ice 
during the incident, getting a misconduct from the bench, thereby 
removing him from the game. Did he think there was going to retribution 
or something?   

13. Watch Sonny Milano on the latest Zegras lacrosse goal. With Zegras 
still behind the net, Milano goes to the front. It’s the play you learn the 
moment you pick up a stick, get to a scoring area to receive a pass. It’s 
funny to watch Milano trying to get out of the way once he realized 
Zegras was trying to score. This is going to re-wire brains. 

14. Other big story from the weekend was Keith Yandle’s consecutive-
games streak ending at 989. I don’t think this was a Mike Yeo decision as 
much as an organizational choice. Some of the Flyers’ veterans were 
upset, as you’d expect them to be for their friend. At the very least, they 
wanted him to get to 1,000, and I suspect that Kessel being just 19 
games behind played a role in their disappointment for him, too (although 
that will have to be decided next season). Yandle handled it gracefully, 
which is no surprise. I don’t think someone in his shoes is ever happy 
with a streak ending, but he knew it was getting close. There had been 
conversations about what would happen if a contending team wanted to 
acquire him for depth reasons, with no guarantee of playing every night. 
The key is to remember Yandle for 989 games in a row, and how much 
teammates adore the guy, as opposed to how it ended. 

15. There’s a deeper discussion about streaks in general. A couple of 
coaches said privately teams grow to hate them because they feel 
hostage to them. They understand how core players would support 
Yandle (and did in Florida last year when his position was threatened), 
but argued it’s not fair to depth veterans or prospects on the fringe of the 
lineup. There are times they deserve to play, but get scratched to keep 
streaks alive. They don’t feel that’s right. The Flyers want to see Cam 

York, and just signed Ronnie Attard out of NCAA Western Michigan. Nick 
Seeler (who just fought the fearsome Nic Deslauriers) is trying to earn a 
contract for next season. Those coaches feel sometimes these kinds of 
players get squeezed. 

16. Absolute breakout season for Josh Norris, whose hat trick in 
Sunday’s 5-2 win over Detroit made him the first Senator in a decade to 
hit 30 goals. Milan Michalek (35) and Jason Spezza (34) were the last in 
2011-12. In 2017-18, as a freshman at Michigan, Norris had eight goals 
in 37 games. He followed with 10 in 17 as a sophomore and 31 in his 
professional rookie year at AHL Belleville, so this is no fluke. The man 
can fire it. 

“All of us shoot well,” he said Monday, including brothers Dalton and 
Coale. “My little brother (Dalton) shoots better than me, to be honest with 
you.” Before that sophomore season, personal skills coach Brandon 
Naurato suggested a curve change. He uses CCM sticks, and switched 
from a model P46 to a P28. “The back end is a little bit flatter. The toe 
curve is more of a banana hook. It’s a shooter curve for sure.” Good 
adjustment for Norris and the Senators, very bad for helpless 
goaltenders.  

17. Norris is not the type to set numeric goals, but more about setting a 
personal tone for himself. After a 17-goal, 35-point rookie season that 
showed a ton of promise, his goal for this year was to “play with 
confidence and swagger, like I’ve been in the league for 10 years,” while 
recognizing there is still plenty of work to be done. “Not dwelling so long 
on mistakes.” He was really good talking about some of his eye-opening 
moments from the Canadian Division. Last season, Edmonton absolutely 
tortured Ottawa. On Jan. 31, right off the opening faceoff, goalie Matt 
Murray froze a puck. Leon Draisaitl clearly beat Norris in the ensuing 
draw, and Dominik Kahun’s shot deflected off Norris’s stick and in after 
just eight seconds. 

Kahun goal stuns Senators 8 seconds after puck drop 
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“I was thinking, okay this might be a long night,” he laughed. That was an 
8-5 Oilers win. He also mentioned a 6-5 loss to Toronto on April 10, 
where Auston Matthews had three goals and an assist, while Norris went 
minus-four. But, the truly talented develop a thick skin and persevere. He 
specifically mentioned one Edmonton game “where I started to take off” 
— all signs point to April 7, 2021 — where head coach DJ Smith 
matched him against Draisaitl and Connor McDavid. The Oilers won 4-2, 
but Norris scored, prevented either from getting a point at even strength, 
and won 12 of 17 faceoffs. 

18. Someone who knows Norris said I had to ask him about living with 
Quinn Hughes at Michigan and “the balance in cleaning duties.” 

“There was no balance in our cleaning duties,” he answered. “There was 
no cleaning whatsoever. We had a hardwood floor, and you couldn’t 
even see it. You couldn’t go anywhere without stepping on anything.” 
Apparently, this was an extraordinary mess, even by college standards. 
In-game photos capture him wearing a No. 9 necklace. He was slightly 
sheepish discussing it, but it looks great. “It’s a gift to myself,” he said. 
Tyler Ennis is the trendsetter in this area (number 63), and Drake 
Batherson followed (19). Ennis has a jeweller in Edmonton who did his, 
and Norris went to her, too. “(Batherson) told me to ice it out, but I was 
like, ‘I don’t know,’” he laughed. “I thought that was kind of cheesy. I iced 
out the border of it.”  

19. Norris’s father, Dwayne, had a long pro career that took him and 
family to Germany. Josh has said before that he’s fluent in German, but 
Tim Stuetzle called him on it. “(Tim) won’t back down, he loves to give 
(bleep) to everybody. He told me, ‘You’re not fluent, stop saying that.’ It’s 
true, my German is not as good as his English. I can listen to it and 
understand it, but not speak it as well.” The thing that will make Senators 
fans happiest about our conversation is that it’s very clear Norris loves 
the group. Mentioning newly arrived Jake Sanderson and Mads Sogaard, 
who just made his NHL debut, “There’s more coming.” Really enjoyed the 
interview. 
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20. If Connor Hellebuyck plays 10 of Winnipeg’s last 12 (two are back-to-
backs), he’ll play 68 games, most since Cam Talbot’s 73 for Edmonton in 
2016-17. He’s faced 89 more shots than Juuse Saros, second in the 
NHL, and would see 2,231 of them at his current pace. That would be 
11th-most in any season. Roberto Luongo holds the top two spots — 
2,488 for Florida in 2005-06 and 2,475 with the Panthers two years 
earlier.  

21. Blake Wheeler’s super-slow shootout winner in Buffalo last 
Wednesday is not going to lead to any dramatic changes. It may be slow 
(as was Evgeny Kuznetsov a few weeks earlier, also against the Sabres) 
but there’s no desire to curtail those attempts. 

22. UQTR won the Canadian University championship with a 5-4 double-
overtime victory over top-ranked University of Alberta (someone please 
make sure Bob Stauffer is okay). Alexis Gravel, drafted 162nd by 
Chicago in 2018, was MVP of the tournament, with 66 saves in the final 
and a .950 save percentage in the event. Gravel played two games this 
season for the ECHL Allen Americans before heading to Trois-Rivieres. 
It’s his plan to return to Les Patriotes, but I wonder if any teams saw that 
and give him another look. 

23. April 23 and April 30, AHL Stockton at Bakersfield. Edmonton signed 
Golden Bears centre Noah Philp on Tuesday, and he will start by joining 
the Condors. That means he can dig for pucks against brother Luke, who 
has 21 goals for the Heat. Calgary was one of the teams that tried to get 
Noah, too. Two New Brunswick Varsity Reds signed AHL contracts: 
goalie Ryan Parenteau with Toronto and centre Samuel Dove-McFalls in 
Grand Rapids.  

24. When one NHL media relations person heard Johnny Oduya wanted 
to do a podcast interview, he almost fell over in shock. “He never wanted 
to talk, especially about himself,” was the response. It turned into a 55-
minute conversation, and the defender was great. 

Business before pleasure: Oduya’s created a clothing line, Atunya, with 
the mission to provide “simple, high-performing training apparel of 
exceptional quality and comfort.” It’s right in his wheelhouse: Oduya had 
an excellent reputation for fitness/taking care of his body, but he wants a 
different “look” to appeal to a wider section of people. “There’s a 
challenge in hockey,” he said. “It’s a beautiful community, but it’s also 
very traditional. In Sweden, the demographic for hockey is quite 
tight…We need to develop this. We need to have this different approach. 
Through Atunya, I can work on all these levels…How do we develop the 
sport and grow the game in a good way and a sustainable way? I think 
that’s really important and something I like to do. Create a picture of a 
hockey player that’s maybe a little bit different than we’re used to. 
Through the brand, I can do this in multiple places.” 

25. Oduya’s definitely taken the sport to some non-traditional locales. He 
found a league in Thailand during the 2012-13 lockout. “They thought 
first it was a joke, ‘Why would you come here?’ They were really 
surprised when I showed up at the airport. ‘Its actually you,’” he laughed. 
“Yeah, I wanted to skate.” How was it? “Fantastic. Beautiful hockey 
community.” Oduya pointed out his championship there was “the first 
thing I won,” coming before his 2013 Stanley Cup with Chicago. 

Last summer, he and Calgary’s Oliver Kylington traveled to Kenya 
(Oduya’s father is from there). “Little bit different of a project,” he said. 
“(There’s an) old square rink in a hotel that they play at. When we were 
there, that rink was closed. They have this big parking lot in the centre of 
Nairobi.” Roller hockey it was. “We brought these plastic pucks, the ones 
you use on asphalt…and they weren't holding back on us. They were 
blocking shots with no gear.” If you’ve ever played with one of those, you 
know how much it stings. I still have road hockey scars from them. “They 
don’t care about anything; most passionate hockey players you can 
imagine. And some of them are from, probably one of the toughest parts 
of the world…some of the ghettos outside of Nairobi. Eye-opening and 
humbling. There’s a lot of these places around the world where hockey is 
very cool, that you don’t think of. When I see this, this is a pure form of 
love for the sport. It doesn’t matter if you’re in Nairobi or playing street 
hockey in Canada. For me it's the same thing: there’s no lights, there’s 
no cameras, there’s no media. There’s something very pure and beautiful 
around that.” 

He will be running a street hockey tournament in Sweden this summer: 
“Bring your shoes, a stick and some gloves, and you can play the game.” 

26. Oduya, on what he learned about creating his own line: “Don’t start a 
clothing company during a pandemic.” That was pretty funny. 

27. He played 850 NHL games with New Jersey, Atlanta, Winnipeg, 
Chicago, Dallas, Ottawa and Philadelphia — winning two Cups with the 
Blackhawks. Now, he teaches kids how to play defence, passing the 
knowledge he learned under Hall of Famers Larry Robinson, whom he 
called “fantastic as a human,” and Jacques Laperriere, “a calm, smart 
individual with a funny sense of humour.” 

“The way they pursued and focused on the defensive game and the team 
game. It was quite surreal at the beginning, I really got to learn how to 
play defence…How to really develop that sense and awareness. All we 
talked about is where to position yourself. You need to understand where 
to put yourself at all times.” Oduya feels the accelerated rate young 
defenders make the NHL — as opposed to playing in the minors — 
means they must be exposed earlier to what will be expected of them. He 
calls it a “mindful defence camp,” which he runs with Daniel Broberg, who 
coached him in Sweden. 

“We work on basic awareness. I want to teach how to play an NHL 
defence game. From (age) 12 and up, I wanted to bring them different 
situations, what can happen and also what happens if you do a certain 
thing. Prepare them for different type of scenarios. Because some 
coaches would like them to go attack fully in the corner. Some of them 
want you to angle and position. Some of them want you to play overload 
defence. There’s so many variations of what can happen. I want to 
expose them to that. Maybe they won’t use it for one or two years, but 
eventually, they’re going to run into that. Having the understanding…I 
think is important. The game now has changed. You need to be ready 
way earlier…The league is younger, players are younger. There’s more 
speed. So if you’re 16-17 and you’ve never been exposed to any of these 
things, and you think you’re going to play in the NHL two years later or 
three years later — that is a challenge…It’s so much more important to 
learn those things way earlier. And they’re adaptable, they can do it. 
Some of them are doing better than the older players I coach. They pick 
it up so fast. I love doing that.” 

28. Oduya assisted on Dave Bolland’s 2013 Stanley Cup-winning goal 
versus Boston. “I felt really good that game, I still remember the feeling I 
had. The game before, I didn’t. But we won that one, thank goodness.” 
Then, he won again two years later. “I remember sitting on the bench in 
2015, I think it was the countdown of the last couple of seconds. Time 
just slows down, you’re watching around the United Center. The place is 
full, everybody’s screaming. I remember how slow those 10 seconds 
(felt)…and it's quite hard to describe, but is one of the things I wish for 
everybody on this planet — it doesn’t matter if you play sports or 
whatever you do — that you, at some point in your life, will have the 
feeling of that.” 

Oduya watches every potential Cup clincher every season to remind him 
of that euphoria. “I live it every time I watch it. I watch the players and the 
feeling they have, and how happy they are. That is why we do this. We’re 
not in this for new cars or buying the new house or buying all these 
things. It’s these simple moments that will line up eventually and give you 
experience you cannot pay for. You have to work to get it.” 

When he won his first Cup, he remembered Duncan Keith and Patrick 
Sharp — already with a previous championship — watching him during a 
party. “It’s something beautiful when you’re watching someone else and 
you’ve already been in this space. I love that part of the game.” 

As mentioned, Oduya is a fitness fanatic, but said no one compares to 
Keith. “(He’s a) physical and mental phenomenon. A lot of his power is 
not just in his body, it’s actually in his mind and mindset. I admire him a 
lot. I loved being in Chicago for that reason. All of a sudden all of these 
extreme things and weird things that I liked to do but couldn’t do in other 
places, that was possible to do in Chicago. It was seen as something 
positive. ‘You want to do something extra to win, okay do that.’” Who had 
the worst diet? “(Brent Seabrook) was like the human trashcan, he would 
put down anything he could.”  

29. Finally, Oduya said he could not remember the story (told by Michael 
Rupp) that the two of them almost ran over Giants quarterback Eli 
Manning at a crosswalk. The three lived in the same building in Hoboken. 
“Could have been true,” he laughed. “I would probably blame that on 
(Rupp). He talks a lot and gets excited, maybe we were having a 
conversation and none of us were paying attention to the road.” 
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30. Mississauga’s Michael Misa set a new OHL Cup record with 20 
points in seven games. (The OHL Cup is basically the Ontario under-16 
championship.) That broke Connor McDavid’s record by one. I wouldn’t 
make any crazy comparisons to McDavid, that’s insanity. Misa is one of 
three Ontario kids who have applied for exceptional status. We’ll see 
what happens over the next week or so. 

31. NHL agents are meeting with the Players’ Association in-person for 
the first time in two years. That’s Wednesday in Toronto. On the agenda: 
CBA stuff, including second opinions. Arizona will probably come up, too. 
Don Fehr and his future is not officially a topic. 

32. I’ve written before about Anden Bieganowski, a teenage goalie for the 
Blackfoot Chiefs in Alberta. Anden is on the autism spectrum and has 
come a long way, very comfortable in pads. April is Autism Awareness 
Month. Wanted to share his story and several others, put into film here: 
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Sportsnet.ca / The Oilers were flat. Then the puck-handling Godfather 
made a ‘play of the year’ 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecApril 6, 2022, 2:38 AM 

 

    6 

Being Mike Smith hasn’t been much fun this year. Or last, when you think 
about how long the hockey world has been talking about how the 
Edmonton Oilers need a No. 1 goalie.  

Don’t think he’s not listening. How could you not? 

He’s 40, and he’s been (predictably) hurt more than he’s been healthy 
this season, finally putting together a 5-0-1 run as a starter that will do 
nothing to quell the noise in Edmonton. These years of failing to find a 
bonafide starting goalie has earned the Oilers the nickname “Philly 
West.”  

But there was Smith, Tuesday night at the Shark Tank, carrying his team 
through a San Jose sleepwalk and somehow pulling the Oilers into an 
overtime period they had no business being in, tied 1-1.  

Then, after making his 31st and final save of the night, there was the old 
fart, setting the puck down and whacking it out past centre ice, where 
Connor McDavid was blasting past a San Jose defender and accepting 
the breakaway pass for his 41st goal, a game-winner in overtime.  

Gotta See It: McDavid takes feed from Smith and scores overtime-winner 
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The primary assist went to Smith, on a 2-1 game-winner you’ll not see 
again for years, we’d wager.  

“Smitty has been here for a few years now and he’s always asked me 
when we’re gonna connect for a breakaway,” McDavid said. “We couldn’t 
have picked a better time.”  

Ya think?  

That goal, and the shorthanded effort by Ryan Nugent-Hopkins that tied 
the game with 8:04 to play, vaulted the Oilers past the Los Angeles Kings 
and into second place in the Pacific. With a game in hand on the Kings, 
Edmonton closes their 2-0 California road trip with a finale in L.A. 
Thursday night, a chance to pull clear of the Kings for home-ice 
advantage in Round 1.  

“Our goalie makes the play of the year there,” beamed McDavid, who ran 
his points streak to 14 games and tied a career-high in goals. “It was 

pretty special just to be a part of that play. It was one of the more special 
ones I’ve been a part of.”  

On a night where an injured Leon Draisaitl sat out after playing 354 
consecutive games, the Oilers were flatter than a loony on the train 
tracks, with just 24 shots on net. Hey, they’re on an 11-2-1 run. They’re 
allowed a sleepy night, and this was one.  

“I don’t think it was our cleanest, sharpest or best game of the year. But 
we stayed on task,” said head coach Jay Woodcroft. “We talked in 
between periods about how, even if you’re not feeling well, it doesn’t 
mean you can’t play well. And the way you play well is by sticking within 
the team structure.”  

That, and having a 40-year-old goalie who is still capable of saving your 
bacon once in a while.  

Smith impressed with Oilers' resiliency in win over Sharks 
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Smith was beaten only by a Tomas Hertl one-timer on the power play, 
and made a ton of crucial stops right up until that final one, which he 
quickly turned into a primary assist.  

If only turning around Oilers fan opinions of their team’s goaltending 
situation could happen as quickly. 

“You know, he’s battled all season long through different injuries and 
different things. And he’s taken a lot of heat,” said McDavid. “When he’s 
in the net he gives us everything he’s got. Tonight, he gave us everything 
he had, and then some.”  

Back in the 90’s, Oilers goalie Curtis Joseph and penalty-killing forward 
Kelly Buchberger had a play where Buchberger would bolt for the 
breakaway while Joseph would flip a high backhand that would land 
somewhere around the opposing blue-line and Bucky streaked under it 
like a wide receiver on a long bomb route.  

But Joseph merely dabbled in effective puck handling. Smith is the 
reigning Godfather among NHL ‘tendies.  

When Joseph-to-Buchberger worked — around five percent of the time 
— it was a miracle. When Smith makes a 120-foot pass, you know it’s no 
mistake. He makes two or three per game.  

“I saw him make that save … and I just saw out of the corner my eye, 
saw him move it pretty quickly,” McDavid said. “So I just tried to get there 
as quick as I could. You know, he must be a curling fan or something. 
Perfect, perfect weight on it. It was a great play.”  

Oilers on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream every Oilers game this season with new pricing options! SN 
NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how much hockey you 
want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

This kind of win will likely be referenced down the road in Edmonton’s 
dressing room more than the previous one, a 6-1 cakewalk in Anaheim. 
Edmonton is good at winning when they have all their guns and they’re 
feeling good. In the past two months they’ve handled plenty of teams 
they should beat, on nights where they’re dancing.  

This was not that.  

“It was ugly, it was ugly,” repeated McDavid. “(San Jose) clearly had legs 
and they were motivated, and I thought our group just did a good job of 
hanging around. Smitty held us in all night and you know, it feels like we 
kind of maybe stole two points here.  

“But it doesn't matter how you get them at this time of year.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs-Panthers series now a hockey fan's dream 
after barnburner 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukeboxApril 5, 2022, 10:33 PM 

 

SUNRISE, Fla. — If the Toronto Maple Leafs ever bless their fans with a 
snowbird series in Florida, the games will be up for grabs and the 
entertainment value will be off the charts. 

Do you enjoy goals? Ten-bell saves? 

How about hits? Superstars? Busted records? 

Wild swerves in momentum and surprise plot twists? 

The Maple Leafs’ barn-burning back-to-back in the Sunshine State 
featured some high-event, high-octane, high-anxiety hockey. 

Call it a potential playoff preview.  

Call it a collapse. 

Call it a comeback. 

Or simply call it a fun night at the rink. 

The only thing Toronto’s hectic 7-6 overtime loss to the top-seed Florida 
Panthers Tuesday did not provide was a dull moment. 

Starting goalies Sergei Bobrovsky and Erik Källgren were each excellent 
— and perfect at 5-on-5 — during a back-and-forth first period that ended 
1-1 on the strength of power-play goals by Sam Reinhart and William 
Nylander, rebounding from illness. 

Period 2 was an altogether different and untamed beast. 

Mitch Marner whipped up his magic early, scoring the Leafs’ league-
leading 13th shorthanded goal and following with a power-play strike 37 
later — the shortest span between a PK and PP goal ever. (Mario 
Lemieux held the previous record at 47 seconds, in 1989.) 

Marner scores two goals in 37 seconds against the Panthers 
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By the time Colin Blackwell converted on a beautiful 5-on-5 rush 
sequence, the visitors had scored three goals on three shots on three 
strengths in 94 seconds. 

Exit Bobrovsky. Enter Spencer Knight. 

A healthy Jake Muzzin sniped next, getting on the board in his first 
appearance in more than six weeks. 

“Muzz is a huge guy in our locker room. He's just a huge presence.,” 
Jason Spezza said. “He looks like he hasn’t missed a day.” 

In a blink, the Maple Leafs led 5-1… against a team with an NHL-best 24 
comeback wins. 

Naturally, Florida, which allowed five in a row, scored the next five. A 
deafening run that included Claude Giroux’s first as a Panther; five points 
from Jonathan Huberdeau, giving him 102 on the year; and a brutal long-
range shot from Radko Gudas that slipped through Källgren. 

Giroux scores first goal with Panthers off nifty pass from Huberdeau 
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Källgren escaped the mayhem late in the second after taking a Robert 
Hagg shot off the lower portion of his face mask, tagging in a cold Jack 

Campbell. (Källgren would return to the bench in the third and was 
deemed “fine” postgame by coach Sheldon Keefe.) 

Aleksander Barkov seemingly ended the madness midway through the 
third, and FLA Live exploded when the home team clawed back 6-5. 

But a late John Tavares power-play goal tied the thing again. 

“You don’t want wild swings in the game. When you get control like we 
had in the game, you want to lock it down,” Spezza said. “It's a game we 
have to learn from.” 

Maple Leafs have reason to be optimistic despite loss to Panthers 
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Then Huberdeau drove the OT dagger. 

Step back from this fast and heavy hour-plus of hockey — with its 84 
shots, 42 high-danger chances and 13 goals — and you see a beautiful 
mess, an abstract painting open to interpretation. 

Spezza sees no excuse to lose. 

Keefe sees untidy details — another too-many-men call, a softy through 
Källgren, a Kyle Clifford slashing penalty late, sloppy PK work — but 
chooses, ultimately, the positive. 

"I'm going to focus on the fact that we played another good game,” Keefe 
said. “I was looking to come out of this segment with a sense of whether 
we can compete with the very best in our division. I think that answer is 
unequivocally yes." 

Yes, the Maple Leafs can hang with the elite. And certainly score on 
them. 

Yes, they still have kinks to iron out. 

“This back-to-back within Florida, with Tampa and the Panthers, it's been 
like a flashing light in the schedule all season,” Keefe had said prior to 
puck drop. 

The shade of that light?  

Red, unequivocally. 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 

SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• The Maple Leafs lead the NHL with 13 bench minors. It’s an issue. 

Reinhart took advantage of a too-many-men call on Toronto, scoring the 
first of five consecutive Florida goals. 

Crack a window, and the Cats will crawl in. 

• With a pair of power-play markers, Reinhart set career highs in goals 
(26) and points (68) Tuesday. He’s a plus player for the first time in his 
NHL career and bound for his first postseason — eight years after being 
drafted second overall by Buffalo. 

• The four Atlantic powers, head-to-head: Maple Leafs 5-1-1; Panthers 4-
2-1; Bruins 3-3-1; Lightning 3-5-1. 

“It’s great to play the really good teams. We rise to the occasion,” Spezza 
said. “Our team stacks up well against everyone.” 

• Keefe says scratching Ilya Lyubushkin made for a tough decision. 

“We truly have seven guys that cannot just play every night but play in 
any situation. That’s a big factor here,” said the coach, in favour of 
internal competition. 
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“We love what Boosh has brought to us, so he’ll be back in before long.” 

• The Maple Leafs have faced the Panthers twice now… and Joe 
Thornton hasn’t participated in either game. April 23 will be the final shot 
a revenge match. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' young talent gives reason to celebrate even in 
loss to Senators 

 

Eric Engels@EricEngelsApril 6, 2022, 12:02 AM 

 

MONTREAL — Justin Barron corrals the pass just inside the Ottawa 
Senators blue line, makes a quick fake and fires the puck off goaltender 
Anton Forsberg’s shoulder. It squirts right back out to him off a failed 
clearing attempt by an Ottawa defenceman and he sweeps it up with the 
toe of his stick and shifts it to heel as he begins to pedal backwards and 
across the blue line and back down towards the top of the left faceoff 
circle. 

That’s when Barron, 20, playing in his seventh NHL game, in his fifth with 
the Montreal Canadiens and in his first at the Bell Centre, lets go of a 
shot that kisses the top of the net and ties this game 2-2 just 40 seconds 
after Tim Stützle made it 2-1 Senators. It’s a big-league play from a 
prospect with big-league potential, the type of play you dream of making 
when you’re a kid imagining your very first goal in the world’s top league, 
and it gets the fans up off of their feet and hollering at full volume. 

Barron grew up in Halifax, with an allegiance to the Toronto Maple Leafs, 
but he realized a dream with the Canadiens on Tuesday when those fans 
gave him an explosive ovation as his milestone was being announced. 

The cameras panned to him, and the kid sat there in the middle of the 
bench just soaking it all in. 

In an ideal world, this great moment would’ve been followed up with a 
win for Barron’s team, and with him available to answer questions about 
this indelible experience instead of lying on the trainer’s table after an 
awkward collision with Mathieu Joseph on an empty-net goal that made 
this a 6-3 win for Ottawa left him worse for wear. 

But hey, that’s life in the NHL. 

Barron’s living it now, and he suddenly appears to be that much more 
accustomed to it than he did when he first came over to Montreal as the 
key acquisition in a trade that sent Artturi Lehkonen to the Colorado 
Avalanche on Mar. 21. 

The former 25th overall pick in the 2020 Draft landed with big 
expectations on his shoulders and appeared somewhat jittery through his 
first few games. 

But there were no signs of nerves on this night. 

“I think JB is just a hockey player,” said Canadiens coach Martin St. 
Louis. “I don’t think he gets rattled with the NHL. I think he comes on the 
ice and realizes that the lines are going to be in the same spots and the 
boards and the size of the rink and the nets are going to be in the same 
place. He’s just playing the game, and you can see the poise he has, and 
I’m very happy with the small sample I’ve seen.” 

This near-18-minute portion of it was by far Barron’s best as a Canadien. 

You could see it trending in that direction in the first period. And the goal 
that came in the eighth minute of the second was more wind in his sails. 

Barron finished the game having completed the majority of his passes, 
having led the Canadiens with five shots on net, having earned the 
second star of the night, and having impressed his teammates. 

“I didn’t know much about him,” said David Savard. “He moves well and 
makes good decisions— defensively and offensively. He doesn’t really 

place himself in trouble, and that’s a good thing to see. He doesn’t think 
too much, he trusts his talent.” 

That’s becoming a little trend with this young and inexperienced 
Canadiens defence corps. It was certainly apparent in a 5-4 overtime win 
over the Tampa Bay Lightning on Saturday and was once again the case 
on Tuesday—even in this loss. 

Jordan Harris impressed in that weekend game—in his NHL debut—and 
in this one against the Senators. As did 22-year-old Alexander Romanov, 
who’s taken the next step in his development and been relied on to play 
more minutes per game than all but 31 players in the league since Mar. 
15. And then there’s 26-year-old Corey Schueneman, the undrafted 
blueliner who made one big error to allow Austin Watson to tie this game 
1-1 in the sixth minute of the first period but played the rest of the contest 
as though it never happened. 

Still, it was Barron’s mobility, poise and offensive acumen that shined in 
this one. And his goal was the biggest moment of the game—even with a 
collision 11 minutes later between Nick Suzuki and Stützle that led to a 
kneeing penalty for Suzuki, incensed the Canadiens in the moment and 
left Brendan Gallagher (who jumped Stützle in the third period) still 
seething after the game. 

Senators' Stutzle shaken up after taking hit from Suzuki 

Current Time 0:00 

/ 

Duration 1:25 

But he calmed down and had this to say about his relatively new 
teammate. 

“It’s still really early, but you can see the talent he has,” Gallagher 
started. “He scores a great goal tonight. It’s a great shot, smart shot, 
uses the screen, puts it in a perfect spot. Nobody anticipates that whole 
play. He makes a lot of good reads on the ice. He definitely has the 
potential, definitely has the talent, and hopefully we can help him out. 
He’s showing signs of being a really promising player for us going 
forward.” 

Indeed. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jake Muzzin's return raises intriguing debate over Maple 
Leafs defence 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukeboxApril 5, 2022, 1:14 PM 

 

SUNRISE, FLA. – Nothing quite puts things into perspective like a blow 
to the head. 

A reporter recently asked Jake Muzzin if his second concussion in a span 
of about five weeks made him think about life beyond hockey. The 
rugged defenceman gave the sort of reflexive chuckle one does when 
talking about that which frightens us. 

"Yeah, the first time you think about life too," Muzzin replied. "Always. 
You're always thinking about your health and what's really important. 

“But I feel good.” 

Looks good, too. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs have exercised caution during these six weeks 
ramping up Muzzin for a return to action. But he didn’t join the boys on 
this critical four-game road trip simply to root them on for the press box. 

"I understand being patient is important," Muzzin went on. "I want to be 
out there with the guys playing, but there's a lot more important things in 
life than this great game. But I still want to be a part of it. I want to play.” 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 
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SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

Muzzin will play Tuesday against the Florida Panthers. 

“He’s feeling good, feeling comfortable, confident that he’s put in the 
necessary work and had the reps in practice to be able to be confident 
and comfortable playing in a game situation,” Keefe said. “That’s really 
what we’ve been waiting on.” 

Which poses a compelling a rare debate in Leafland: With seven healthy, 
trustworthy defencemen and a five-game win streak to build upon, who 
sits so Muzzin can play? 

As with diehard fans externally, Toronto’s optimal D pairings have been a 
hot topic internally. 

Morgan Rielly and T.J. Brodie are untouchable. “Third pair” new guy 
Mark Giordano should be, too. 

Justin Holl averages the third-most minutes of the corps. 

Ilya Lyubushkin actually hits people. 

And Timothy Liljegren is playing the best hockey of his life ever since he 
got linked to Giordano’s hip. 

We asked Giordano, outside of the Leafs’ usual superstars, who on the 
team has opened his eyes with their play. 

“The one guy who stands out to me is my partner, Lily,” Giordano said. 
(He also shouted out Ilya Mikheyev — but that’s another story.) “He is 
just great positionally. He's always in a good spot. 

“These young guys, it's crazy. I've seen it now on multiple teams that I’ve 
played on. The young defencemen coming in seem to have a ton more 
poise than when I first started playing. It was more, you're nervous to get 
into games at this level. But he's got great poise, and he makes great 
reads positionally. So, it's been nice to watch him play.” 

Only 13 games remain to tinker with combos and chemistry. (Don’t 
forget: Dynamic youngster Rasmus Sandin is on the mend.) 

“We are running out of games here. We are having daily discussions on 
it. Muzzin's return is going to force us to change some things,” Keefe 
said. “We do want to get some looks at some different combinations as 
we get going here.” 

Giordano reminds that he and Brodie already have synergy baked in 
from all those years as Calgary Flames, and now he’s found a fast fit with 
Liljegren. But the veteran knows the value of varied options. 

“We have to be prepared for anything,” Giordano said. “The big thing for 
me when you play with a new partner is that there is communication.” 

With Muzzin returning Tuesday, he'll play with Holl, his most familiar 
partner. 

Liljegren will be rewarded for his strong play and stick with Giordano. 

Rielly and Brodie reunite. 

But this experimentation will evolve. 

Keefe says it was a tough decision to scratch Lyubushkin, and he'll jump 
back in soon. 

More important than where Muzzin plays, however, is the fact he is 
playing — for the deepest Leafs’ blue line of this era. 

“Honestly, that injury was very scary. You're thinking about his family first 
and what he means to his family. That’s everything,” said Mitch Marner, 
who calls Muzzin a brother. 

“So, it's great seeing him work his way back and feel comfortable enough 
to be out there with us to skate around with us. He’s a lot of fun to be 
around. He's a guy when he's in our locker when he says something, 
everyone listens.” 

One-Timers: William Nylander (illness) will take warmups but will be a 
game-time decision.... Nick Abruzzese was complimented on his play in 
Tampa but will be the odd man out in Sunrise.... Both Rasmus Sandin 
(knee) and Ondrej Kase have resumed skating back in Toronto.... Auston 
Matthews needs one goal to become the Maple Leafs' all-time single-
season goal-scoring champ. 
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SAME WAY, BUT BETTER By Sonny Sachdeva 

 

The trophies and historic comparisons have been replaced with skeptical 
looks. But Erik Karlsson, once the most dominant defenceman in the 
world, is still chasing greatness and a Stanley Cup. 

S trewn across the white ceiling of the San Jose Sharks’ practice facility, 
between canary yellow beams that shine like an homage to the California 
sun, are white light fixtures in the shape of giant metal-and-glass 
asterisks. It’s as if the roof that keeps the summer heat away from this icy 
haven wants to make perfectly clear that the scene playing out on the ice 
below is no typical affair. And the roof doesn’t lie: beneath it, a cadre of 
Sharks usually dispersed across Ontario by this time in the off-season is 
here for yet another session together in a summer that’s been unusually 
full of them. 

It’s late July 2021, and Erik Karlsson is huddled with Mario Ferraro at one 
end of the rink, explaining to his young teammate the finer details of 
collecting the puck behind the net, navigating the opposition’s forecheck, 
and funnelling it back out of the defensive zone. The pandemic’s 
responsible for this unexpected lesson — with restrictions complicating 
travel plans and a host of daily details back in his usual off-season home, 
Karlsson and his family elected to stay in San Jose for the entire break 
before the 2021-22 campaign. Ferraro, then-Sharks teammate Jacob 
Middleton and young prospect Ozzy Wiesblatt followed suit, the group 
falling into a chummy summer routine of 8 a.m. coffees, Monday-to-
Friday grinds in the weight room, and sessions like these in the Hall of 
Asterisks. 

It’s a seemingly simple sequence, this breakout from the corner, but one 
that comes up over and over and over on game nights, passing with little 
notice if all goes to plan, setting potential catastrophe in motion if not. 
And while much of the hockey world seems to have made the 
assumption that Karlsson’s all-world days are behind him, the former 
Norris Trophy winner remains one of the sport’s best at ensuring that, in 
these miniscule, crucial moments, all goes to plan. 

His method is pretty straightforward, Ferraro explains later. Like all great 
players, Karlsson maps out in-game scenarios well before they arrive, 
finding the pathways and the detours before he must traverse them. If 
that puck’s laying in the corner and the smooth-skating Swede is 
sprinting back to get it, forwards nipping hungrily at his heels, he’s 
already got his head on a swivel as he takes his first few steps. He’s 
clocking his options before he crosses the blue line, planning out his 
escape before it’s begun. Where he’s not looking, Ferraro says excitedly, 
is at the puck sitting in the corner — he’s spied it, it’s there, and it’s not 
going anywhere. He’s using his time wisely. 

Karlsson’s mastered the art of expending in these moments precisely the 
action and effort required — no more, no less. It’s the central truth 
Ferraro learned about the veteran’s training philosophy during their 
unique off-season together, one that granted him and his teammates a 
closer look at how the 31-year-old — once considered the most dominant 
defenceman in the world — is adapting to this new chapter of his career. 
Gone are the trophies and historic comparisons, replaced by more 
skeptical looks and fewer looks overall. But that summer, Karlsson, ever 
the plotter, was already envisioning the comeback. He was already 
scheming and strategizing, already setting the wheels in motion for a 
season that would turn back the clock. Fast forward to this moment, 
heading into the home stretch of the 2021-22 campaign, and it seems 
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he’s navigated his way out of trouble yet again. He’s looked like a man 
reinvented, a man who knows he still has greatness in him. Now, back 
from a brief injury spell, Karlsson’s continuing on that mission, his eyes 
fixed on redemption. And where he’s not looking is at the chorus of 
doubters. He’s seen them, he’s heard them, and they’re not going 
anywhere. He’s using his time wisely. 

B eneath the affable smile, the quick quips, and the chuckle that Karlsson 
offers up generously, there’s a fire that burns quietly. Spend enough time 
around the veteran, and you’ll see it spark and flare. Middleton’s seen it 
plenty of times, the 26-year-old defenceman having logged hours 
alongside Karlsson on San Jose’s blue line. He saw it when he and 
Karlsson would stand in the locker room at SAP Center between periods, 
geared up in teal and ready to head back to the ice. There’s a phrase 
Middleton would return to in those moments. “I like to say, ‘Same way, 
Karl’ — which means, ‘We played well, let’s go out and do it again next 
period,’” Middleton explains. Karlsson responds, every time, with the 
same four words: “Same way, but better.” 

Middleton and his young teammates saw Karlsson embody those four 
words over the off-season, saw him push for that gruelling, incremental 
growth as the months wore on. But the veteran of 12 NHL campaigns 
didn’t try to find it through a relentless onslaught in the weight room or by 
piling up endless hours on the ice. Much like that sprint to the corner, 
Karlsson’s approach is more calculated. “I think his biggest philosophy is 
just listening to his body,” says Middleton. “After so many years of doing 
it at the high level he’s done it, he’s a guy who can show up and know 
what he needs to do, and know what he needs to work on to still get 
better each and every day, without taxing his body as much as he 
might’ve when he was 23, 24, 25.” 

“Erik’s a high performer. Erik understands what a high performer is. A 
high performer is somebody that performs well often. Not just every once 
in a while.” 

In the former Ottawa Senators captain’s eyes, that approach isn’t one 
honed only on the ice — it’s part of a larger natural progression. “I think 
that’s just life in general,” Karlsson says. “You know, anyone who’s 30 
years old doesn’t do what they did when they were 20 if they want to 
keep moving forward. … All the things that you’ve gone through and all 
the things that you’ve done in the past, that’s information. You get to 
learn, you get to know your body much better, and you start realizing 
what works for you and what does not. So, it’s much more comfortable 
now when I am a bit older, for me to do things and know why I do it, and 
know how I’m going to react to it and how I’m going to respond. I enjoy 
this stuff more now than I did, you know, when I was 20, 23 years old. … 
And I find that I have enjoyed, especially this off-season, trying to find 
new ways to maximize the body that I have right now, and trying to do 
what I think I need to do to get the most out of it.” 

Chris Schwarz was front-and-centre for Karlsson’s early twenties in the 
gym. Currently the conditioning coach for the Ottawa Senators, Schwarz 
started in the role just after the club drafted Karlsson out of Sweden in 
2008. Guiding the defenceman’s training for the first decade of his career 
and remaining a close friend in the years since Karlsson departed 
Ottawa, Schwarz has a better idea than most of what makes the six-time 
all-star tick — and what separates him from the pack. “Erik just sees 
things,” Schwarz says. “He has this athletic intelligence — he sees 
targets that nobody else sees. As a strength and conditioning coach, you 
get excited with that, because there’s so much more than just the 
strength component to Erik.” 

For Schwarz, Karlsson is less a wild stallion with limitless, untameable 
ability, and more a racehorse — a creature of precise, calculated 
dominance. “They talk about how racehorses really know when to pull 
back, it’s like an innate ability, and Erik’s got a little bit of that,” Schwarz 
says. “He understands his body. He understands what he needs to do. 
It’s like somebody that needs to sing a certain number of songs and 
doesn’t spend too much time singing because they’re going to lose their 
voice. It’s a really innate ability and understanding with your body, with 
what you need to do, how you get yourself ready, so that you can 
perform. 

“And Erik’s a high performer. Erik understands what a high performer is. 
A high performer is somebody that performs well often. Not just gives 
high performances every once in a while.” 

It’s that sense of restraint that stood out most to strength and 
conditioning coach David Labentowicz when he and Karlsson trained 
together in 2018, during the blue-liner’s final summer as a Senator. 
Karlsson came by his gym looking to increase his power heading into the 
2018-19 campaign, the two connecting after Labentowicz worked with 
Karlsson’s wife, Melinda. Having had other Ottawa pros like tireless 
worker Daniel Alfredsson come through his gym in the past, he was 
struck by how different No. 65’s approach was. How he could turn his 
focus on and off like a tap, betting bottles of wine on workouts and then 
going all-out between the whistles. “I don’t know if I should tell you this 
story, but I’ll tell it to you anyways,” Labentowicz says. “I asked Erik, 
‘What’s the one thing that most people think is true, but is absolutely 
wrong?’ And he goes, ‘Dave, everyone thinks you need to work hard to 
be successful.’ 

“It’s funny, because he says it that way, but when we worked together, he 
worked really, really hard. But he was able to turn it off, relax afterwards 
— he’d go to his pool, have time with friends. So, it’s almost like a matter 
of perspective. He works hard in the right areas.” 

I t seems Karlsson still has that knack for hitting the right areas. When 
surgery to fix a nagging muscle tear in his left forearm sidelined him this 
January, he was in the midst of the most productive campaign he’d put 
together in half a decade. Through the first 33 games of the season, 
Karlsson collected eight goals and 26 points from the back end — his 
most to that point in a season since 2016-17, the last year he was 
nominated for the Norris Trophy. The blazing start set him on pace for 
roughly 20 goals and 65 points by the year’s end, which would’ve been 
his highest totals since that last Norris-finalist season, and more than 
he’s posted in his last two Sharks seasons combined. Even with the 
injury, he’s eclipsed last year’s numbers in 21 fewer games. 

“He had a really good start to the season,” San Jose head coach, Bob 
Boughner, says. “He was our best player many nights. You know, in the 
first 20, 30 games, I think that he carried us from the back end.” A former 
NHL defender himself, with a decade in the league playing the position 
under his belt, Boughner saw a change in Karlsson from the first day of 
training camp, that off-season of plotting and strategizing clearly having 
an impact. “One, you could tell he was healthy. He had a lot more jump 
and a lot more energy,” Boughner says. It was a key shift considering the 
groin injuries that hampered Karlsson’s skating ability earlier in his 
Sharks tenure. But for his coach, it was more than just the clean bill of 
health. It was the work ethic, the attitude, the mindset. “I thought that he 
came in with a sharper focus than I had seen in the previous couple of 
years,” Boughner says. “I think he wanted to prove people wrong.” 

“I think he’s done a good job of quieting people down. He’s still got a lot 
of good hockey left in him.” 

That determination was evident in Karlsson’s early play. Starting the year 
with a fire in his eyes, he seemed in vintage form — particularly when it 
came to perhaps his greatest skill: those simple sequences he’d been 
walking Ferraro through before the season began. “Yes, he’s offensive 
and yes, he can run a power play and all that, but for me, it’s his exits out 
of the defensive zone,” says Boughner of the most important aspect of 
Karlsson’s skillset. “He allows you to come out with possession, whether 
he’s leading the rush or coming in from behind, making a pass to the 
forwards at full speed, tape to tape. That’s the biggest thing about Erik’s 
game that helps us. How he breaks out, with full control, out of his end.” 

A deeper look at the data shows just how effective Karlsson has been in 
that specific area this season. In the month leading up to his surgery, the 
rearguard ranked among the very best in the league when it came to 
lugging the puck to safety. According to analytics whiz Shayna Goldman, 
who broke down Karlsson’s game around that time for Sportsnet using 
data from Sportlogiq, the Sharks veteran was leading all his 
contemporaries when it came to carrying the puck out of his own zone at 
5-on-5, doing so more than any other defender in the league. His zone 
exits led to successful plays 78 per cent of the time, per Goldman. And 
even casting a larger net to look at all the different iterations of his 
controlled zone-exit attempts, both his carry-outs and his passes, 
Karlsson still ranked among the league’s best, trailing only 2020 Norris 
Trophy winner Roman Josi. His ability to facilitate offence from the back 
end came through in more ways than just moving the puck out of his third 
of the ice, though. He also paced his team in passes that led directly to 
shots, according to Goldman — while his rate of passes to the slot led 
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the Sharks’ defence corps and ranked among the best for any NHL 
defender. 

Dynamic skill is nothing new for the former all-star, but Boughner’s quick 
to point out that this offensive revival came without Karlsson sacrificing 
anything significant the other way. “You know, you can’t teach what he 
has offensively. You can’t teach his skill,” Boughner says. “But 
sometimes the skilled players sort of keep a little gas in the engine for the 
offensive part of the game. He’s not pacing himself. He’s not just playing 
on one side of the puck — he’s playing on both sides of the puck. His 
attention to detail defensively is a lot better this year.” Goldman’s deep 
dive backed that story — in the month before Karlsson’s season was 
paused, he was forcing takeaways at the best rate of his career, and 
leading all Sharks defencemen in denying entries into San Jose’s zone. 

“He was on pace for a terrific season statistically. And I think he’s done a 
good job of quieting people down,” says Boughner. “He’s still got a lot of 
good hockey left in him, and I think if he stays healthy, you can see what 
he can do. He was real healthy, he came in in great shape and you saw 
what he could do in the first 33 games. He’s going to have a storied 
career in San Jose, and it’s just going to get better for him.” 

I t’s been 10 years since Karlsson first exploded onto the scene with 78 
points in his third big-league season, claiming the first Norris Trophy of 
his career at 21 years old. Looking back on it now, he swears he was just 
the product of circumstance. “You know, I was a small guy, I skated 
really well and I was playing against guys that were 250, 240 pounds. 
You know, big fighters,” he says. “And I just had to learn how to adapt 
and still be me and coexist in a world like that.” 

It wasn’t just the size discrepancy, though. In Karlsson’s eyes, it was also 
the game’s steady tilt towards the style of play we see on the ice now. “It 
was getting a little faster pace maybe, and a few more smaller guys were 
starting to come into the league. We were getting away a little bit more 
from the old-school hockey.” 

That the Sens were just two years removed from a Stanley Cup Final 
appearance when he arrived helped immensely, too. “We had a very 
veteran group and I came into an organization that had been very 
successful for a very long time. So, everybody that was on that team 
knew what they were doing,” Karlsson says. “They embraced me for who 
I was and the way that I play the game. And I played with some really 
good players. So, I think by that third season, I’d gone from being a 
rookie and being a young guy to kind of being ‘the guy’ for them. … Me 
being so young and them being so seasoned, I think that we just had a 
lot of fun. Their experience and my energy kind of just meshed together 
in a good way.” 

“Oh boy, this guy’s got something physically. And he has the skillset and 
the mindset to be a really elite athlete. You could see it very early on.” 

Take Karlsson at his word and you could wind up thinking he all but 
stumbled into his run as the game’s best blue-liner. It wasn’t him, it was 
the way hockey was changing, it was the teammates on his left and right, 
it was everybody and everything else. But ask those who were in Ottawa 
at the time, and they’ll tell you the young Swede seemed like a lot more 
than just a kid with quick feet and loads of luck. “I remember the first time 
I really got to talk to him,” says Schwarz. “Erik’s always had confidence, 
that confidence in himself, which you could see immediately when we 
started to work together. [That] is always a sign that, you know, this guy’s 
got something special.” 

It didn’t take long before Schwarz found out where that confidence came 
from. “We ended up going into the fieldhouse one day and we were doing 
30- or 40-metre sprints — Erik was winning the races by about five 
meters,” he recalls. “That was when I went, ‘Oh boy, this guy’s got 
something physically. And he has the skillset and the mindset to be a 
really elite athlete.’ You could see it very early on.” 

Soon came the transition from intriguing prospect to generational talent. 
There was no more hiding in the quiet of the Ottawa market. But 
Karlsson was unfazed by the ascent. “That has never really affected me 
in any way,” he says of the cameras, interviews and scrutiny. “I’ve always 
liked to have a lot of responsibilities and with responsibilities comes a lot 
of asks and, you know, people are pulling you in different directions. But I 
think that my approach to the game has never changed. It’s always been 
priority No. 1, and everything around it, whether it’s good or bad, hasn’t 
really affected the performance on the ice. And I think that I was 

surrounded by such a good group of people from an early age — both 
players and management, with the late Bryan Murray, who did a lot for 
me. I think that we skipped a few steps and I kind of matured a little bit 
sooner than I probably would have if I didn’t have those people around 
me.” 

More from Sportsnet 

How Mikyla Grant-Mentis quietly became one of hockey’s most dynamic 
talents 

Why the Seattle Kraken’s Chanel Keenan is exactly what hockey needs 

What stands out from the years that followed that breakout season in 
Ottawa are the trophies, the absurd point totals, the glory. But what 
actually came next for Karlsson, before he got to all that, was a year that 
threw everything it could at him. Just three months after he was handed 
the Norris Trophy, the league descended into a lockout, sapping up the 
first few months of his chance at a follow-up performance. He took a spin 
through Helsinki in the meantime, putting up a casual 34 points in 30 
games for Jokerit, before the NHL’s season finally resumed in January 
2013. Just 14 games into that shortened campaign, Karlsson — at this 
point newly crowned as the NHL’s most promising defender, and still 
looking the part — had the season cut out from under him yet again. It 
happened in a game against Pittsburgh. Karlsson and forward Matt 
Cooke sprinted toward the boards for a loose puck. When they arrived 
and got tangled up, one of Cooke’s skates slashed across the back of 
Karlsson’s left leg, lacerating his Achilles’ tendon, sending the 
defenceman to the ice as pained cries echoed around the arena. 

The Senators were incensed. Nearly a decade later, it still leaves a bad 
taste in Karlsson’s mouth, too. “I mean, I think my first major injury was 
obviously — I’m not going to say ‘unfortunate,’ but very unnecessary, you 
know? Looking back at it now, it was a tough one to get, because I don’t 
think that it should have happened,” Karlsson says. “But it is what it is, 
you know, and it was an experience that I had to go through. I was very 
young at the time, and I don’t think that I really understood the magnitude 
of what it meant to be hurt. I just did what they told me to do, and I came 
in every day and did the work that I could. I was trying to get back as 
soon as I possibly could.” 

Even then, dealing with a gruesome injury, taken out of the game just as 
he began to grab hold of it, Karlsson took everything in stride. After the 
initial rush of anger and emotion, No. 65 seemed as unmoved by the 
immense change of plans as he was by being thrust into the league’s 
spotlight. “Once I went back, I didn’t really think about it that much,” he 
says. “In my mind, it didn’t really affect me that much.” 

The next year, he was back in the 70-point club, with his first 20-goal 
campaign as gravy. The year after that, his second Norris Trophy, and 
then another nomination after that for a ridiculous, career-best 82-point 
showing. In 2017, he earned a third straight Norris nomination as he 
willed his Senators through a lengthy playoff run, cementing his legacy in 
Ottawa. There was The Pass against the Bruins in Round 1, the game 
winner in the series clincher against the Rangers in Round 2, and a 
seven-game battle with the Penguins in Round 3 that saw his underdog 
Sens fall just one win shy of a shot in the Cup Final. In the wake of the 
sting of that disappointment, he faced a deeply painful period off the ice. 
The next year, Karlsson and Melinda suffered a devastating loss, 
announcing their son Axel was stillborn. Three months later, Melinda filed 
for a protection order against the girlfriend of Karlsson’s longtime 
teammate Mike Hoffman, alleging harassment directed at the Karlssons, 
partly related to the loss of their son. 

The end of Karlsson’s run in Ottawa began to look inevitable. In 
September 2018, it became reality, the blue-line icon traded to San Jose 
in a blockbuster, eight-piece deal. And still, even coming off one of the 
roughest years of his life, even as he uprooted his family and left behind 
the only NHL home he’d ever known, Karlsson didn’t sway. “The day that 
he got traded, he messages me: ‘Hey, I want to come in and get an extra 
workout,’” Labentowicz remembers. “Despite everything going on, he 
used the workout to kind of clear his mind. He was joking around with 
me, just in a good mood. You know, just a crazy perspective. … That sort 
of perspective to me was actually really impressive. I don’t know how to 
put it — it’s like someone broke up with you, and as much as you wanted 
to stay together with them, you’re able to be at peace and move on.” 

“I’m here to play hockey. That’s my job. That’s my passion.” 
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Karlsson acknowledges it wasn’t all roses when the news came down. 
But he chose to focus on the path ahead. “That was a challenging part of 
my life because I was so invested in my career and, you know, in my life 
in Ottawa. … [but] I was just happy to receive a new start,” he says. “I 
enjoyed it, and I stayed in the moment. I was just excited to go play 
hockey for the San Jose Sharks, who’ve been so successful for so long. 
… I learned a lot of things about myself and about the game that first 
year in San Jose.” 

More importantly, just like that puck waiting in the corner, he knew he 
didn’t need to look backwards. “Ottawa is not going to go anywhere,” he 
says. “That’s going to be my off-season home. All of my friends are still 
going to be around. I’m not going to see them as much as I used to, but 
nothing there is going to change.” Instead, all nerves were steeled, all 
focus directed at getting back to playing the game he loves, back to the 
ice. “I mean, that’s what I’m here to do, you know? I’m here to play 
hockey. That’s my job. That’s my passion. And that’s the path that I’ve 
chosen for myself,” he says. “Wherever I’m going to be in life or whatever 
I’m going to do, as long as I’m playing hockey, that’s always going to be 
my No. 1 focus.” 

T here was a time, not too long ago, when debates about the best 
defenceman in the game were short and sweet and nearly unanimous in 
Karlsson’s favour. But the conversation around the defender has taken a 
downturn since he left Ottawa, dwelling on the question of whether 
injuries and age have sapped his skill. Even his fellow players have 
changed their tune — in 2017-18, Karlsson’s final year in Ottawa, his 
NHL peers named him the most difficult defenceman in the league to 
play against in the annual NHLPA Player Poll. The next year, he fell to 
fourth in votes for the league’s best defenceman. The two years after that 
— these past two seasons — he fell off the list of names made public in 
the poll. 

His own performance didn’t help matters — particularly a 2020-21 
season that saw him battle through injuries and produce the worst 
offensive showing of his career. And so, Karlsson finds himself here — 
not what he once was, but maybe not what everyone believes he is 
either. No longer a revolutionary talent who can make those around him 
look obsolete, yet not as washed up as some would now assert. But 13 
years into life as an NHLer, Karlsson’s learned to live with the noise — 
even as newer, younger talents are crowned with the titles he once held. 

“There’s always going to be someone new and someone younger and 
someone else that people like to talk about more. That’s just the way it 
is,” he says “I’ve never really paid attention too much to that. You know, 
even from my days in Ottawa, when sometimes you got more attention 
than not, it’s never really affected me one way or another.” 

“He’s a two-time Norris Trophy winner. He’s been through about as much 
pressure as one can imagine in this game, and he’s always seemed to 
excel.” 

There’s a striking conviction in Karlsson’s voice when he speaks of his 
indifference. You believe he’s wholly unmoved by the criticism, the 
underestimation, the doubt. To a certain extent, that’s surely the case. 
But ask his teammates — who see him not just when the lights are on 
but in those quiet moments away from the spotlight too, and who saw 
that hunger in his eyes this summer — and you get the sense there’s 
more to the story. 

“I think it drives him for sure. But I think he’s the type of player that, he 
definitely cares about it but he doesn’t show it,” says Ferraro. “He doesn’t 
let it affect him. He stays positive and he stays confident because he 
knows what he’s capable of. And so do we. … It does bother him, but he 
doesn’t show it because that’s individual stuff and he’s a team guy. But 
he is motivated to be a better player every day. He is motivated to prove 
that he is still that player. We all know it.” 

Middleton agrees, well aware of his former blue-line partner’s penchant 
for reaching for high bars. “To a certain extent, I think it drives him. … It 
goes back to the standard he holds himself to. He knows what he’s 
capable of and he knows what he can do night in and night out,” says 
Middleton. “[He’s a] two-time Norris Trophy winner. He’s been through 
about as much pressure as one can imagine in this game, and he’s 
always seemed to excel. So, no matter where he’s at in his game, I think 
he’s the type of player that learns to excel night in and night out.” 

Schwarz, who’s known Karlsson since the defenceman’s very first 
moments as an NHLer, explains it isn’t that Karlsson doesn’t care about 
the criticism, it’s that it’s no louder than the noise in his own head — 
there’s no pressure greater than his own expectations for himself. “I think 
he’s just misunderstood,” says Schwarz. “He knows that he’s a good 
player. Erik’s always owned his own confidence — you can’t tell Erik that 
he’s not good when he knows he’s good. … I think what happens with 
Erik sometimes is the game is easy for Erik. The game always needs to 
be a challenge, and he needs to be challenged. It’s him challenging 
himself.” 

The missing piece in all of this is Karlsson’s endgame. Why, at 31, with 
trophies in his case and another half-decade of hefty paycheques 
scheduled to come in, he’s still pushing to find new ways to get all he 
possibly can out of his body. “My motivation has never been to be the 
best in the world, or be one of the best. My motivation has always been 
the same, and it’s always going to be the same, and that is to win,” 
Karlsson says. “I want to win a Stanley Cup. I want to win more than one 
Stanley Cup. That’s always been what’s been driving me. And I haven’t 
achieved that. So, in my mind, I’ve still got a lot of work to do. I’ll try and 
find the right way to get to where I want to go, and that’s ultimately what it 
is. 

“So, all this other talk about what-ifs and what’s been and what can be, 
doesn’t really matter to me. Because my motivation, even from a young 
age, has always been the same. And that is to win. That’s why I play this 
game. That’s why I started playing this game. And that’s the way that I’ll 
end playing this game.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Scout's Analysis: 7 interesting Canadiens prospects 
with NHL talent 
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What have you done for me lately? It’s a fair question most of the time. 
Except when it’s not! 

The Montreal Canadiens went to the Stanley Cup Final against Tampa 
Bay in 2021 as 30 other teams in the league sat back and watched. 
Those teams, their GMs, head coaches, scouting staffs, owners, and of 
course fan bases would have done anything to switch places with the 
Canadiens, even though they came up short. 

What happened next put them in a nearly impossible position. The 
organization started this season needing to plug lots of holes. They lost 
Shea Weber and Carey Price. Joel Edmundson had to miss almost the 
entire season. Not to mention the players who went elsewhere in free 
agency. The list goes on. There was a lot of change here. 

The team even reworked its front office and replaced its head coach. 
They are charting a new direction now, with new people. 

But what has the new front office leadership inherited? What was left 
behind in the prospect pipeline? 

Marc Bergevin always valued the entry draft and did not have a history of 
trading away draft capital. But he and Trevor Timmins, the former director 
of amateur scouting, lost their jobs in November. Martin Lapointe 
continues to lead the amateur staff (alongside Nick Bobrov). 

Bergevin, Timmins, and Lapointe stocked the cupboards full of quality 
prospects in a variety of positions and maybe left the Canadiens with a 
stronger base of futures than people realize. And don't forget, the team is 
hosting the 2022 draft this summer and will go to the floor with 14 total 
picks, including two firsts, two seconds and three thirds. 

Montreal's future has the potential to arrive sooner than expected. 

Here are some of the future building blocks Habs fans can look forward 
to seeing in the near future: 
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Jayden Struble: Second round, 46th overall, 2019 

Vitals: 6-foot, 205 pounds, left shot defenceman 

Heading into his senior season at Northeastern in 2022-23. NHL teams 
crave this kind of prospect. He plays a hard-nosed style and can be 
punishing physically. An intense competitor who doesn’t back down from 
opponents. He’s hard to play against. Jayden skates well and is capable 
with the puck. I don’t expect him to see the ice on the power play as a 
pro, but he projects to be a two-way defenceman who will be used on the 
penalty kill. 

Mattias Norlinder: Third round, 64th overall, 2019 

Vitals: 6-foot, 185 pounds, left shot defenceman 

Another defenceman the Canadiens drafted in 2019. He is the opposite 
of Struble. Norlinder is a two-way skating/puck moving defender who 
doesn’t bring much in the way of a physical element. He has good jump 
to space and reliable hockey sense. He wastes no time making decisions 
with the puck -- he sees his options and moves it quickly. Projects to be a 
reliable No. 5 or 6 in the NHL, who can be deployed on the second power 
play unit. Currently playing for Frolunda in the SHL. 

Jakub Dobes: Fifth round, 136th overall, 202 

Vitals: 6-foot-5, 197 pounds, goaltender 

A giant in the net with his huge frame. A butterfly goalie who takes up a 
ton of space even when down. His last three seasons have resulted in 
save percentages of .946, .915, .933 and GAAs of 1.59, 2.38, and 2.22. 
Moves adequately side to side, but there is room to add more quickness. 
Plays the puck very well. Outlets long range. A winner. It takes time with 
goalies but he has a chance to be an NHL puck stopper. He will be a 
sophomore at Ohio State next season. 

Sean Farrell: Fourth round, 124th overall, 2020 

Vitals: 5-foot-9, 175 pounds, left shot forward 

An elite scorer coming out of the USHL (Chicago Steel). Farrell had a 
solid freshman season at Harvard in 2021-22 and played to his identity 
as a consistent threat offensively. Mix in his experience representing 
USA at the Olympic Games (six points in four games) and it's fair to say 
he has had an eventful development season. Plain and simple, this kid 
produces offence. He’s not big, but he’s crafty and smart. Farrell has 
high-end vision in the offensive zone and is an asset to have on your 
power play unit. He adds a nice option into the mix in the Canadiens 
prospect pool. 

Riley Kidney: Second round, 63rd overall, 2021 

Vitals: 5-foot-11, 175 pounds, left shot forward 

The Acadie-Bathurst player is challenging fellow Montreal draft pick 
Joshua Roy for the QMJHL scoring title. Kidney is a fun player to view 
with high-end skill -- he makes plays coming off the edge and venturing 
to the middle of the ice. He has great vision and leans passer more than 
shooter. Interesting to note he scores equally as often at home as on the 
road, which tells me matchups don’t bother him or have an effect on his 
production. He's responsible enough to be used in defensive zone, too. 
Solid in the face-off circle, Kidney has top-six upside at the NHL level. 

Joshua Roy: Fifth round, 150th overall, 2021 

Vitals: 5-foot-11, 186 pounds, left shot forward 

His game continues to trend up. Production numbers tell the story with 97 
points in 53 QMJHL games. His shooting percentage has been 
consistent and he's added more distribution to his arsenal. Speed off the 
rush has improved to the point he has an extra gear when required. 
There is no question his element is offence. Montreal did well adding this 
prospect in the fifth round. He has a chance to be a productive player for 
the organization. 

Kaiden Guhle, First round, 16th overall, 2020 

Vitals: 6-foot-3, 210 pounds, left shot defenceman 

The best for last. This player has the potential to be a top pairing NHL 
defenceman. He's a complete player. There are no holes in his game. He 

skates well and executes with the puck. He can be trusted in all facets of 
the game. Guhle will bring, at worst, secondary offence. He's a physical 
defenceman, too, who closes the gap in his lane with authority. An elite 
prospect and foundational player. Guhle brings leadership on top of his 
skill set. Currently with Edmonton in the WHL. 

Honourable mentions: 

Ty Smilanic, FWD  

Brett Stapley, FWD 

Emil Heineman, FWD 

Jan Mysak, FWD  

And don't sleep on Arber Xhekaj, an undrafted, big, bruising, two-way 
defenceman playing for OHL Hamilton. 
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